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Another Delay Forced in Haynsworth Case

WASHINGTON (AP) ,-' The
Senate's No. 2 Republican leader, Sen. Robert P. Griffin of
Michigan, joined the opposition
to.Judge Clement F. Haynsworth today, and critics of the
Supreme Court nominee forced
another¦ .delay in action on the
case. '- "¦ A .-*.
The Senate Judiciary Committee called off a closed meeting
Which had ? been scheduled to
consider the nomination, The
reason: A technical weapon in
the hands of opponents, put
there by Senate rules.
The Senate itself met 30 minutes before the Judiciary Committee was to convene, and the

rules permit any senator to prevent a committee from meeting
while the Senate is in session. A
motion was made not to meet.
Griffin announced just before
that scheduled meeting that he
will vote against Haynsworth—
and said he has advised President Nbcon.
The Griffin decision threw Republican forces into some disarray since, as Whip, or assistant
leader, he had been in charge of
nose counting for the (JOP.
"I don't know what we're
going to do," said Sen. Hugh
Scott, R-Pa., the Republican
leader.
Scott said Griffin could have

some impact on other senators.
Gi-iffin, recently named to the
committee and tiie newly elected assistant minority leaderj ed
the successful? Senate opposition
last year-against :confirmation
of former justice Abe Fortas as
chief - justi ce;.'-,'.,

SAIGON (AP) - The V.S .
Navy will transfer 80 river patrol boats to the Vietnamese
Navy Friday in the largest single turnover, of naval materiel
in the war , South Vietnamese
m il it a r y headquarters announced today.
A U.S. Navy spokesman said
the turnover is part of the U.S.
program to "Vietnamize" the
war so that more American
forces can be withdrawn.
A South Vietnamese spokes-

man said the 80 boats would be
divided equally among four river patrol groups which will form
a task force to De commissioned
at ceremonies Friday.
The turnover Will bring to 229
the total number of U.S, Navy
craft * transferred to the Vietnamese since - June, 1968, or
about 40 per cent, of the 550
American boats patrolling South
Vietnam's inland waterways.
The other 321 are to be tunned
over during the next nine

months.
The U.S. Command says
33,800 American Navy men now
are in Vietnam. President Nixon
has announced a 5,000-man cut
for the Navy as part of the
35,000-man withdrawal scheduled to he completed by Dec. 15.
Meanwhile, Premier Tran
Thien ' Khiem predicted today
that there will be no "breakthrough" in the war until a new
supreme leader emerges in Ha-

"Sen. Bayh feels this case is
not a landmark, but it is significant' because it (its the pattern
the. judge -.. lias set," said a
spokesman for the Indiana
Democrat.
The case involved a seaman
for Grace Line, a W. R. Grace
subsidiary, who was injured
Bayh's latest charge -Is the when a ladder fell on him. The
third such case in which ,Hayns- seaman sought $30,000 in perworth has been accused of con- sonal injury damages and back
flicts of interest for making a pay but won $50 from a federal
ruling while holding a financial district court jury. That ruling
stake in one of the parties be- was upheld on appeal to Haynsfore bis court. It was included in worth's court.
a "bill of particulars" worked Rollings rejected the case as
up by Bayh's staff for the Judi- unimportant Tuesday in a floor
speech and at an hour-long news
ciary session.

U.S. to Transfer 80
Boats to Viet Navy

DIVORCEE AND MOTHER?.; ; . Ariane Sheppard (left)
Is shown with her mother, Mrs, Hedwig Habermann, at Common Pleas Court, where Mrs. Sheppard was granted a divorce
from Dr. Samuel H. Sheppard Tuesday on grounds of gross
neglect. (AP Photofax)
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conference.
were only ln a parent company.
Rollings said that under law, Predicting Haynsworth ultiHaynsworth or any other judgei mately would be confirmed,
could only disqualify himself : Boilings also rejected criticism
from a case if he had - "sub-¦ of another case as an error and
stantial" interest in one of thei a "lapse of memory."
parties. Rollings also said that Haynsworth has said he forgot
according to the law it is up toi when he bought $16,000 in
the judge to decide himself ' Brunswick Corp. stock in 1967
whether that interest is substan- that six weeks earlier he had
tial.
joined in a ruling involving the
"This was 300 shares out of 18; company.
The case, in which the apor 19 million," said Rollings.
peals court upheld a $1,400
Boilings also said that other claim from a bowling alley that
courts had ruled that a judgei sought $140,000 from Brunswick,
must disqualify himself only ini was still pending before the
cases where he had a direct in-• court when the stock was pufterest, not where his holdingsi chased. ,.

sions per 24 hours.
."There's no significance I can
see in it," a U.S. spokesman
said. "It's just a matter of timing. We report B52 missions after they are flown."
Other sources indicated several B52 missions were flown today against the Ho Chi Minh
Trail in Laos—an activity which
the U.S. Command does not admit takes place—after good targets were turned up by intelligence. .

Asked about Senate RepubliTale of Milking
Scott's statecan Leader Hugh
J
The
main difference bement Monday that there might
be a breakthrough id the war in tween the country and the
Khiem city is that in the country
the . pest 60 to 90 days,
the farmers get up to milk
., -, :: .- ¦-.<
replied :.?
the cows, and in the city
"Nov* there is » collective the shopkeepers get up to
leadership in: North Vietnam, milk the farmers . , . Can
and there must be some time anybody here remember
,.
before anyone can make a deci- when the Police Gazette was .
considered a very daring
BOSTON (AP) y ; Sen. Ed- proceed under the Edgartown preme Court for hearing on the Kennedy reported later he sion. It depends on who will be
magazine? ? . , . In Hollyward M?. Kennedy|s . • lawyer District Court judge's ground constitutional question.
was driving with Miss Kopeclme emerging as" the leader,:¦of"North wood, or anywhere else,
a
asked the Massaclursett / Su- rules.
Miss Kopechne was a secre- when he took a wrong turn and Vietnam."? - y y y P . : ' ?? . •?¦ ?
"observers do not ex.? spinster's a girl looking for
preme Judicial Coin*t-: today to
Western
tary
for
the
late
Sen?
Robert
<5\
his
car
plunged
off
a
narrow
a husband—and so is a wife
the high court
declare unconstitutional . th$ Haij lfy asked
the order of the r$. Kenfaedy. She was at Martha's bridge into Poticha J?ond , a; salt pect the power struggle antici- ' .• . ; Life is a race . . . al?w^
state'sjnguest laws and to dis- "ioi-^uash
pated in the wake of President ways trying to catch up with
Vipeyard for a: weekend reunion water inlet,
A
the Jr.,
braces Ms wife aj ^;ca*paign manager, Jerry Harkins
¦-y- .- y - . .y ; qualify Judge James A: Boyle updnaent," Judge Boyle, "which with fiyeiother girls who worked Remedy
d6at_
to
crystalHo,Ghi:WU#s
bvtt
JMiSS
esftB^ecl
primary
dection
your
bills.
after Crane won the I^e
j ^lican
in
13th
from presiding over a planned in substance excluded everyone on the Robert Kennedy presir
Kopechne ^was?? trapped in the lize for some months. They be_ lJ^n•^:t"*C>_aiei ¦ ,the-:«M»t •¦<oij SBrwai-.- .
inquest into tne death of Miss from the proceeding?but the de_t|ai
Omg^e-ssfoDal
5al^t^t
.
^
'
'^
will
be
between
contest
?-??}-:
lievethei
campaign in 1968.4r \4 ;- car ajnd dro^fe^w?;
^^
is
press and Ifaated "counsels*
Macy Jo Kopechne?
live of eight Republicanis running^ seeking seat vacated
Tfa^ ;got .-bgeihei-; with > Ed- ! f Kennedy ..wi^?-!©?^¦l<|feju> he f tuan, the pro-Moscow first
..to
crosst-pXamfoe
rights'*
<
witB;
Edward
Hanlfjr , attorney
1
wtiehj Dbpald - ftunjsfeid became? dh^cto. of - fee Office of
(For more laughs see
sit in on all testimo- ward Kennedy and four associ- town police station,10 hours lat- secretary of the North VietforKennedy, asked'tbe five jus- nesses and
:
4-A.)
Wilson
Wilson
on
Page
Broho
'
mic Oppo^aiflty. (AP Hiotolax)
ates for a cookout at a rented er to report the accident, fey namese communist party, and
tic*^ to rule that Kennedy's ny. ?^ . ::? .
another
politburo
Truong
Chinh,
cottage oil the island* across a that time the overturned car
rights would be prejudiced if the In the event, the court upholds harrow?strait from
Edgartown. had been found :in the water, member who is pro-Peking.
planned inquest were allowed to the inquest law as constitutional, Hanify argued, it should
Khiem, speaking to newsmen
send "directives" to all district
during a hospital dedication in
and superior courts which would
Saigon, said the government, is
result in "an infusion of constiexpecting another sharp intutional vitality into the skeleton
crease in enemy attacks.
of the structure" of inquests in
¦ ¦ ¦
¦•
"We/ark'waiting for, another
'
: V A - ¦ ¦ ' '¦ : ¦ ¦:, ' ¦ '
.
Massachusetts. , i :. ' . .: *.' ;
highpoinf,'' he said. "The eneMiss Kopechne, 28, was found
my is weak,, byt despite this he
dead in Kennedy's car July 19
has the capability to create disafter it plunged into a tidal pond
turbances, so everyone must be WASHINGTON (AP) - The proposals
on Chappaquiddick Island. The
, appear to have no
ou the defense."
ATLANTA, Ga. (AP) - A libRepublican call for a morato- chance of Seriate approval.
inquest was . ordered , by Dist.
Atty. Edmund Dinis,. whose juThe national police in a week- rium on war dissent suffered But together, the ptbposals eral Democrat and a moderate
ly summary reported 140 con- another blow today with the in- are the stj irtihg point, tor a hew Republican will vie in a runoff
MONTREAL (AP) - Police risdiction includes the telahd.
Chief
Justice
Raymond
S.
Wilfirmied acts of Viet Cong tenor- troduction of* resolution by two inquiry into war policy planned ejection for mayor of Atlanta
and fire protection returned to
,
'
ism during the week ending Oct. Senate Vietnam critics urging by Sen, J?.W- Fulbright's Rebate
norma! in Montreal today after kins asked, "Oo you- claim an
Qct?j
a
as
:thqbid of the firstiNe1. . The report said 98 civilians withdrawal of American forces Foreign Relations Committee? ?
a one-day strike by more than inquest is unconstitutional no
matter
how
it
is
from
the
battle
zone
within
a
conducted?"
*
in
modern
times to seek tha
firo
the
first
on
NixIts
hearings,
were killed, 138 were wounded
6,000 police and firemen seeking
¦¦ ¦
on's conduct of the war, begin office-fell short. * ' • ¦'¦ '¦
and 36 kidnaped. The week be- "reasonable time."
pay raises threatened Canada's "No, no your honor ," tlanify
replied. He added that - "apHowever, a Negro attofhey,
fore , 203 incidents were report- Unlike two earlier withdrawal Oct. 27.
largest city with chaos.
propriate directives" spelling
proposals, the one submitted by Secretary of State William P. Maynard Jxckson, won the post
328
ed,
with
163
civilians
killed,
A provincial policeman was out constitutional safeguards for
Sens. Frank Church , D-Idaho, Rogers has agreed to testify in of vice;mayor now held by the
wounded and 94 kidnaped.
shot to death during a battle be- inquest participants would be
and Mark O. Hatfield R-Ore., open session, although no date leading* mayoralty candidate,
Again
only
light
and
scattered
tween rival groups of drivers. A sufficient.
does not propose a deadline for has yet been set.
Sanr Massell.
ground fighting was reported as an American pullout.
mob of youths roamed the
The
committee
also
has
invitIn
response
to
another
questhe
general
lull
continued.
streets Tuesday night, smashing
Instead, their resolution criti- ed testimony from Secretary of Massell, 42, rode a surge of
tion, Hanify said he felt that inwindows and looting stores.
Negro votes to the top of the
cizes
the pace of withdrawal set Defense Melvin R. Laird.
American
observation
helicopTen bank robberies and near- quests in the state at present
by President Nixon—and as- In a speech prepared for the seven-man ticket ahead of Alters
and
artillery
along
the
"always
have
the
potential
to
be
ly a score of other thefts were
Cambodian border north of Sai- serts that the continued pres- Senate, Church said the United derman Rodney Cook, 45, the
accusatory."
reported .
gon opened fire on three groups ence of U.S. forces can only States has no vital interest in only Republican in the nonpartiQuoting from an appeal of a
About goo provincial police public grand jury proceeding,
of North Vietnamese troops who postpone "the political accom- preserving the Saigon govern- san election .
were rushed to the city to aid Hanify compared the pending
fired on the helicopters. A total modations essential to* ending ment of President Nguyen Van Massell picked up many Neabout 20O senior police officers inquest to a process which reof 20 enemy were reported the conflict."
Thieu—or even in the preserva- gro votes counted on by Dr.
The
Church-Hatfield
measure
,
sembled
"a
victim tied to a
who stayed at their posts. A
killed, and none of the helicoption of a non-Communist gov- Horace Tate, the lone Negro in
and the two other withdrawal ernment.
the race, who finished third .
skeleton force of firemen also stake while his reputation is
ters was hit. ' .
Conservative Alderman G.
remained on duty . Several hun- being tortured to death. "
South
Vietnamese
headquar}
WEATHER
"From the standpoint of our Everett Millican, 72, who ran
dred army troops were flown Among the lawyers in the
ters, said government troops
interests, we have been fighting second before the dominantly
FEDERAL FORECAST
into the area but did not enter courtroom was Donald Mckilled 37 enemy soldiers in two
Fadden
a
Pennsylvania
attor,
WINONA AND VICINITY - an unnecessary war for five Negro precincts began to come
the city.
clashes in the Mekong Delta 50 Mostly fair and continued cool long years, making it possibly in finished fourth. Millican had
,
The Quebec provincial legisla- ney who represents the parents
and 56 miles south of Saigon. At with chance of frost or freezing the most disastrous mistake in run
of
Miss
Kopechne,
The
girl's
on a law-and-order platture met in emergency session
least five government soldiers tonight. Thursday increasing the history of American foreign form.
family
has
opposed
Dlnis
at'
late Tuesday night nnd ordered tempts to win permission from
were killed and 14 wounded in cloudiness and warmer. Low policy," Church said . "It can Jackson, who ran against U.S.
the strikers ^" back to work by Pennsylvania authorities to exone of the fights. Government tonight 30-38; high Thursday never be vindicated , it can only Sen. Herman Talmadge last
12:01 a.m. today. Union leaders hume the girl's body and conlosses in the second clash were 64-72. Outlook Friday: Temp- be liquidated."
year, was the first Negro to
GARAGE FIRE . . . A fire burns outside Murray Hill described as "light."
demanded that their men obey duct an autopsy.
Harold
Democratic
Sens.
eratures
below
normal
with
seek
the vice mayor's post. He
and
the
police
and
Limousine
Service
garage
ln
Montreal
Tuesday
night
as
a
the order,
bus
Hanify initially took his apAmerican B52 bombers flew chance of showers.
Hughes of Iowa and Thomas F. was pulling steadily ahead of
fire departments wore reported peal to Justice Paul C. Reardon , is backed out of the garage to save it from fires started
Eagleton of Missouri Tuesday Alderman Milton Farris.
LOCAL WEATHER
fully manned and operating nor- who issued an order halting the inside. Tho garage was attacked by angry taxi drivers wlio only three missions against targets
in
South
Vietnam
in
the
24proposed a resolution calling for With all 149 precincts reportOfficial
observations
for
the
mally by 4 a.m.
planned opening of the inquest were protesting monopoly on airport service. The city Was hour period ending at 2 p.m. to- 24 hours ending at 12 m. today. U.S. withdrawal unless the Sai- ing, Massell had 29,971 votes to
Menibers of the 3,700-man po- Sept. 3. Reardon referred the without fire and police protection Tuesday night due to strikes. day, a sharp scale-down from Maximum , 58; minimum, 40; gon government undertakes ma25,830 for Cook. Tate had 22,193
lice force began quitting their case to the full bench of tho Su- (AP Photofax)
the recent average of eight mis- noon, 52; precipitation , .02.
jor reforms within 60 days.
and Millican 17,481.
$¦
posts at a.m. Tuesday. They
Jnckson led Farris 50,619 to
were joined shortly afterward
34,315.
'
2,400
fireby most of the city's.
Three other candidates in the
men, who are also Involved in a
mayor 's race picked up a few
wage dispute with the city.
hundred votes among them.
The policemen , who are not
permitted by law to strike, seek
Tate, 46, head of a statewide
By WILLIAM L. RVAN
The statement was presented in the form of a letter to
Moscow, Western sources say he has connections with the
a $I,0fl0 _ -yeflr incraase in salaorganization
of Negro teachers
the Kremlin agreeing to now talks at the deputy foreign
KGB, the Soviet intelligence service.
AP Special Correspondent
ries now averaging $7,300 a
and a member of the Atlanta
Kosygin
visited
Premier
Chou
Enminister
level
to
seek
Until
Premier
Alexei
measures
to
preserve
Uie
status
quo
year. They rejecte d an arbitraschool board , apparently was
It could be that Peking wos badly shaken by what many
along the nervous China-Soviet frontiers. The talks are exlai on Sept. 11, tho Red Chinese were all belligerence. Iri
tion board's recommendation of interpreted as Inspired rumors in Moscow that the Soviet
the victim of a split in the NeRussians
while
they
have
still
been
prodding
the
pected
to
start
within
tho
next
two
weeks.
recent
weeks,
a $1,100 hike.
gro vote. Also, voters turned out
military brass was weighing the possibility of action against
noticehave
lowered
their
voices
as "social imperialists ," they
Tlie statement hastened to assure Moscow and tho world
in fewer numbers than had been
Tho firemen have rejected an Red China , perhaps even a pre-emptive strike against China 's
ably.
that China has no warlike Intentions and does not even seek
expected.
arbitration award of a $1,050 an- burgeoning nuclear arsenal .
China lias set off 10 successful nuclear explosions and
tlie return of land it has long claimed was taken by unfair
Predictions had run as high as
Peking's statement "Tuesday on the border situation sugl
nual raise, which would bring
probably hns a fair-sized stock of weapons which could do
treaties in Russia's imperial days.
150,000 votes but tlie total aptheir pay to $8,OC0, They seek gested fright at tho idea that there wns mo/c to tho rumors
serious damage to Soviet targets. But China would hardly
Moscow has denounced the rumors that a military move
peared to bo around 100,000. Atthan Moscow cored to admit. There seemed an agitated "don't
(0,000.
haWa prayer against Soviet power.
was being weighed. But one source of the rumors was Victor
lanta has nbout 200,000 regisThe chief argument of both ls you dare*' note ln the statement,
It ls unlikely that the Russians want to act thus drastically,
Louis, writing as the Moscow correspondent for a British
"Should a handful of war maniacs daro to raid China's
that they make less than police
however annoyed they may be. To move might involve them tered voters , 40 per cent of them
newspaper, and that is certain to make Peking suspicious
and firemen in Toronto, and the strategic sites in dcflnnce of world condemnation , that will
in years of "people's war" thnt could mnke Vietnam look like Negroes.
that the Kremlin planted the rumor.
Tate has received the enpolice say their job is much be war, that will bo aggression, and the 700 million Chinese
peanuts. But thoy could throw a scare into the Peking regime
The 41-year-old Louis, also known as Vltoly Lul , is a
risser In crime-ridden Montr people will rise up in resistance and use revolutionary war
ond hope to muffle the noise from China which hns become dorsement of tho Rev. Ralph
to eliminate the war of aggression," Peking said.
Soviet citizen with remarkable access to high places in
David Aberna thy,
real.
a major problem to international communism.
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Negro Fails in
Two Viet Critics Atlanta Runoff
Ask Withdrawal For Mayor Job

Was Peking Shaken Into Talks With Soviet?
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Homecoming
Activities Set
At Plainview
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DEPARTMENT MANAGERS
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___l ¦¦
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ODMPETING FOR QUEEN ... At Plainview Community
High School, Plaiaview, Mian,, the following girls are candidates in tiie homecoming queen contest. Front row, from left,
Beatrice Boie, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Boie, and
Becky Markus, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Markus; center, Janet Petit, daughter of Mrs. Mary Louise Petit, and back
row, from left, Lonny Hoist, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Hoist, and Theresa Kobilarcgik, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs, Joseph Kobilaresik.
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PLAINVIEW, Minn. (Special)
— Homecoming activities have
begun at Plainview Community
High School?
The 10 candidates for tomecoming king and queen gave
their campaign speeches today.
Voting will take place Thursday and tiie coronation ceremony will be that evening at 8
lo the gymnasium. Crown bearers will be Mike and Tracy Lyons whose parents are Mr. and
Mrs, Eddie Lyons Jr. A. bonfire will follow on the practice
field.
Friday events include a pep
test at 3 p.m. in the gymnasium;
• snake dance, starting at 6:45
p.m. from the school to Fairview Park, and a game at 7:30
p.m. against Kasson-Mantoryille
High School
Following the game there wilf
be an alumni tea in the school
library. Dancing will begin at
9:30' pint, in the cafeteria with
music by the Johnson , Flood
Combo of Rochester. -'.-.? ¦'¦

COMPETING . . . Vying
tar tjie title of? homecoming
king at Plainview Community High School, Plainview,
Minn,, are, front row, from
left , Kent Harrington, son of
Mr, and Mrs. Donald Harrington, and Dab Scbwirtz,
son of Mrs, Marvel Mussell;
center, Dean Erickson, son
of :-?jjfr, • and Mrs, James
Erkksoriend Michael Schad,
spn oil Mr. and Mrs. Joip
Sci»^, and top, David Herman, son of Mr. and Mrs.
George Herman* (Mrs, Uoyd
Melendy photos)
~i
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Marriage Is More
Than Gin Partner

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY: I recently met a very charming 73year-old widower in Florida. (I am a 70-year-old widow.)
It was a whirlwind romance and we married shortly after.
Herbert is very well-t-wto, but that is not the reason I
married himi
The problem is that Herbert gave me no hint at all that
he had had surgery six years ago, and all he could offer
me was - 'a lovely hoirie and a gin rummy partner. "
Please don't get the idea that I think "sex" is everything
in marriage, but I am a very youthful 70, and I was looking
•fnmunTvl tn a littln mm<> thnr o lnvulv hfMnn

and a gin rummy partner.
I don't want to disgrace my children
and grandchildren with a divorce. Herbert
laughingly said, "If you got yourself a boyfriend , I wouldn't divorce you as long as
I didn't find out about it." What should I
do?
MISLED

$
25 off Airglide inne
mattress.. .or box spring!

Now $50 off! VVb
4-piece modern bedroom set!

RESTLESS? MAYBE IT'S YOUR WORN OUT MATTRESS!
Get a good night'* rest on Airglids
super-firm mattress! Innersprlng has
premier colls,edge guards,body braeers and cloud-soft cushioning. Matching
box spring has heavy-gauge coils.
Reg.
2-pc. Latex foam set has
buoyant mattress,box spring/
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TRIPLE DRESSER , MIRROR, CHEST AND HEADBOARD
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Contemporary *tyllng.Roomy 9-drower
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triple dresser,matching chest have cen^mW ^mW
ter-gulded, dustproof drawer* and
mar-and Jtaln-resFstant Mlcartq* tops.
RECUWRLY MO.OO
-. ,
Matching night stand,only..

DEAR MISLED Most women of 70
who marry a man of 73 would be content
with a lovely home and a gin rummy
partner, but if you are not, don't worry
about "disgracing " anyone. See a lawAbby
yer about an annulment. You have legitimate grou nds.
DEAR ABBY: I am getting ready for a visit from my
brother and his wife , and much as I love them both, I am
dreading their visit. Why? Because they both smoke like
every puff was their last.
After their last visit, I had to take . EVERYTHING out of
the bedroom they occupied and air it two days running. Even
the draperies, mattress and pillows .' A strong odor of stale
cigarcts still persisted, so I searched and searched and
finally found an ashtray full of cigaret butts in a DESK
DRAWER!
I have come up with an idea; The next time we go to
visit THEM I will take along several strong onions and I'd
carry a slice of raw onion with me to the breakfast table and
make them inhale it with their breakfast. I would carry n
slice of onion with mo into every room of their house, and
also into their car. And upon leaving I'd "hide" slices of
raw onion all over their house. Thon they would know what
it's like to try to eliminato an offensive odor which has
permeated -everything. What do you think ?
LOVES FRESH AIR
DEAR LOVES: I think they deserve it. Bul I'm betting against your abilit y to be that rude.
CONFIDENTIAL TO LILA : Beware of that guy with
the "intoxicated kisses." He could be mixing his drinks.
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a pergonal reply write to Abby, Box fi97O0, Los Angeles , Calif.,
S0069, and enclose a stamped, self-addrcsscd envel ope.
Advtrllsemenl

Makes Eating Will.

FALSETEETH
Easter and Faster

Clinical testa prove you can noir
est and obawbatter—malca denture*
moro «S«otHe—lt you lust sprinkle
a Uttla FABTEXra on your plalea.
PASTEETH li an euy-to-uae powder
that holds dentures firmer longer—
mokes them Jc«l more coro/orUble.
rAaTfarnllituitftcUl—dociin 't»r.iir.
There's no gummy, gnnoy, pasty Ui»u.
Dentures that fit urn ea>efiilal ft
health. Bee ymir dnntlit rejuun:/,
OetFASTJSEIHat ftH drug aiun te r*.

ELECTRIC
HEATERS

*~ $9.95

Save *50 on deluxe
3-way recliner now !
Man-size comfort In extra
wide seat. Deep
¦diamondtufted back! Wipe-clean
Naugahyde1* viny l upholstery. A colors,ball casters.
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/
REG. $159
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SAVE $30! CHARMING COLONIALCTVI r CTIIIM/\ s-rmfu
C iccmc «>
iTYLE STUDIO COUCH—SLEEPS
2
Serves as double bed or - two
cot-s. Quaint print cover with
full pleated skirt,bolj t»rs.

QQ00

Trundle bunk bed
outfit—use 3 ways!
Use as twins,bunk or trundle

bedsl Sturdy hardwood
frdmes. Includes guardrail
ladder,two link springs and
tv^o 126-co\ lmattresses,

OO

BUY NOW , SAVE NOW—USE WARD'S LIBERA L CHARG-ALL CREDIT PLAN—"CHARGE IT!"

DAQD BROTHERS
•JlUDD STORE , Inc.
V A S HARDWARE
iU E. 4lh St. Phone 4007

\
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JUST NINE ATTEND HEARING

Commuter Air Service
Fountain Will School Adopts Record Budget
Set to Begin Oct. 26 Be Installed
But Mill Levy Is Decreased

Ccanniuter air service from
Winona to Chicago and the Twin
Cities will begin Oct. 26, according to C. Norman Elsy, president
of Mississippi
Valley Airways
¦
Inc.
Elsy said the firm will provide two daily trips each way,
using an 48-passenger $400,000
airplane. The twin-engine turboprop aircraft will be manned by
two pilots. Stewardess service
also may be added on some
flights, Elsy said. ':-

BESIDES the Twin Cities
flight, there will be another at
12:55 p.m. oh weekdays. Flights
tb Chicago will leave Winona at
8:4Q a.m. and 4:40 p.m. An
evening flight from Chicago
will terminate at Winona at
9:10.
Mississippi Valley will fly
mail and, once North Central
service is suspended, will be
solely responsible for air mail
here. It also will haul some
freight and express, Elsy said,

and will try to expand this service later.
The firm will employ nine persons at the outset. They include: One chief pilot, four
ctew menibers, two ground
crewmen, at Winona and two
ground.crewmen at La Crosse.
Elsy said fares on . WinonaTwifl Cites flights will be lower
than those offered by North
Central. Fares on Chicago
flights will be the same as
North Central's.

For Dedication

¦
A record budget of $5,146,437
¦ 090, or 6 76 percent of all reve¦' : ¦ ¦ :' ¦ '•¦:. . ' ' ". ¦ ¦•..' . . 4,.: +:; ¦;¦: ' 4 ¦ nues for .the -general fund. '
to? finance operations of public
A fountain planned for the 3rd schools in Independent District
Federal aids, such as tor
and Center Street intersection 861 during 1969-70 was adopted
National Defense Education Act
will be installed in time? for by the School Board Tuesday
and other federally • sponsored
programs, will jrceld 4.78 perLevee Plaza -dedication cere- night following a public bearing
cent while other income includmoniesOct. 15, the Winona Area that attracted an audience of
This is a summary of the tax budget for the general ed
1.32 percent from admission
school fund of Independent District 861 for 1969-70 and esti- tickets for school events, resale
Chamber of Commerce said to- nine.
In
adopting
the
.
new
school
mated
revenue
listings
adopted
Tuesday
night
by
the
School
day. It will be illuminated at
of materials and certain tuition
budget for the , general fund Board.
and .96 from miscelpayments
night by colored lights.
that adds up . to slightly more
EXP ENDITURES
laneous local sources including
All arrangements for the 4- than. $800,000 above expenditures
THE announcement means
1969-70
1968-69
fees paid for driver education
day dedication have been com- for the year ending last June
that the commuter service may
$ 88,935 $ 78,095 instruction, tuition paid by
pleted, according to Gene Meek- 30, school directors also certi- Administration
duplicate that offered by North
2,846,699 persons over 21 from
3,633,229
er, chamber manager. Plans fied a local levy for school pur- Instruction . . . . . . ..
1 outside
Central Airlines for a time, at
18,141
12,724 the school district attending
call for opening ceremonies to poses , of $2,525,459 for the gen- Attendance and health
least. North Central's request to
103,382 Ihe Winona Area Vocationalbegin at 1p.m. Oct. 15.
eral fund, a levy of $409,180 Transportation .. .......v............. 141,910
the Civil Aeronautics Board for
Plant operation
452,310
421,867 Technical Schoof and others.
; A special lightup ceremony for the bond redemption fund
permission to suspend service at
85,915
84,619
will be held that same evening, and 8 mills for the school build- Plant maintenance
SANDERS then looked ontside
"Winona airport has brought no
105,707 the local district to present comFixed charges
135,915
With Mayor Norman E. Indall ing sinking fund.
formal ruling up to now. It is
87,697 , parative data? based on last
Community services
90,400
asked to throw the switch for
unofficially expected, however,
116,856 year's budgets, concerned with
the plaza area decorative lights. THE LOCAL maintenance Capital outlay ...... .:' ?................ 229,175
that the CAB order will be is3,956 Winona's financial position in
Meeker said installation of the levy runs some $276,424 higher Outgoing transfer fund .....,..,..?.....
6,000
sued shortly with amendments The City Planning Commission wrote, "that the provision <if $12,000: fountain brings Levee than that certified to the coun- Auxiliary fund ........? ................. 41,950
37,602 relation to nine other districts
requiring North Central to back- Tuesday night unanimously housing in the city should be Plaza costs nearly to the quar- ty auditor a year ago but be- - Materials for resale ................... 40,990
44,198 of roughly Comparable size.
stop the commuter service for recommended rezoning of front- the primary community objec- ter. - million - dollar mark. All cause of the past year 's revaluIn the listing of districts that
three years.
age on Gilmore Avenue, between tive at present and provision of costs have been raised either by ation of property in the city of
Total excluding federal programs .$4 ,964,870 $3,943,408 included Albert Lea , Red 'Wing,
Mississippi Valley is a Minne- Gould and Vila streets, from appropriate densities of housing private subscription or assess- Winona that resulted in an in- Federal programs . . . . . ; . . . . . . . - . '....
181,567
299,968 Owatonna; St. Cloud. South St.
sota corporation , based at Wino- Residential-1 to Residential-2. in various sections has been of ment of individual property crease of more than $2 million
Paul , Mankato, Faribault, Ausna, Elsy said. He is president It will permit the owner, Ray great concern to this depart- owners. Unlike similar projects in the real estate tax base, a
tin
and Faribault , Winona 's 47.3
GRAND TOTALS ................$5, 146,437 $4,243,376
and other officers are: Royal A. Haggen, to construct two ment."
percent of the overall schoolin
other
cities,
Meeker
noted
net
reduction
no
in
the
school
mill
,
Thern, Winona, vice president ; fpurplexes. The zoning ordi- He indicated that the depart- federal or state aids are involv- levy will be realized.
city-county tax levy for school
R EVENUES
Kermit Bergland, Winona, treas- nance requires a minimum of ment will shortly recommend ed and no local taxes have been Translating the budgeted dolpurposes was third lowest in
Local maintenance tax . . . . . . . ...... ..$1,913,958
urer, and Harold S. Streater , 10,000 square feet for such a higher density zoning — such used for construction.
the list with only Red Wing.
lars
into
mills,
the
levy
for
the
49,450
Winona, secretary. James Koos, structure; he will have slightly as R-2 — for areas generally Maintenance of the area will school maintenance fund on Other local sources ..
43:8 percent, and St. Cloud, 46.2
Total local sources
1,963,408
percent, having lower percentLa Crosse, is executive vice over 30,000 feet for two of them. surrounding commercial devel- be performed by city work forc- nohagricultural land will be an
opment and educational
¦ ¦ ? instiages.
County-sources ....................... 348,089
president and operations man¦
'
¦
'
:
estimated
SOME
neighborhood
opposies-,
once
project
is
dedicat•
'
the
1
30.1
'
mills
this
year
¦
"
,
tutions.
.
¦
Percentages for school pur'
; '. . '
'
State
and
federal
sources
............
2,571,033
ager. ... . :¦ '
'
to
the
change
was
express?
compared
tion
with 129.85 in 1968The planning department urg- ed. :,
poses in other cities ranged up
10,600
Maintenance facilities current- ed. A petition in opposition was ed that access to the site tie Construction on the project 69, and on agricultural land Nonrevenue receipts ...............
to 63 percent.
. . 5 ,000
ly are in quarters rented from signed by 16 families and home- only from Gilmore Avenue.
105.1, also slightly up from Incoming transfer account
began in June.
; The total school levy for WiDairyland Power Co. at La owners, although some of the
.;.............
,130
Auxiliary
account
1
1
last year 's 104.85.
nona
last year of 160,59mills
Crosse, Elsy said. He said the opposition to the change apMaterials for sale ................
40,990
was fourth lowest in the listing
THE DEBT service levy to
air firm soon will ask that fa- peared to; lessen when Haggen
ranged up* to 226.75 at
reduce bonded indebtedness incilities at Max Conrad Field be announced a change in the pro.$4,950,250 that
Total excluding federal programs .......,.. ¦
Austin
and 242.14 at Faribault.
curred
in
the
construction of Total federal programs . ....?.
extended by the city so all phas- posed site plan.
.... 196,187Alien commented during the
the new Senior High School
es of operations can be center- Originally he had said he
Sanders' comparison of tax levand Winona Area Vocationalwould propose in his site plan
ed at Winona.
TOTAL EOR GENERAL FUND .............$5, 146,437 ies of the 10 cities that in reTechnical School drops from Bond Redemption Fund .............$ 409,180
that entrance be on Gould and
cent weeks "a good many
AT MONDAY night . City Vila streets.r However, Richard
23.72 Jast year to 20.8 mills this School Building Fund ................ 7 mills
schools we've heard from are
Council meeting it had been no- Darby, attorney, told the com-,
coming year while the school
anticipating increases of 40 to
ted that Winona Aviation Ser- mission at the public hearing
building fund levy, technically
showed the number of certifica- 60 mills in their levies for next
vice, the private corporation that Haggen now plans to have
set at 8 mills but due for a re- mills higher next year.
which operates the airport, con- both the entrance and exit on
duction to about 7 mills when "H your property wasn't te- ted personnel (teachers and year. Rochester, for example,
templates building more hangar Gilmore with a turn-around on
sales tax relief is applied, will valiiated or the revaluation re- principals) increasing from 200 is going up around 60 mills ahd
•
facilities. Officials observed that the fourplex property.
be down a bit from last year - sulted in either no increase or in 1964 to 337 this year. During it seems to me that St. Chara decrease, your school tax will this period the number of non- les and Lewiston are going up
at least part of the hangar David Stark, 1213 W. Mark
net of 7.02mills.
be
lower next , year,"? Allen certificated personnel (cooks, somewhere between 40 and 60.
space could by used by Missis- St., was concerned about insufThe total mill levy for all
ficient play area for children;
sippi Valley Airways.
school purposes in-.' 1G68;-. - 69 pointed out. "If, however, your secretaries, custodians and oth- If the cities we've been comMorning, flights tp Minneapo- Donald Schultz, 1207 W. Mark
amounts to 132.9 for agricultural valuation was raised, chances er service employes) rose, from paring do raise their mill levsaid
he'd
St.,
"hate
to
see
it
ies by these - amounts and we
lis are timed to connect with
land and 157.9 for nonagricul- are you'll be paying a higher 50 to 114.
Tbe larger working force, he have an effective net reduction
early departures by major air- opened-up to college students"
tural land, compared with fig- school tax next year."
lines for west coast points, El- because of increased traffic and
ures of 135.59 and 160.59. dn these A major portion of the infor- commented, has resulted in a in ours, we'll move into an even
doubted that tax revenue would
sy said.. The first daily, flight exceed
two respective categories last mational meeting was devoted larger'' payroll which accounts better position next year."
that from one-family
will leave Winona at 7:05 a.nj. homes, and Earl
year.
t<|, a slide presentation by the for approximately 75 percent of SANDERS also presented a
Sobolik; 1302
and arrive in the Twin Cities at W. Mark St., expressed concern
board's business manager, Paul all general fund expenditures. comparative listing of per puBILLED AS an Informational 1*7. Sanders, who analyzed fac7:45. ' -, :-' :- .
about traffic, but modified that
meeting to advise interested tors contributing to rising costs REFERRING to the School pil costs for the 10 cities, a list
Terminal facilities and per- on announcement of the site
members of the public on vari- of educational services, sources budget, Sanders noted that 77.30 in which Winona with a per pusonnel ait Chicago and the Twin plan change.
/
ous aspects of current public from which funds are drawn percent of all general fund ex- pil cost of $555.77 ranked third
Cities will be shared with Air Leo P. Murphy Jr., commislowest behind St. Cloud with
'
,
CROWNING CEREMONY . * . . Miss BetsysWerige^ 20, school financial matters, the to support the total educational penditures went for instructional $553.13 amT Albert Lea
Wisconsin, an Appleton-based sion member, warned that the
, 15ET,95.
'
(including
teachers'
session
purposes
preceding the board program and how budget allocommuter. Winona passengers matter of the entrance to the daughter of Mr. and Mix Elmer Wenger Fount|_n City, Wis., "'".
Other figures cited were Red
*^
imeeting
books,
equipment
and
salaries,
had
been
scheduled
for
cations are made.
will be able to purchase com- site was not part of the - re- is crowned Buffalo County Miss,Farm Bureau of .1969 b the, ,
the; Senior High School
other materials), 9 percent for Wing, $573.62; Austin , $579.88;
^
plete trip tickets to all . points zoning hearing and there was ¦ 1968 queen; Miss Kay Baecker, Independence; First attendant'
i torium where sound and audi- HE PREFACED his hndgel plant operation; 1.67 for plant Faribault, $609.06; Mankato,
prothrough the local office of Mis- no guarantee that the entrance is Miss Margy Glodowski, 19, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Stan- jection
equipment had been set study with the observation that maintenance: 2.65 for fixed $517.62; Owatonna , $619.51;
sissippi Valley Airways. Bag- would be at that location. How- ley Glodowski, Fountain City. ( Mrs. Daniel Brommer photo)
up for toe public presentation. the substantial increase in the charges (Social Security, Public South St? Paul, $648.11; Rochesever, Chairman Jerry Papenr
will be checked
gage, too,
at
to other
When the scheduled time for district's school population in Employes Retirement Associa- ter, $656.04, and Northfield,
carriers con- fuss told the neighbors present
throu^i
the
AT
FARM
BUREAU
MEET
opening of the public hear- the past five years—and the tion, health insurance, payments $714.14.
that the commission tries to
necting points.
ing
had passed and only nine consequent necessity of employ- and others); .35 for attendance Gene Meeker, manager of the
'
y
"keep
faith
."
4
:
.
There will be no flights on
visitors
were seen in the audi- ing additional personnel to pro- and health services; .82 for the Winona Area Chamber of ComSaturdays, Elsy said. There Karl Iipsohn, College of Saint
torium
,
it was decided to move vide needed services-^-have been auxiliary account which finances merce, asked whether the relaTeresa,
said
the
cc-Bege
is
neu•will be afternoon flights, but no
the
meeting
to the more in- responsible in large part for an- extracurricular activities, in- tively low per pupil cost in Witral
although
its
faculty
would
morning flights, on Sundays.
formal
quarters of the teachers' nual increases in school opera- cluding the intramural pro- nona could be interpreted as
The route now planned is that appreciate an additional facility
lounge
at
such
a
convenient
location
to
,
grams; 1.76 for community ser- meaning that fewer educational
where board meetings ting budgets.
from Chicago's O'Hare Field to the campus.
ordinarily
vices,
among them summer and services were being provided
are held, and the He noted that the public
the Twin Cities*, with stops at In his presentation ? Darby
*
briefing
started.
grown
evening
school instruction; 2.44 children in the district.
school
population
has
La Crosse and Winona. Elsy said pointed out that rezoning would
Superintendent
of
Schools
A.
The
nine
for
administration;
2.77
for
between
1964
who
attended
from
3,338
to
5,988
the
the firm hopes to add more air- not be "spot" zoning. Other R.-2
L. Nelson replied that this
hearing
included
4969,
an
increase
of
about
transportation
services
and
1.24
three
teachers
and
craft within the next few months and even a business zone are
conclusion should not be drawn,
BUFFALO CITY, Wis. (Spe- Ellis, Independence: Wilmer and two public school adminis- 50 percent. Natural population for miscellaneous expenses.
and possibly to extend its ser- in the area.
explaining that pupil population
trators
,
the
to
manager
growth
and
recent
consolidation
Turning
from
expenditures
and
as20,
Lester
Doenier,
Art
cial)
Miss
Betsy
Wenger,
Rosenow,
—
vice to other points. He did?nbt
was a factor , that some of the
say what points are being con- CHARLES E . Dillerud, direc- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. El- Dworschak and Melvin Luethi, sistant manager of the Winona proceedings which have brought income, Sanders pointed out schools in the listing were of a
Area
that
the
budget
for
the
new
Chamber of Commerce, a outlying areas into the district
tor of planning, noted that be- mer Wenger , Fountain City, was Town of Montana; Millar Klein,
sidered .
size that did not allow for the
cause tne site is on a thorough- crowned Buffalo County Farm Henry Multhaup, Wesley Staub- representative of the Winona system have contributed to this fiscal year is supported by some most efficient operation.
•52.5
million
realized
from
state
League
of
Women Voters who increase, he said, as have closfare, a duplex already is per- Bureau queen Tuesday evening lin Jr., Stanley Bond, Balzer
mitted, even though the zoning at the Farm Bureau's annual Brothers and Lloyd Bond, Town usually attends board meetings ing or curtailment of opera- aids in the form pf foundation, ROCHESTER, for example,
per capita, transportation and
is R-l.
meeting at the Mnssissippian. of Cross ; Joe Greshik, Emil as an observer for her or- tions of several nonpublic
he said, has a high per pupil
The planning department sup- A total of 135 attended a Baures and Edwin Schaffner ganization and one county offi- schools whose students have other aids and this accounted unit cost because it offers virfor
48.78
percent
of
all
revenues
been absorbed by the public
ports the change, which now smorgasbord dinner.
Sr., Town of Milton, and Con- cial.
tually all educational programs
for the general fund.
goes to the City Council.
school system.
Louis
Rippley
rad
Christ,
and
available and operates on an
The
new
queen
was
crowned
"I
HAD
A
speech
prepared
"We believe '' the department
by outgoing queen, Miss Kay Ed Sendelbach, Town of Wau- for the auditorium meeting but IN THE PAST two years , he THE SECOND largest reve- extended school year,
Baecker, daughter of Mr? and mandee.
ALTURA FILINGS
I don't see any need for giv- pointed out, schools at Minneso- nue source is the local mainten- Allen told Meeker that as far
ance levy which accounts for as quality services are concernThe
following
resolutions
were
Mrs.
La
Verne
Baecker,
Indeing it now ," Board President ta City, Stockton and Rolling- 37,19
ALTURA, Minn . — Filings are
percent, exclusive of the ed, a recent evaluation by
accepted:
Authorize
townships
Frank J. Allen commented with stone have been added to the
open for two village offices at pendence.
BLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis. Altura , a mayor for a two-year A graduate of Cochrane-Foun- to pay for the removal of dead a smile as he addressed the system and h ave added to total special levies for the building the North Central Association
and debt redemption funds.
— A Circuit Court jury in Eau term and a council member for tain City High School, Betsy is animals; support the proposed small group of visitors in the operating costs.
resulted in findings that Winona
County tuition receipts, paid Senior High School's curriculum
Falls
changes
in the status of making board room.
Claire found a Black River
a three-year term. Incumbents a sophomore at Winona State
More pupils have required
man guilty on a charge of whose terms expire are Ronald College majo ring in elementary it easier for producers to se- He then explained that the more teachers, administrative jointly by state and counties for a n d
instructional services
negligent homicide while driving Thompson, mayor, and Kermit education. She is employed at cure passage of a marketing or- meeting had been called be- and service personnel, he ex- students from outside the dis(Continued on Page 9A)
trict attending schools in Disunder the influence of intoxi- Verthein,
council
member. the Golden Frog Supper Club, der for promotion and research cause "it seemed to us that it plained, displaying graphs which trict 861, provide another $348,SCHOOL BUDGET
of
milk
and
milk
products;
cants.
Election will be held Nov. 4.
Fountain City,
made
good
sense
to
have
a
Black
Allan N. Thompson , 31,
Runner-up is Miss Margy support the calfhood vaccina- hearing at which everyone
River Falls Rt. 1, appeared in
Glodowski,
19, daughter of Mr. tion program for brucellosis;
Circuit Court Monday on taverns,* but he didn't think and Mrs. Stanley Glodowski, in favor of milk marketing or- who's interested could find out
all they might want to know
charges which ' stemmed from Thompson was intoxicated.
Fountain City. A graduate of der check off ol two cents per
a two-car accident he was in- THOMPSON claimed he re- Cotter High School, Winona, hundredweight being adminis- about school budget matters. It
looks like there aren't too
volved in Feb, 6 on Highways membered d i s c u s s i n g who
Margy works at Win Craft Inc., tered by the Wisconsin Secre- many who are interested."
12-10 just east of Fairchild .
tary
of
Agriculture
and
if
or,
should drive as he and Thomas Winona.
Allen noted that state law
^
der is approved , members re- now requires any district which
CHIEF FRANK Thunder, 72, left the tavern-restaurant, but
MISS
FARM
Bureau
will
be
commend
all
finances
being
Fairchild, of the Winnebago In- couldn't remember anything
intends to certify a mill levy
56 W. Third
Cardan Gat*
dian Tribe,' driver of the oilier after that until he found him- selected and crowned in special budgeted and all expenditures 5 percent or more higher than
car, was killed in the accident. self crawling out of the pas- ceremonies during the annual publicized annually ; support the previous year 's for school
Country Kitchens
Thompson was released on senger's side of the car after Wisconsin Farm Bureau conven- clarification of the state sales purposes must call a public ^^~K»i__!___»_i__*_____«,
" -I IT
*
refused
tion
Nov.
16
at
Lake
Delton,
tax
in
Wisconsin;
drivers
the
accident.
Thompson
exearlier
in
the
bond he posted
Wis. Highlight of her year's aminers should return to their hearing before final action on
court proceedings until his at- to take a blood-alcohol test.
Coroner Dr. James Martins reign will be an expense paid former posts throughout the the new levy is taken.
torney, Hugh G. Height, Black
testified
for the state that he trip to the American Farm area;
ALLEN observed Uiat In
River Falls, files motions after
&¦__&
had talked with Thompson short- Bureau convention in WashingWinona 's ease there is an acthe verdict.
ON
TNE
national
/
^ *SHM^3wHHS^rSP*Pn^_k__rT'^^^Eui
Thompson told Judge Merrill ly after he arrived at the hos- ton, D.C., in December, as a following resolutions level the tual net reduction in the mill
were
acspeech
pital.
He
said
the
man'
s
representative of the Wisconsin
R. Farr that he wasn't driving
levy for the coming year so
cepted: Members favor a auch a hearing wasn't requirthe car after he and his pas- was incoherent, and, based on Farm Bureau.
senger, Richard J. Thomas, his experience, felt the man was Other contestants were Miss study of the farmers contribut- ed by state law.
Black River Falls, left a Fair- Intoxicated.
Jeanette Alleman, 19, daughter ing to the pollution problem, as Nevertheless, he added , a subChief Thunder 's daughter, of Mr. and Mrs. Marti n Alle- it pertains to pesticides, her- stantial increase in anticipated
- ___________J
child tavern-restaurant shortly
F __H_ » _ tl
* 1^M_n_M______
__________ r?l
before the accident occurred. Mrs. Faith Matter, testified man , Mondovi, and Miiss Ther- bicides, livestock manure and expenditures; is seen in the
Thomas testified he and Thomp- earlier in the three-day trial esa Boberg, ]9, daughter of fertilizer residues; favor the budget proposed for adoption
continuance of the 7 percent in- and it was the board feeling
son drove to a friend's home in that Thompson's car veered over Mrs. Irene Boberg, Arcadia.
Cadott early in the afternoon . into their lane just before the Guest speaker was Norval vestment, credit in federal in- that since the cost of education
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He said they stopped at a few accident.
Dvorak, Manitowoc , Wis., man- come tax, with a limit of $20,- wilt be higher the pu blic was
000
per
year
A
, and favoring the entitled to know the reason.
_
k
ager of Midwest Livestock Mar__^_^_^_^_^_^_^Hw
*
keting, who told about livestock $600 federal tax exemption be He emphasized thnt although
raised
to
compete
with
the
high- the mill levy will be down, all
markets in various parts of Wisconsin that sell feeder cattle to er cost of living.
persons in the district will
Oale»vlll», WU.
All township directors will re- not be paying less of a school
feeding lot farmers.
'Hie Garden Gate , located on the Plaza In downtown Winona , Is
main the same with the excep- tax bill next year.
»-.»„. .„»
M -, KwaurflnT
wr
a favorite spot for breakfast , lunch , dinner or morning and afler' '' *
HE MAINTAINED that the fu- tion of the Town of Lincoln.
William* Hotel
ture of'Holstein beef will in- James Schmldtkncchl. received TIIE MILL reduction wns noon snacks. We offer a wide variety of delicious foods from
The Gootlviow Village Clark will accept application*
crease—not decrease: ''Feeding seven votes for director In that realized , he said because of the sandwiches to compl et e dinners , plus homemade pies and rolls.
The MluUilppten
pleasing atmosphere and fast service make your visit hero
Ilolstcin calves for feeders or township. He replaces Werner past year's city of Winona prop- aOur
for th* position of Manager of the Goodview Mu»<"'**l« C"V' w,«*
real treat! Open daily 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Fridays 7:30 a.m.
p|
Kosher veal will become bigger Engel who resigned.
erty revaluation.
to 8 p.m. Sunday hour * fl a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
p ar
nicipal Liquor Store. Application* will be received
and bigger,"
Delega les to the state conven
^ alB
If it hadn 't been for the reuntil 5:00 P.M., October 13, 1969, at 544 4lit
Original members of the Buf- tion will he Pclbert Ellis, Inde valuation, which increased the DINE OUT OFTEN AT ANY OF THE EATING
shorty'.B«r.c«f.
falo County Farm Bureau , stapl- pendence; Millar Klein and An value of the mill , the mill levy
A^anu*.
ESTABLISHMENTS FEATURED HERE!
McDwaW.
ed in ,1947, received special rec- drew Stettler, Fountain City for school purposes probably
.
ognition by President Delbcrt and Art Quarberg, Mondovi.
• ( ..
would have been more than 18
2

Budget Summary

Zoning Change
Recommended

Buffalo County
Queen Is Named

Jury Convicts
BRF Farmer
Of Homicide

GARDEN GATE
' *

NOTICE
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LANE, P L E A S E T U R N
'RIGHT'?"
We think Teddy Kennedy and
Judge Haynsworth would go
along with the "kindness" pins
idea.
"And now let's get the hell
out of Vietnam" roared out &
maculine voice as the New York
Film Festival audience was giving a standing ovation to "Oh,
What a Lovely War" at Lincoln
Center. It shook up the staid
black-tie audience. Several VIPs
said they hope to try tp get
President Nixon to see the picture, believing it might hasten
the end of the wtr.
B'way is so calloused that one
character, hearing that Tony
Bennett's wife is suing, charging
that Tony has a girl friend
who's expecting, exclaimed;
'•Do you mean to tell me that's
grounds for divorce in N.Y.?"

St diappsmd&UtL VUqhL

Sister Suggests
Wn dhess Pins

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK—How are we going to get rid of all the meanness in the country? Easy, says Shelley Morrison, who plays
the Puerto Rican nun Sister Sixto, in "The Flying Nun."
Everybody should wear pins saying "Kindness."
"It has such a nice sound to it that it would make our days
go easier," claims Jffss Morrison, 33, a former Bronxite whose
Sephardlc parents migrated from Turkey.
"I also think our -street signs should be done in kindlier
iashloh," says Miss Morrison. "Instead of 'MUST TURN
RIGHT,' which sounds so cold
and harsi, why not 'IF YOU
FIND YOURSELF IN THIS

TONY'S BEEN shaken np
about this impending action for
weeks. All Show Business knew
about it. He missed two nights
at the Waldorf last week, explaining one night, "I have to
see my Tvife!" He was calm
though, and you'd have thought
\W&M he wasn't worried about anything except leaving his heart
in San Francisco.
Joanne Woodward denies the
widely circulated report that she
and Paul Newman are expecting . . . Frank Gorshin's rumored doing a nude scene in
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This Saturday
Th« Jolly Bohemians

ATTENTION! ALL DANCERS
Th« Return of Wed. Nite
Dancing. Wed Nit* Oct. 15th
- The * Fat Dutchmen
Roehettar/> Pla-Mor Ballroem

SUPPER CLUB ^ Ti#l m Pm
. ^m ^mm
FT. CITY

**4%^

DANCE

.i n>ffA*-ti*p ii$-

REMEMBBRI Wa can^htndla your
Wedding Party so Ihera l» no cost to
you. Please inquire.

"Jimmy" — actually he wears
flesh-colored tights.. .My B.W.
nominated actor-bon vivant-restaurateur Patrick O'Neal of the
Ginger Man in the "Handsomest
Man" sweepstakes with James
Farley Jr. and Bo Polk of MGM
. . . Sammy Davis made a joke
about he and Gen. Moshe Dayan
each seeing with one eye. "We
see eye to eye," Sammy said.
A reader questioned my column saying that the Rockefeller
estate at Tarrytown (where
Gov. Rockefeller gave . a big
party Sept. 28) has a staff of
400.
"At least 400," said a Rockefeller spokesman . . . 176
groundskeepers or gardeners,
maintenance crews, plumbers,
carpenters, secretaries, a security staff "which is a whole police force." Also a Japanese
house where the Guv can have
a Japanese dinner sitting on the
floor—on his own estate .
In Des Moines a widely advertised sex picture bad exactly one person in the audience;
he INSISTED on seeing the picture; they ran it for him.
Plenty cf excitement around:
Gladys Knight and the Pips
(more Detroit Motown) at the
Copacabana . . . SacKa Distel
very warm and delightful and
French at the Plaza Persian
Room .. . .- "The New Music
Hall of Israel" at the Lunt &
Fontanne Theater . . . Rumored
that the Tischef are making a
major acquisition . . . Fat Gal
Totie Fields goes directly from
the Las Vegas Riviera lounge
into the main room Oct. 16 (first
time in Vegas history that a
lounge act became a main room
headliner overnight) . . . Riviera is offering Bob Hope biggest cash salary ever paid in
Vegas for one week . . . Jack E.
Leonard told the Rainbow Grill
he bought the wedding ring for
Gladys Westling though he says
they won't be wed for weeks.
BARBRA STREISAND and son

MARK TRAIL¦

¦ ¦

¦

¦

.: ¦

Jason watched estranged Elliott Gould film "Move" in Riverside Park, then had lunch together . . . Paul Newman, impressed with co-star Robert
Redford in "Butch Cassidy," invited him to join First Artists,
the company he owns with
Streisand and Sidney Poitier...
Poitier danced at Trade Heller 's, then went to Nepentha for
more.
Michael Pollard was at Max's
Kansas City almost every night
last week . . . Martin Poll, producing "The Magic Garden of
Stanley Sweetheart," couldn't
locate Andy Warhol for his
scene in the film . , . Lionel
Bart was replaced by two other
writers on the incoming B'way
show, "La Strada" , • • Anita
O'Day cheered Bill Evans at the
Top of the Gate . . . The Gavel
Introduced bra-less waitresses.
Ethel Kennedy looked very
chic in a black dress at Le
Mistral... Troy Donahue said
at The Ginger Man he's getting
so many TV and film offers,
he's turning most down . . .
Lawrence Welk saluted songwriter Benny Davis on the 50th
anniversary of his "Margie" . . .
Hilly's, Max's Kansas City and
Friday's will open branches on
the Bowery because so many
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Be our

guest. Come for a real fun-party.

Standard Lumber is proud to be a part of your
Community. We're taking this occasion...
our 75th Anniversary...to let you know it.
To say, "Thank you."
75th Anniversary
b| Bargains

_|

The par 8 lhe 9 ,hin9 for thB^Q three days But as part of
*
^'
the ce '*9bration
,wo will be offering some red-hot
anniversary

specials. If you're bargain-hunting, ask about these specials.
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Single Cooy - 10c Dally, 20c Sunday
Delivered by CarrUr—P *r Week so cento
52 week* S25.50
It weekt $1273
By wall strictly tn advane»i pap«r atopped en expiration data;
In Fillmore, Houiton, Olmsted, Wabasha,
ind Winona counties tn Minnesota; Bufk
falo, jackion, Pepin, ' and Trampealtau
¦
¦
¦¦¦ ¦
¦an¦
i ¦ —
counties In Wlscoiulnj and to military
personnel with military addr»Me» In tha
continental United States and overseas
with APO or FPO addrssssa.
114.00 3 months
15.00
1 year • '' ¦ '
12.00
S9.Q0 1 month
« months
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SEE IT NOW

Bythe time he was 14,he had learned too mtxh.

FISH at
Its Best!
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Piping Hot FISH
SANDWICH -30c

Sandy
s'
HAMBURGERS
comeasy o uam
.~hwgy
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AlilmbyGordonParkibosedonhitnoval.
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KYLEjJOHNSON ALEX CLARKE ESTEILEEVANS DANA. El£AR.KS.Jm nunlt«.moivin!i.w
fk «3 W. »h It.

$2.00
PASSES NOT HONORED

EVENINGS

SHOWN ONCE AT
7:45

¦I
lklCMA

VINEIVIM

NOW SHOWING

no n

°*
* 75th
every Anniversary remembrance , free to
guest.
for the children.
• Balloons
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Published dally except Saturday end Holidays by Republican and Herald P.ublUlv
too Company, MJ Franklin su Winona,
tomn. 55987.

ADMISSION

* Birthday refreshments - 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
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off-off B'way theaters are there Jack Nicholson at the Ground Rider": "I play a jnemfefcr of
.' . . Robert Shaw, in town pro- Floor described his role as an the b a r . . . . with both elbows
moting "Royal Hunt of tbe Sun," alcoholic, lawyer in "Easy on it." . . . That's earl; brother.
will do "Elmer Gantry" on B'way next year . . . Eli Wallach
and Anne Jackson just finshed
their fourth film together,
"False Witness."
TODAY'S BEST L A U G H ; :
The Rainbow Grill's Jack E.
Leonard announced that the
Royal Box's Phyllis Diller "was
supposed to be here but, tohen
she was home teasing ' her hair,
NO ONE
it bit her. "
^^B__ ^ I _»¦¦ ¦_
Joan
WISH I'D SAID THAT:
Rivers gets annoyed at pilots
who point out the sights : "If
he's pointing out sights, he's
not looking straight ahead."
REMEMBERED Q U O T E :
There is the greatest practical
benefit in making a few failures
in life.—Thomas Huxley.
Is he? T, - -., vOrisn'the?

El«*wher» —
In Uni t ed St ates and Canada
I y«ar
IJ2.0O s months
J7.00
12.50
< months
$12.00 1 month
Sunday News only. 1 year
. ... 17.50
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ACADEMYAWARD! BEST ACTRESS!
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VETERAN SALESMAN . . . Robert W. ; Charles City and at other garages in Winona
Webster, 47, ?53 E. Howard St?, a car sales-?/ . before being employed at Nystrom's.
--- maniat-NystrOTa-Motors Inc., is another per.'• A World War II veteran, he served"vvith
son who has mastered a handicap. He had his the Army combat engineers, from March 1943
right leg amputated in 1947 as the result of a to January 1946: He is a life member of Nefreak> accident in an automobile show room. ville-Lien Post 1287, Veterans of Foreign Wars
In a proclamation calling for the state's and the American Legion Post 9. His hobbies
observance of National Employ the Physically are sports, mainly hunting and fishing, and
Handicapped Week, Oct. 5 to 11, Gov. Harold cooking.
LeVander emphasized the capability of the
He and his wife, Bonnie, have five chilhandicapped worker.
dren : Lori and Terri, at home; Sgt. Robert
Webster has been employed at Nystrom's R, Webster, U.S. Air Force, serving in Guam;
since May. He was a farm equipment and Mrs. James (Jacqueline) Pieper, Charles
motor truck salesman in Charles City, Iowa, ' City, Iowa, and Mrs? Stephen (Barbara) Drazfrom 1947 to 1962. He then sold automobiles in kowski, Winona. (Daily News photo)

Rate Said 'Acceptable'
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W A S H I N G T O N (AP) -•anti-inflation policies.
Treasury Secretary David Ken- Kennedy was one of several
nedy says the Nixon administra- administration experts quizzed
tion finds a 4 per cent unem- Tuesday by worried members of
ployment rate "acceptable" in the joint congressional economits fight to curb inflation.
ic subcommittee.
But he won't say how much
higher the jobless rate could go Sens. Stuart Symington, Dwithout causing a change in Mo., and William Proxmire, DWis., made it clear they don't
share the view, of some economists that last month's increase
*>f unemployment from 3.5 to 4
DUE TO LACK OF FOOD
" per cent was a good sign indi:
¦ eating a slowdown in the inflaBULK IN YOUR DIET
tionary trend.
i Symington asked : "Are we
for a recession to reBUDS planning
duce inflation?" ,
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By BOB THOMAS
HOLLYWOOD (AP) '_.? The
controversy over violence in entertainment mediums continues.
Does bloodshed on the television
and movie screen contribute to
a more violent America? No one
seems to know.
Recently the National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence, appointed
last year by President Lyndon
B. Johnson in the wake of assassinations, declared violence on
television encourages emulation
in actual life.
Taking an opposite view is director George Roy Hill. Previously identified with a comedy
"The World of Henry Orient",
epic "Hawaii" and musical
¦"Thoroughly Modern Millie ",
Hill is currently represented on
the screen with a Western,
"Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid." But not just another
Western. It is highly stylized,
even whimsical, yet ¦with a high
degree of violence. ¦ ' ?
"Casgidy-Sundance" doesn't
quite match the blood-letting of
"The Wild Bunch." But the gunfire and falling bodies, particularly in the final scenes, set new
standards in shock. Some critics
have called the new film
"the 'Bonnie and Clyde' of
Westerns."
George Roy Hill is a thoughtful man and father of three, and
he declares, "I don't like Violence, but there are times when
it is required dramatically. At
the end of the picture, when
Butch and Cassidy are ambushed by the Bolivian army,
that had to be a scene that
would simply
tear the audience
'¦
up.".

•

cornmented Hill. "Bonnie and
Clyde" had become the objects
of extreme anger on the part of
other people, and their actions
inspired a violent response.
Butch and Sundance were merely being executed."
"Cassidy-Sundance "
was
being prepared at the time of
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Protect your investment! Use
buildings.
our one-coat paint on all your
f arm
Resists fading,
Children
^_
animals are
because
lead-free. One
covers

I More barn paint savings from Wards!

fl

1-COAT RED BARN PAINT
Gallon cans of same paint described above. Reg. 4.99 now
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Ade< l,ate power for starting and light-

'

in9 Under norma driving conditions.
'
EP<>xy bonded top seals in power. Patented
°" Process minimizes plate

M
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VERMONT RED BARN PAINT
I
5-gallon cans. Weather-r«sist- ^% ^l ool
ant, non-toxic. Reg. 28.99
Mm mm
M
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50Ja XHD-REGULAR 24.95

Gives extra power for high-draia
..
accessories
convertible tops,
airconditionfng, power wfndows.
Size$ f<jr a|| 12y Amer|cancars<
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Relined, bonded and dual-

friction lining shoes as.1 .
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1 i$Ure sn^OOth Stops . Good for
standard or power brakes.
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able, dependable
relined brake shoes at
Wards. Only
quality friction linings are
w*d. Fit standard Fords and Chevys only.
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like a Mack truck. How else
cou]_ Paul stop hi_i?" The cen.
sor relented, and the kick remained. It never fails to evoke a
gasp from audiences.

.

Yet, although carnage is portrayed, the deaths 'of the two
outlaws are not underscored.
Paul Newman and Rober Bedford are caught in stop-action at .. - fl^^H^^^^^^^B^^^^ta_^QB9^^^39|_i^^^H^^^^^WP*^^^B-_^B_ir^ '
the moment they are fatally
shot. This contrasts with "Bonnie and Clyde," iii which Warren Beatty and Faye Duriaway
•were seemingly riddled for minutes.
"But I didn't object to that
from an esthetic point of view,"
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Kennedy replied: "No, we
must now w.atch .the timing to
make sure that : doesn't happen." ? '4 ' y y - .' - : -? ..?¦/;
The Nixon administration earlier this year assured labor
leaders it would not use unemployment as a weapon to bring
inflation under control.
But only last month organized
labor's chief economist said
government anti-inflation steps
YALE HAS 15 BACK
threatened to bring massive un- NEW HAVEN, Conn. (AP ) employment.
Yale's football tearn is playing
its 97th season with 15 lettermen
Polynesia's deadly stonefish is back from last year 's unbeaten
the most poisonous fish on. co-champions of the Ivy League.
earth. Its sting can kill a man in However, the Eli lost 29 lettermen.
two hours.
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the groin of hulking Ted Cassidy, onetime monster of "The
Adams Family" on television.
"Couldn't Newman just punch
him in the stomach real hard?"
Uie censor asked.
"You know how big Paul is,"
argued Hill. "The other guy is
seven feet tall with shoulders

HMHM M Fire Power for Quick
iTlvIVy
iJ Starts In Any Weather!
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tfve Robert Kennedy assassination, which caused . much soulsearching among film ? makers
over the question of violence.
Hill said that the industry 's censors asked for only one cut on
grounds of violence. That was
not for gunfire , but a scene in
which Newman aims a kick at
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War is heck

Pity the poor mosquito if you can. A new form
of warfare, more underhanded and more deadly
than anything yet devised, is about to be unloosed
on his kind.
Those pesky humans have come up at last with
the ultimate weapon - sex. The old cosmic urge
is about to become Uie undoing of aedes, that formidable lover of tropical lands who also passes out
malaria, yellow fever and filaria to luckless human
neighbors.
BIOLOGISTS ARE develop ing ways to sierllixe
male mosquitoes by exposure to radiation. Eeleased to do what comes naturally, they seek out females with whom to mate. Since the female mates
only once, according to the Notre Dame University
experimenters/ each male can render several females infertile. This prevents the hatch of several
hundred eggs for each such mating.
Compared with the shotgun effects of DDT (it's
for the birds) or swamp drainage (tossing the baby
out with the bath water) this system looks like a
hands - down winner. The "traitor" ^osquito
searches out his on. kind under leaves, in jungles
or in cans of water standing around in back yards.
"After all," muses Dr. Karamjit Rai, Notre
Dame biology professor, "he is searching for the
member of the opposite sex."
But that's not all. Biologists are fooling around
with mosquito heredities. This involves releasing
mutant mosquitoes which produce offspring who are
80 percent sterile. The 20 percent that reproduce
pass on the trait of sterility to 80 percent of their
offspring .
TO DO ALL tills, said Dr. Rai, scientists must

know a lot about mosquitoes common to various
areas. Studies are being supported by the U.S. Public
Health Service, among others. Techniques already
are being used successfully in Brazil where mosquitoes are said to be particularly fierce. Here in the
northern hemisphere (slap!) we can hardly wait.
- F.R.U.

Who's to blame?

: Arthur Linkletter, the television personality,
charged Monday that his 20-year-old daughter "was
murdered by the people who manufacture and sell
LSD." . . '
A drug-caused death in such a famous family
provided a cruel but realistic beginning for National
Pharmacy Week. Its theme is "Drug Abuse . . . Escape to Nowhere."
IN HIS PRESS conference Linkletter didn't say

whether Diane had started with that "harmless"
drug marijuana. However,there's every reason to believe she did, for tius is -the normal patten.
Recently we have had some young punks in Winona — of high school and college age — tell us
about the wonders of marijuana: That it provides a
safe and wonderful."frip," that it's not habit-forming,
that it doesn't result in use of more powerful drugs,
that it's better*than alcohol, etc.
No one knows how this drug works in the body;
they don't; no one knows for certain the side and
long-term effects of using marijuana; they don't.
They really don't know anything about marijuana
other than what they want to think.
They might write for fee University of Wisconsin report on a survey made of about 800 students
in five high schools at Madison. Participants were
divided into three groups: those who have never
used marijuana, 77 percent; those who have tried it
once or twice, 12 percent, and those who use it rather frequently, 11 percent.
THE RESEARCHERS found that "an alar-mingly

high proportion ot those using pot are also taking
the more dangerous drugs such as LSD, speed, dex,
hashish and even opium.
"Interestingly, the users of pot were, by a significant margin, the most frequent users of alcohol —
indicating that the use of marijuana does not usually
substitute for the use of alcohol, as some have contended.
"The high degree of association between the use
of pot and other drugs suggests that using pot does
contribute to the trying and using the more dangerous drugs marketed hy the underworld to our nation 's
youth."
Among those who use pot, SO percent believe it
should be legalized. Those also strongly favored legalizing hashish, while only 8 percent of the nonusers
took this stand. That same pattern continued with
the other drugs.
THE SURVEY also tried to determine whether

the pot users are student "leaders." Eighty three
percent of the nonusers said no. That was confirmed
by the users themselves; only 30 percent viewed
themselves as leaders.
Who are these drug users in Madison? Well, the
survey involved iive high schools and a disproportionately high number came from two high schools
in the "better " neighborhoods.
As a matter of fact certain groups contribute the
highest percentage of marijuana users. Children of
public school teachers and university professors had
the highest proportion of drug users. Twenty-two percent ol all students using pot f airly often were the
sons and daughters of educators , while this group
constituted only 10 percent of the total sample. Children of government administra tors and business executives, doctors nnd lawyers also were well represented. Contributing relatively low percentages of
users were children of salesmen , clerical workers,
skilled laborers or craftsmen , semi and unskilled
laborers.
THE HEADMA.STER of New York's exclusive

Dalton Preparatory School wrote recently in McCalls magazine that permissive parents are "directly
financing the Now Left revolution and the drug
cop-out ."
Donald Barr said that such offspring are from
"comfortable, middle-class people for the most part ,
many of them professionals — the sort of parents
who are anxious to be modern , the sort who reward
precocity ."
Such parents, said Barr, "have produced children who set the most extraordinary value on their
own opinions. "
This , it appears, includes a high pigS^Tfot; tho
virtues of marijuana, — A.B.
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A daywifhiheunforgettableAme ri
WASHINGTON - It is not easy
to get an interview with the forgotten man these days. At the first telephone call he said he would be tied
up for the next five days. The second, five days later, produced the
news that he had just been called
to the White House.
When finally reached, he agreed
rath er grudgingly to be interviewed, but stipulated that he must be
allowed to Interrupt for urgent business. The interview was conducted
in his living room — "the forgotten
parlor," as he calls it.
IT IS HERE THAT his television

set is located, and he explained that
it was impossible for him to leave
the set, as this would disturb the
stability of the entire television industry.
"The TV industry has to know my
preferences in television programming," he explained, "so they'll
know what kind of shows to give
the rest of the country. If I didn't
sit by this set tuning in cowboy
shows and tuning out Congreve and
Aeschylus, the TV folks wouldn't
have any way of telling what kind
o'f entertainment sells aerosol
spray."
It was observed that this must be
dreary, time-consuming work.
"It isn't easy being the forgotten

man," the forgotten man said.
It was also observed that, considering the attention lavished upon
his tastes by the television industry,
he hardly seemed totally forgotten.
Before he could respond, however,
the telephone rang. He talked in
discreetly inaudible whispers, as
though communicating with h i s
bookmaker.
"THAT WAS THE Congress," the
forgotten man confided, after hanging up. "They're going to pass this
new tax bill for me so I'll get a good
tax cut next year, and they want
to-kiiow jf I'm dead set ?on putting
the screws to the rich boys who
don't pay any taxes at all under the
old law."
^*The doorbell rang. It was a photographer from Newsweek. The
magazine had been preparing a
cover story on the forgotten man,
and they wanted him to sit for a
portrait. The forgotten man excused himself for 30 minutes, saying*
"If any of that Congreve turns up
on the television while I'm having
my picture taken, I wish you'd tune
it out and tune in some cowboys or
private eyes. We don't want the

pointy heads controlling our TV
shows."
After being photographed, the
forgotten' man returned a telephone
call that had come in while he was
out of the room. After dialing, he
said, "Well, why don't , you run It
right through that slum up there in
the Northeast? . That's the quickest
way to get people to work." And he
hung up.
"That was the superhighway construction director," he said. "He
wants to know where to run a new
road he's building."
'
THE FORGOTTE N man was asked if his life was always as hectic
as it seemed on this particular afternoon.
"Nobody cares about me," he
said. The doorbell rang. It was the
attorney general.
"It's about those school desegregation orders," the attorney general began.
."See what I mean?" asked the
forgotten man. "All they do is
hound me, hound me." Then turning to the attorney general: "Personally, I don't want to see my children's school wrecked by rushing
pell-mell into desegregation as if
it's, the only thing that counts."
"Aye, aye, sir," the attorney general said. He saluted and withdrew.

It was observed that the forgotten
man had scarcely been forgotten by
anyone that afternoon and that the
task of having constantly to make
decisions which so dramatically affected American life must impose
terrible strains on him.
""Nobody cares about me," he replied. "Why, take the President. He
hasn't called me all day."
THE TELEPHONE rang. "Would

you get that, honey?" he shouted
to his wife, the forgotten woman.
"It looks to me-like they're going
to try to sneak in some Congreve
on the television and I'm going to
tune over to 'Gun Grea'se.' "
The forgotten woman .said
"hello" to the telephone.
"If., it's the President calling,"
said the forgotten man, "tell him
I'm too busy to talk just now." He
winked. "That'll cost him a night's
sleep," he whispered.
"It's not the President," the forgotten woman said. "It's your son,
the campus revolutionary. He's in
jail and wants bail money." <
"In jail!" shouted the forgoFten
man. "They can't do that to my
this country coming
boy! What's
¦
¦
tO -? " ; , . ' ¦ .

New York Times News Service

Greece, part I: its regime is tough
L__ _i!laI_l^S£3l____5__&sg_

ATHENS — Immediately after a
conspiracy of colonels seized power
here in April 1967 I wrote: "It is
hard to foresee any ultimate future
other than leaden dictatorship or
bloodshed." The former has existed
ever since and, judging from the
present situation,?; it can only be
changed by the latter •— which few
people want.
The colonels took over under cover of another coup d'etat being planned for a few weeks later by
Greece's senior generals and, by
brilliantly confusing both plots and
most of the nation, they entrenched
themselves. The theory, one might
say, was that an illegal act on their
part was less illegal thall a similar
act by another group.
DURING the V/i years of subsequent rule their usefulness to anyone but themselves has not been
readily apparent to the unprejudiced
eye. They have indeed managed
with some skill and , clever legerdemain to keep prices and the drachma stable and to continue the improvement of national life. More*
over, their stern methods have improved tax receipts.
But their administration has been

inefficient and confused. Many of the
colonels have the intellectual distinction of mullets and they have not
managed to attract from the national elite any singularly large number
of competents willing to work with
them. This has left much bureaucratic direction to officers not trained for such work.
Greece was certainly a mess in
1967 and, largely because of the inflated ego and twisted maneuvers of
a politician named Andreas Papandreou, bordered on chaos. Npw there
are no longer those strikes, riots and
demonstrations which marked the
pre-coup period. However, as Prof.
John Pesmazoglou, former deputy
governor of the Bank of Greece, observes: "This is not stability; it is
simply enforced immobility."
IF THE confusion that featured
previous years is now more -orderly
and the incipient anarchy has been
muted, Greek society has become a
kind of khaki-colored frozen custard.
Public administration and education
have deteriorated and, despite the
colonels' own protestations of a kind
of Sunday school morality, this has
not precluded existence of license in
high places, nepotism and the. old
custom of exchanging favors.
What is even worse, from the
viewpoint of Greek psychology, is
that the leadership's astonishingly
provincial outlook has often made

this proud country look , needlessly
ridiculous by inept actions and stateA ?
ments.
The most serious issue, however,
is the actual operation of the dictatorship which/ despite a new Constitution whose effectiveness remains
suspended in Umbo, thwarts the native kinetic energy. The press is stupidly censored ; informers and police
agents are rampant, especially in
the provinces, and many people including outstanding officers have
been arrested. This week's "liberal"
reforms are phony.
ALL THIS having been said, ona

must judge the regime realistically
and not on the basis of inflamed
propaganda reports whose spread
and credence are facilitated by the
silly clampdown on information. Despite the asseverations of those who
see Hanoi as a friendly citadel, this
is not the world's political cloaca.
The number of people in prison' or
restricted liberty in distant villages
is probably not more than twice as
much as under previous regimes —
including that of Papandreou, father
of Andreas? Systematic use of torture is certainly not government policy, although it is occasionally practiced ? Greek police under all regimes
have been given to brutality.
On the whole, this dictatorial hand
is clothed in a velvet glove, perhaps,

comparable to that of General Metaxas 30 years ago. But this does not
lessen the bitterness and resentment
of a population deprived of its once
vivid newspapers, its critical cafe
discussions and its parliamentary
Deputies who served in the capacity
of everything from communal godfather to lightning rod for complaints.
Nevertheless, one must take into
account both national tradition and
regional trends. Greek history has
been studded with military coups ol
which eight took place in the 19203
and 30s alone. Dictatorship is a familiar form, and despotism is a
Greek word — as well as democracy
and anarchy.

MOREOVE R, parliamentary democracy is on the way out all
around the Mediterranean. Of the 13
coastal nations, only four -— France,
Italy, Israel and Turkey — can be
called democratic. Thus Greece's
inherent authoritarian tendencies
are reinforced by political fashion
elseWhere.
jVnd, as will be discussed in a sub^sequent column, the population is
largely apathetic. Both the internal
and external opposition are divided
and hapless, while the regime is resolute, tough, and determined to rule.
New York Times News Service

Obedience or candor between friends
By ANTHONY LEWIS

STOCKHOLM - A morbid oversensitivity has characterized the
American diplomatic attitude to^ of
ward Sweden lately. The greatest
powers has allowed itself to become
angry at criticism by a ^smalI and
very old friend.
President Johnson punished the
Swedes for their expressed dislike of
the Vietnam war by bringing his
Ambassador home, and the post has
been unfilled since last January.
Now Sweden is to have^a new Premier, Olof Palme, who will present
an interesting test for the sophistication of the Nixon administration.
MR. PALME is regarded in some

U.S. quarters as a dangerous antiAmerican; his joining a Vietnam
protest march in 1968 really rankled.
But to use the label anti-American
is to misconceive Olof Palme — and
to misconceive Sweden and the realistic situation of the United States in
the world today.
"This is in many senses the most
Americanized country in Europe,"
Mr. Palme said in a talk a few days
ago.
"We are not anti-American. But
when the "bombing started in Vietnam, I told Americans that for the
first time there would arise an opinion very, very critical of U.S. policy. Basically, we are concerned
with the right of the small country
to mnke its own future without being pushed around by the great powers."
Some Americans seem to think he
and other Swedes hold only the United States to a standard of international morality, Mr. Palme suggested, but that was not so, He noted
thnt on the night of Aug. 21, 1968, he
led a huge demonstration against
the Soviet Invasion of Czechoslovakia.

President Nixon had not mentioned
the subject in his U.N. speech.
It happens that Mr. Palme, knows
the United States better than almost
any foreign political leader. He
spent a year at Kenyon College in
Ohio, and after winning a degree
in 1948 he hitchhiked around the
country for three months. He was in
34 states, including the South, where
he learned about the race problem.
"I hitchhiked in a big Chrysler
with a sympathetic businessman
from Birmingham," Mr. Palme said,
"and we passed a truck with about
15 Negroes in it sitting and laughing.
The businessman, looked at them
and said, 'They are the happiest
people on earth .'
"That's what the hiera rchy thinks
in any society — that the mass of
people are happy savages, and if
they were let loose something terrible would happen."
HIS EXPERIENCE in* fhe United

States seems to have made him
both admiring and demanding. He
said, for example, that he had
found "a very sympathetic openness in American society" in contrast to the "old hierarchies" in Eur-

ope.
"There is a positive vision of
America," he said, "like Sandburg's
poem that ends: 'America yes.' And
then when instead you see the bombing of North Vietnam . . .
"Naturally, your internal questions
are extremely interesting to us, because in a material, technical sense
the United States is some years
ahead of us. The problems bf America today may very well be ours tomorrow: Pollution , technological unemployment, social inequality in
spite of welfare."
Mr. Palme thinks Sweeden, with
its small population and history of
community activity, has an advantage over the United States in one
important problem of modern society. That could be called the need
ior "participation," the involvement
of people in the process of public
decision.

"THERE IS community spirit In

the United States," he said "but
I think it may be a little too much
an upper- and middle-class affair.
Our great advantage is that for
seventy years we have worked

through labor unions and party organizations and other groups to get
the ordinary worker interested in
influencing society."
He took* an optimistic view of the
American future, today's difficulties
notwithstanding.
"The prerequisite for any development was to lift the lid. Any society has a tendency to shove problems under the rug. It is one of the
primary obligations of politicians to
expose them."
Many Americans may find Olof
Palme an uncongenial idealist, as
some Swedes find him abrasive. He
is not going to flatter the United
States, nor does he carry any weight
in the big-power game. But if we
are ready to move from confrontation to negotiation with the Soviet
"Union , perhaps we could be a little
more relaxed and confident in relations with Sweden and her new premier. We might even learn something.
New York Times News Service

Proxmire right
on remodeling

An editorial in
WiicotMin State 'Journal

;

Despite his affiliation with a
political" party that long has led
the league in "tax, spend, tax,
spend," Sen. William Proxmire
is fast emerging as one of the
Senate's chief advocates of economy in government.
Now he is directing his fire
against a $45 million plan to
obliterate the only remaining
original part of . the nation's capitol.
The Wisconsin senator, whose
subcommittee is considering tha
proposal, insists there is absolutely no justification for the
House approved ' bill that would
tear doy/n* the capitol's 145-yearold west front, extend it 88 feet
and re-cxeate its facade in marble.:?-:
The capitol architect J. George
Stewart, a former congressman
who really is an engineer, has
said the present wall is in serious disrepair. The American Institute of Architects counters
that it is in no danger of collapsing and has called for its
renovation.
y With President Nixon calling
for a.cutback in federal building, Sen. Proxmire is right when
he says "I think this ill considered project should be at the top
of the list."
GRAFFITI
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Illinoishelmet
law canceled
An editorial in
Austin Herald

Like most states, Illinois has
witnessed a motorcycle ?popuIation explosion, the number of
registrations having doubled in
Illinois from 50,000 to 100,000
since 1985.
And like most states, Illinois
had a law requiring motorcyclists to wear crash helmets.
It had a law, until motorcycl**
ists successfully challenged it.
The law has now been declared
unconstitutional on the grounds
that an individual cannot ' he
forced to protect himself .
The ruling could open up a
rather interesting legal Pandora 's fcox , especially if it is repeated in other states or is ap<
plied to automobile drivers as
well.
For instance, it could call into
question the practice of some
judges of suspending portions of
fines or sentences of traffic violators who were wearing seat
belts or, conversely, being a little harder on those who w«re not
wearing their belts.
^
The whole issue revolves
around the question of where
one's t>wn safety ends and the
rights of others begin.
It may not be constitutional to
force a motorcyclist to protect
himself. But it would seem that
a second party who may run
Into or over him deserves some
protection from the undue consequences of an accident , entirely
regardless of who may cause the
accident.
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"ALTHOUGH WE are. a neighbor

of the Soviet Union , " he said, "we
have spoken some very hard words
— about Hungary, the Berlin Wall ,
Czechoslovakia. Nobody then questioned our neutrality. But when , out
of the mime fundamental values, we
criticize the war in Vietnam, there
is talk that wo are non-neutral and
anti-Ameri can."
He added drily that the Swedish
foreign minister, Torsten Milsson,
had referred to tho Czech invasion
in hi.s address to the United Nations
General Assembly last month, while

'

. LIVING
Breitlow-Ma rtin
Funeral Home

'Better cool the rough stuff , Jackie—that one was j ust a birdwatcher!"
i
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ary Change;Hi^|^fU|d0 F^tt^ori' :1lit0rrdcutAdoi>lvpn;

By,WILLIAM C., WERTZ
Associated Press Writer
MINNEAPOLIS CAP)^Jem_fer Wietzke is two years old and
black.
.
Her adoption by a white, Lutheran couple who live on a
southern Minnesota dairy farm ,
part of what State Child
Placement Supervisor Llewellyn
H. Linde calls "a revolutionary
change in attitude" that is
changing traditional ideas about
parenthood.
.' ? ' .„
"This kind of thing would
have been unthinkable as little
as five years ago," says Linde,
1 41-year-old attorney whose
agency is responsible for regulating all adoptions in the state.
"Now it's common — at least
in Minnesota."
In 1965, Linde says, adoption
agencies in the state were faced
with a vast shortage of homes
for Negro children.
Now, many agencies report
waiting lists, not only for Negro
children, but for Indian , Mexican-American and Korean cbildren is well. .
'We're happy to accept children from other-states and other
countries," says Alan W. Peabody, 42, head of the state's
adoption placement unit. "We
just can't keep up with the demand , here. "
. To. meet the demand, adoption agencies in Minnesota have
had the unusual but happy task
of importing children from
areas in which there is local
prejudice.
Tfeey have brought MexicanAmerican children from areas
fn the Southwest , Negro children from neighboring states, Indian children from Canada and
Korean chldren from Seoul.
Many have found homes among
the state's predominantly white
population.
A study by Charles B. Olds,
associate director of- the Boys
and GirM Aid Society, ranks
Minnesota second only to Washington in the number of Negro
children placed in white honws
and first in the nation in the to-

tal placement on¦ ¦ nonwhite for the child, agencies are con- body. ''The first are, or believe mentally or physically handi- black child to be in a white the best we possibly can for the ] say, 'that was a nice lady that
. - ' ' ' '-. . > . .
children.
sidering a much wider range of themselves to be, infertile and capped child.
home than in ho home at all, child, helping him face the real- i raised me.' We'd rather have
The child placement experts applicants.
is trying to build a family. They Interracial adoption has not with no good" feeling of the past ity of life, helping him grow up. him say, 'My mother must have
agree that behind this dramatic The result of this is that many tend to want children very much been without its problems.
or hope?for the future. But we "The strong healthy family is been some kind of a nut,' if ha
change in adoption patterns lies people
no longer consider adop- like themselves in terms of Some black leaders have criti- believe the answer can be more going to enable a child—no mat- felt she was his mother," Haa fundamentalchange in the at- tion a second-best alternative or race, nationality and intelli- cized the placement' of black positive."
ter what color he is—to grow gen says.
:
titude of parents toward parent- a last resort.
gence.
and be able to co-pe with life. "Some people can't be a real
children in white homes as Linde and- Peabody agree.
hood.
;
"pseudo-liberalism."
"The
other
type
may
already
purpose," says Hagen,
"Our decision is not based on Once a child grows up, like any parent unless they physically
Clayton Hagen,'49; head of the "is"Our
have children of their own, but Others have questioned tie negative alternatives," Peabody one oi us, he has to make his gave birth to that child. That's
to
make
adoption
valid
in
itadoption unit of LutheranSocial
not the kind we're looking for.
The result of this may be for a variety of reasons feel a ability of a black child to find says. "We're placing the child ha own way in life."
Service of Minnesota, puts it this self.
They can be nice to an adopted
desire
to
raise
an
adoptive
'
Hagen
emphasizes
that
adopthe
consistent
with
a
meanlngful
identity
as
a
black
a
good
home,
a
preference
for
adoption
on
way: ?•? . : '? ? . _;. ' •' . ' . . .
child,
but they don't call him
child."
merely
man if he is raised in a white what is best for the child and tion agencies are not
"We/have to separate parent- part of the parent At least
son. We're going after son."
looking
for
someone
to
provide
for
the
parent."
that's
be
happy
to
home
and
a
white
culture.
what
we'd
It is this second type of parhood from biological reproduc"
ent, Peabody says, that is very "There is, of course, a nega- "This -isn't a second-best care for a black child as he
Winona Daily Newi "T^
tion. They are two separate, dis- see."
Winona, Minnesota ¦«¦
tinct, nonrelated experiences. "We have basically two types receptive to the idea of adopting tive answer to that problem," thing," says Linde. "Our whole grows up.
to
want
some
child
is
a
matter
of
doing
"We
don't
WEDNESDAY.
OCT. S/ 1969
says
Hagen.
philosophy
says
Pea*
achild
of
another
race
or
a
"It
is
better
for
a
of
adoptive
parents,"
We're challenging the myths,
the conventional reality of what
it is to be a parent — b raise
up another person and make
him feel he's worthwhile."
He adds: "The true parent is
one that nurtures and raises,
cares for a child, whether it is
a biological child or an adoptive child. The person that is
able to accept the autonomy of
_ _ _
a child; his separateness , his individuajness, is able to be a
iP 'fyl 'P'!-;:; y^'A^feffi# ____________________i . 'I ¦_. ____B¦
^^J ¦ B | W ^K V _f
V k "^.H _______ " ' ^mW' J ^ _________
much more creative parent."
The experts also point to the
efforts of hundreds of human re¦•
lations groups, which have been
' mm *¦^______i
4 ^!^i^li-^^<^
_ mmmW ' W ' mm 'i mmm W^ mm ^. V ^ mmmmmJ L ' ^M' W ] ' _)' ¦mm mm ¦ i ¦ ^H ' - _ ^1¦ W- M
working toward interracial harmony.
And they say another import.
AiA ??A ';"A|'W^^
ant factor has been the changes
in the adoption agencies themselves, which have changed
many of the restrictive policies
that often placed unsurmountable barriers before prospective
adoptive parents.
"There has been a fantastic
change in agencies since I960,"
says Roger W. Toogood, 35, di__M__________________m^____________________________________________________
y ^HBB^y^^^^^T^^^r^^^^^^^^^
rector of Catholic Welfare caseB^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
y^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
'•
BB
^^*-^^^^^^^^
work services.
"There were far . too many
artificial criteria then ,'}. Toogood says. "People had to be
over 25, married for five years,
making a certain amount of
money, certified to be infertile ,
and on and bn.\JThe approach
then was to put up hurdles for
families."
Now, he says, agencies take
a more individual approach.
Without renouncing their responsibility to find a good home
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Milwaukee 14'
Member Loses
Right to Teach

TOMAHAWK, Wis. (AP) - A
Roman Catholic priest serving
a prison term for burning draft
records has been removed as a
part-time faculty member of the
school apparently, because of unfavorable community reaction,
the acting president of Mount
Senario College said Tuesday.
The Rev. Michael Boyle said
the State Division of Corrections
notified him Oct. 3 that the
Rev. Robert Cunnane had been
transferred from Camp Flambeau in kusk County and would
no longer be-permitted to teach
a philosophy course in ethics at
the Ladysmith school.

CUNNANE, o! Boston, Mass.,
was a member of the 'Milwaukee 14" war protester group alleged to have seized and burned records from a Selective
Service office in Milwaukee in
1968. He and the other defendants, mostly clergymen, were
convicted on state charges
growing out of the incident and
are serving two-year terms in
the Wisconsin State Prison .
In September, it was announced that as part of a work
relief program, Cunnane would
be permitted te teach several
days a week at JMount Senario,
located near Camp Flambeau.
Approva l was given by the
State Division of Corrections,
Judge Charles Larson of Port
Washington , who presided at
the trial, and Cunnane's religious superiors in Milwaukee .
FATHER DOYLE, ln a statement Tuesday to Larry Howard
of Radio Station WELF, Tomahawk , said that the Division of
Corrections told him that Father Cunnane had not violated
any conditions of the work relief program but that "continued and heavy political pressure" had been put on the de-

(¦
l
_i
mtfljl
l
MHWA
™^

partment by "certain legislators."-? AAA ; ?
The college official said that
in addition sharp criticism had
been voiced by residents of the
Ladysmith area and others
against the Mount Senario trustees and administration as well
ag Judge* Larson for the employment of Father Cunnane as
a teacher.
The critical comments were
published in the local weekly
newspaper at Ladysmith, Doyle
said.

Name Chief
Operator for Phone Com pany
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¦Northwestern Bell Telephone
Co. has named Mdss Susan A.
Paszkiewicz as group chief operator of the Winona telephone
office.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin Paszkiewicz
¦, and a graduate of Cotter
High
School, WZ _____ """•*

mmm m mm—~—m
m—T—~ ^
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^^^^^^^^^^^

^^^vlJIIIII ill

became a full- mmmWrn^
time employee
Misg
and was promoted to serv- Paszklewlci
ice assistant last February.
As group chief operator she
will assist the chief operator ,
Miss Elinor Przytarskl, in handling administrative matters
and in supervising the 54 operators who handle long distance
and directory assistance calls
for the Winona area.

NORTHLANE MARKET
1658 West King St.

CASH and CARRY

MILK DEPOT

• Grade "A" Milk

•
•
•
•
•

Skim Milk
Chocolate Milk
Whipping Crotim
Fruit Drinks
Chocolate Drink

• Chi p Di ps

• Cottage Cheese
0 Butter

• 2% Milk

•
•
•
•
•

Buttermilk
Half & Half
Sour Cream
100% Orang e Juice
Yogurt

• Cheeie

• Ico Cream ,
• Fresh Egg»

HOURS FOR THE NEW CASH AND
CARRY MILK DEPT.;
Monday thru Saturday fl a.m. to 9!30 p.m,
Sunday 11 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.

,
.
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16 CU. FT. UPRIGHT FREEZER
NOW AT A BIG
SAVINGSI
• Holds 560 pounds of food
_ «^m
• Four shel ves - 7 adfusti
• White,Coppertone,Avocado
"•B^«*

_^_____
j
.^^_^ -

209

* . . _...

WARDS 16.8 CU. FT. FROSTLESS
REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER ON SALE
* fr*ejM»r holds 193 pounds,
* Butter/cheese compartment
*00£_
33«J
• Meat keeper/ big crlsper

/

NOW SAVE
DM,WARDS
23 CUBIC FOOT CHEST FREEZER
• Holds up to 805 pound* food
• Foam Insulationsaves ipace
t^A
s~
• Magnetic tight-seal door
£1$J

^^BB_^_________________^____5__5______________________
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GOP to Propose Two Alternatives
To Knowles' Antipoverty Proposal
MADISON, Wis. W - Two
separate packages are being
produced by Republicans as alternatives to the Governor's $33
millionantipovery proposal and
the $4.9 million version of it approved by a Republican Caucus
committee and the Joint Finance Committee.
The governor called the legislature into special session to
consider Ms proposals — but
were scrapped by the Joint Finance Committee in favor of
the $4.9 package hammered out
by the caucus committee, head-

ed by Assemblyman Kenneth to $10.4 million.
Merkel, R-Brookfield.
The Merkel measure calls for
ASSEMBLYMEN William La $4.1 million in aid to two proFave, R-Peshtigo, and John Al- grams in Milwaukee's Inner
berts, R-Oconomowoc, said Core schools and $250,000 extra
they would offer two alterna- to the "special needs'* area of
tives to the Merkel-Joint Fi- Aii to Families with Dependnance Committee bill.
ent Children.
It would be financed by transThe first would be for $9.9
million, the second for $6.7 mil- ferring funds now set. aside for
the University of Wisconsin and
lion.
Another proposal is being the State University System.
pushed by Assemblyman David The bulk of money would come
Martin , R-Neenah and 'Stanley from the University of WisconYork, R-River Falls, It comes sin. The proposal does not call
for any tax increase.

Assembly to Hear
Welfare Groups
MADISON, Wis. (/Fl — Representatives of various welfare
groups and of various legislative groups were invited Tuesday to lock horns today at an
Assembly hearing on Welfare.
In the surprising, unprecedented move, the Assembly
voted 77-19 to meet as a committee of the whole to hear
each side present its case on
the highly controversial welfare
programs.
PLANS were drawn np giving
each side one hour to present
Its case.
"Perhaps, this isn't the time
to establish a precedent," said
Minority Leader Robert Ruber,

Ask Court to
Delay Decision
In Rights Case

D-West Allis, as the proposal
for the special hearing was debated. "But we have got to hear
both sides if we are ever to
walk out of here having made
a decision one way or Uie other." V
The move cafrie after the governor announced the public
would be allowed access to the
Capitol again, but on a limited
basis.
Limited numbers of visitors
to the Senate and Assembly
would be given passes on a
first-come, first-served basis.
Tuesday 's visitors included a
mixture of welfare mothers,
demonstration organizers and
middle income taxpayers —
many of whom had demonstrated earlier Tuesday in favor of
more welfare spending.
THE GROUP mostly women
in their 30s, sang, marched 'and
refused to leave a Capitol
porch, in violation of the governor's executive order to liinit access to the area .
They were not arrested , even
after refusing a request to
move.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Nixon administration, opposing
an appeal filed by private civil
rights lawyers, has asked the
Supreme Court to hold up judgment "until the situation clari- STOCKTON, Minn.. — A fire
fies" in 3 Mississippi school of undetermined origin comdistricts given extra time to pletely destroyed an old • two
integrate.
story, 40-by-24-foot wooden barn
Solicitor General Erwin N. here Tuesday about 7:30 p.m..
Griswold Said in a memoran- It was owned by Leroy Laib,
dum to khe court Tuesday the Winona, who formerly lived in
U.S. Office of Education is pro- the house on adjacent property
ceeding "with dispatch" to for- now. owned and occupied by the
mulate plans to desegregate the Douglas Reps family.
districts by Dec. 1.
About fifteen members of the
The districts, originally sched- Lewiston volunteer fire departuled to abolish separate class- ment arrived at the scene with
rooms for blacks and whites this one fire engine and two water
fall, were granted a reprieve by trucks and managed to get
the Justice Department and the most of the items out of the
Department of Health, Educa- barn, including a camper, boat,
tion¦
and Welfare.
trailer and household items.
Approval by a tower federal Two houses close by were
court -of . the delay is being ap- sprayed with water since a
pealed by the Legal Defense strong wind blew the flames in
Fund of the National Associa- their direction.
tion for the Advancement of Col- No estimate of loss
avail¦ ¦ was
' '* ¦ ¦
ored People.
able.

Fire Destroy s
Stockton Ba rn

THE $10.4 million package
tied together by Martin a n d
York calls for $2 million in additional aid to families with dependent children and $3.2 milon in aid to the financially
anemic Marquette Medical
School, in addition to the aid to
Milwaukee public schools. The
Milwaukee medical school says
it will die without a transfusion
of state money.
A state Supreme Court ruling
last week gave a legal OK to
such aid to a private school.
The proposal would be funded
by a $1 per barrel increase in
the $1 per barrel beer tax-excluding the first 25,000 barrels
of a brewery's production —
bringing in an estimated $5.2
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$250,000 Has
Been Spent
On Troopers
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MADISON, Wis. (fl - The
cost of maintaining the National Guard and local law
officers at the state Capitol
during recent welfare protests has reached about
$250,000, Gov. Warren P.
office said TuesKnowles'
¦
day. ' ;¦
Paul Hassett, executive
secretary to Knowles, said
at peak strength, the cost
was about $31,500 per day.
Knowles activated about
1,000 guardsmen early last
week after welfare demonstrators took over the Assembly chambers/The number of guardsmen on duty
is believed to have diminished, but the governor's office isn't commenting.
Hassett said overtime and
related costs for Madison
police were aboiit $8,750 per
day
when
maximum
strength was needed, while
the amount for Dany County sheriff's deputies was $2,750 per day.
Assembly Speaker Harold
Froehlich, R-Appleton, said
Tuesday he would support a
proposal to reimburse the
city of Madison and Dane
County for their extra costs
in guarding their Capitol.
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NASON ON EDUCATION
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NEW STEEl WHEELS
All-steel, American-built wheels, In oil
sizes to fft all American automobiles.
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Education Is A
National Goal

THE CENTERS nre not
working on vague problems.
The development of better procedures to facilitate learning is
the primary goal of their research and development. They
tend to emphasize research in
areas where improvement is
obviously needed. They are developing systems and products
which are tried out in actual
school situations , revised and
improved and then made available throughout the country.
Tho centers and laboratories
are working for the improvement of teaching and teacher
education which will have an
immediate and lasting effect.
University students should be
learning to understand and
appreciate people with dlffcrerent backgrounds than their
own. This is happening in Metropolitan State College, Denver,
Colo.
The college is a central city

They proposed that the $1
per barrel addition to the beer
tax be used to pay for the aid
to Marquette.
The governor has said he
was "disappointed" by the Merkel proposal, especially its
method of financing.
"I am sure the legislature
will not place itself in the position of defaulting on its previous commitment to the education of our college age citizens," Knowles said.
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By LESLIE J. NASON, Ed. D,
University of Southern Calif.
The improvement of education IS a national goal! The
work is under way.
The program administered
by the Office of Education 's
Bureau of Research now includes 15 laboratories, each responsible to its own Board ot
Directors; nine university-sponsored research and development centers ; and several federated projects known collectively as the National Laboratory on Early Childhood Education and, coordinated by the
University of Illinois.
Other research and development organizations administered through the Office of Education include two centers for
vocational and technical education , and several centers nnd
projects on education for the
handicapped.
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million, and a 30 cents a gallon increase in the $2.25 liquor
tax, bringing in about $5.6 million.
The measure leaves untouched the present appropriations to
Wisconsin 'and the state universities.
The $9.9 million La Fave-Alberts spending package is similar to the Martin-York plan. It
would be financed through a $1
increase in the beer tax — and
a reduction in aid for the university system.
Their smaller plan does not
include aid to Marquette,
which, lbs sponsor, suggest,
should be covered in a separate bill. This plan would be
financed entirely by funds taken from appropriations to other educational institutions.
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LAW IS AN attractive profession for members of minority groups. Nevertheless , there
are only n handful of Indian
lawyers.
The University of New Mexico School of Law , Albuquerque
hns nn on-going program for
American Indians desiring to
become lawyers.
Approximately 20 Indian students are selected each year
and given nn intensive prc-law
course, They nre given financial
help wlicro necessary and nre
eligible for spnninl tutoring by
senior law students.
Some enroll in Iho University
of New Mexico and some in other law schools where they participate as regular law students.
This program hns been in successful operation for two yenrs.
It ls an example oi what can
and is being don\ to give minority students a letter opportunity
to reach Uiek true potential.
Specific programs such as
this enn do moro thnn protest
marches.
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seph, A m e s , Iowa ; a sister, ed funds for the district and as you people in the Chamber portation budget can bo traced lected by next June 30, th_
Mrs. Alma Christianson, Mill- Nelson said that this was one of of Commerce are concerned, it to the increased pupil enroll- amount to be levied — to realtown, Wis , and a nephew, Ar- the reasons for the substantial should be of interest that these' ment as the district's bounda- ize the $1,116,929 figure—comes
people from the outlying dis- ries expand as a result of mer- to $1,959,524. Adding to this the
thur Rognlien, Warren , Mich., increase in state aids.
tricts who send their children ger actions.
estimated homestead replaceMEEKER
questioned
whether
whom they raised.
Funeral services' wilF be Sat- the enrollment spiral created 6y to Winona schools probably buy The other large bulge can be ment and other sales tax relief
At Community
in anticipated expenditures contemplated, the total leryy that
Winona Deaths
^Two-State Deaths urday at 2 p,m. at Strum Luth- consolidation proceedings and goods and services, here too." seen
eran Church, the Rev. Luther other; factors had peaked out MEEKER asked whether the for capital outlay, up some must be certified to the county
Memorial Hospital
- Mrs. Victor Weinzirl
chart showing 77.3 percent of $123,000, of which about $30,000 auditor runs to $2,525,459.
Monson officiating. Burial will yet.. ?
Visiting ' tiount Medical trio* tumtai
JSAU GALLE, Wis. (Special)*- be in West Beef River Ceme- He was told that the upward all general fund expenditures is earmarked for a new ac- More than a half a million
pjllenti: J Jo 4 end 7 to «:30 p.m. {no
miys. Victor Weinzirl, 67, Eau tery.
trend in enrollment "definitely going for instructional purposes counting machine in the busi- dollars in state and federal state
efilldrsn wcjer 12.)
MB-hmffy patient*: 2 to 3:30 and 7 te
Gialle, died Monday evening at Friends may call at the Strum has not stopped." A number of indicated that "you're squeez- ness office and much of tbe aids is expected to be realized
remainder of tha increase re1:30 p.m. (Adults only.)
Mither Hospital, Eau Claire, fol- Church Chapel after 3 p.m. Fri- districts in the immediate Wi- ing instruction."
Visiters. 'to . « patiwf nmltad t« two
sulting from new course offer- this year than last — again beet on« time.
tawing a two day illness.
day and until 11 a.m. Saturday nona area , including the village Sanders said that tbe state ings and construction associated cause, in large part, of the in-Hrhe former Amelia Kelm, she and then at the church chapel of Goodview, still must merge Department of Education concreased enrollment and the new
with new programs.
TUESDAY
Was born March 29, 1902 in after 12 noon.
with a district offering a high siders expenditure of 70 percent LOOKING to the receipts ex- formulas for computing aids.
Lloyd Bernhard Gilbert, 63, tbue Town of Eau Galle to Mr.
ADMISSIONS
Kjentvet & Son Funeral Home school program by 1971.
or more of the budget for this pected during the coming year, It's expected that state and
Charles
Zerik, 863 E. Sanborn 468 W. Broadway, who taught and Mrs. Robert Kelm and was has charge of arrangements.
Meeker
asked
about
the
fi¦
to indicate a good although an estimated $1,913,958 federal aids will total $2,571,033,
purpose
mathematics in Winona Junior married July 31, 1923. They
St.
nancial impact ,of consolidation school program. Nelson added will be required from the local compared with $1,984,925 actuHigi School for 25 years, died
Mrs. Mamie Ray
in Weber Valley until reproceedings and was told that that Winona probably ranks maintenance levy to help sup- ally received in 1968-69.
Mrs. Neil Baudhuin, 1296 TV. this morning
at 6:30 at Com- Sved
ring arid moving here in 1965. HOUSTON, Minn. - Mrs. in many cases the valuation of among Jhe__upper 5 percent of port the new? budget, a levy of
Wincrest Dr.
.
injury Memorial Hospital He Survivors are: Her husband; Maude Bay, S3, died at the the merging district's property the systems in the state in this
Mrs. Rose Teadfee- Winona am
$2,525,459 must actually be .cer- LISTED . separately fa the
been
ill
.months
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Vivian
.
Mrs.
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that
home
of
her
is
relatively
low
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proportion
to
recalled
and
Allen
Mrs.
Andrew
category
two daughters,
budget are revenues anticipated
Rt. 3. He was born Jtdy 23, 1906, In
Hou s t o n, Tuesday the number of students involved. at one time the Winona figure tified to the county auditor.
from federal programs such as
Frank P. Groth, Dakota Rt. Jackson County, Minn., to Al- ( Joyce) Blasko, Winona, and Flatten,
This
amount
then
will
be
rewas highest.
P_rs. Howard (Dorothy) Golden, morning.
the National Defense Education
LOOKS
to
me
like
bring"IT
1, Minn.
duced
by
various
categories
of
bert and Bertha Herbrandsoai iRrookings, S.D.; 11 grandchil- She was horn Nov. 11, 1885,
far as overall budget al- sales tax relief by the time the Act, the Elementary and Secon**
As
ing
in
additional
districts,
Mrs. Edwin Niemeyer, 1217 Gilbert and married Mabel Mc- r'Jiren; one great-grandchild; one in HoustonCounty and had lived
.
observed, "may be put- locations are concerned the levy is spread on the tax rolls. dary School Act, Manpower DeW. Mark St.
Kay June 14, 1930, at Brainerd. sister, Mrs. Everett Belong, in Houston the past seven years. Meeker
single
factor
in
the
greatest
and
Mrs. Ray Przybylski , 60 E. A graduate of Jackson High ElmWood Wis.; two half broth- Her husband preceded her in ting an additional burden on the roughly $800,000 increase in the The total fiscal situation is velopment and Training Act
,
existing district."
others.
complicated
somewhat
by
the
Sarnia St.
death.
School and Mankato State Col- ers, William Kelm, Menomonie,
last year's is
drbp in
Nelson replied that the low- new bndget over
Jerome Roberts, 579 Harriet lege, he received a master's de- Wis., and . Herman Lehman, Survivors are: Three sons, ering
to
higher
salaries fact that not all of the funds Here a substantial
attributable
expected
this
of
the
valuation
base
of
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can
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within
the
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La
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gree
at
Wis.;
Winona State College. A Elmwood, and three half sis- Lea, Appleton,
paid school personnel.
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by
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the
district
of
a
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because
next
year,
fiscal
year.
For
example,
more
MilwauMrs. Joseph Holmay, 636 E. resident here the past 25 years, ters, Miss Anna Kelm, Spring Crosge, Wis;, and Lyle,
results in a higher formula for THE BUDGET for Instruc- than $790,000 of the 1969 levy sharply curtailed projection for
daughters
,
three
Wis.;
.
he
also
taught
kee
,
at
Waconla
and
Sarnia St.
Valley; Mrs. William Kelm, Meof state aids and tion, alone, accounts for more will be collected during the 1969- Title 3 programs.
Mrs. Lloyd (Lulu) Vix, Hous- the receipt
Brainerd
Mrs. Clara Benson, Valley ber of , Minn. He was a mem- nomonie, and Mrs. Vanda Hoyt, ton; Mrs. Wayne (Lata) Arnett, Allen »dded that since state than $785,000 of the increase 70 fiscal year, reducing, in ef- The administration estimates
Central Lutheran Church, Hawkins, TjVis.
instructional salaries going fect, the amount of the maintenView Towers.
La Crescent, Minn., and Mrs. law stipulates that all districts with
that funds for such federal proWinona Masonic Lodge 18, AF &
FUnerar services will be at 2 Henry (Lorabell) Auseth, La offer a high school program from -$2,614,483 actually spent ance levy required to $1,116,929. grams
DISCHARGES
will drop from $312,714
AM; Winona Education Associa- p.m. Thursday at Rhiel Funeranticipatby 1971 Winona has no alterna- in 1968-69 to $3,322,154
Daniel Mahlum, Ettrick Rt. 2, tion, Minnesota Education Asso* iH Home, Durand, Henry Host- Crosse; two sisters, Mrs. Vivi- tive in merger proceedings.
HOWEVER, since only 57 per- received in 1968-69 to $196,187 in
1969-70.
ed
for
Wis.
ciatipn and National Education bag, presiding minister, Winona an Slatten and Mrs. Blanche Nelson commented, "As far A $38,000 increase in the trans- cent of the 1970 levy will be col- the current year.
Peterson, both of Houston; 19
' Beth Palubicki , 183 E. How- Association/ .
Jehovah's Witnesses, officiatSurvivors are: His wife; one ing. Burial will be in Eau Galle grandchildren; 54 great-grandard St.
ehildren and one great-greatWilliam Schultz, Utica Rt. 1, daughter, Mrs. Roy (Mary) En- Cemetery.
grandson and several nephews
quist, Marshall, Minn.; four
Minn. .
Friends may call at the fu- ahc^ nieces. Two sons, two sisgrandchildren
arid
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sisters,
,
Mrs. Dciald Smith and baby,
ters, two brothers and one
Mrs. Lester (Alida) Peterson, neral home this afternoon and granddaughter preceded her in
126S Parkview.
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until
time
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and
Gregory Bremer, Independ- Mankato, Minn., and Mrs. A. W.' of services.
death.
(Mary). Nasby, Jackson. Forirf
ence, Wis.
Funeral services will be FriSHOULDER
day at 1:30 p.m. at Dickinson
Sterling v. Nixon
Mrs. Bess L'Ecuyer, Valley brothers have died.
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at
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i EYOTA, Minn. (Special) —• Funeral Home—Jackson Street
View Towers.
p.m. Friday at Central LuthChapel, La Crosse,
Rev. B.
Mrs. Gerald Koch and baby, eran Church, the Rev. G. H, iSterling V. Nixon, 87, died sud- G. Mohr officiating. the
Burial will
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at
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Tuesday
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Huggenvik officiating. Burial
be in Mount Hope Cemetery',
Baby girl Johnson, Rushford, will be in Woodlawn Cemetery. home.
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,
Minn.Friends may call at the FaW- 1881 and was employed at the Friends may call at the
Mrs. Elsie Kahler , Sauer Me- cett Funeral Home Thursday post office here until age 34. He chapel Thursday evening,
morial Home.
from 7 to 9 p.m.
then worked at the former NaCarroll R. Silker
Miss Florence? Sterbenz , 973 A memorialis being arranged ; tional Bank of Eyota; was sei> ' WABASHA,
Minn. (Special)W. 2nd St.
geant at arms at the State Sen- Carroll R. Silker, 64, a resident
Winona Funerals
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ate, St. Paul from 1935 to 1951; of Sand Prairie, died at St;
Carl C. Malotke Sr.
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Funeral services for Carl C'.i State Legislature from 1951-57 12.55 this morning. He had been
ner, 1763 Gilmore Ave., a son.
Malotke Sr., 803 E. Front Sfc, and was village assessor here taken to the hospital Tuesday
morning with a heart condition.
were today at 10 am. at SI;. seven years.
Twp-Stafe Funerals Stanislaus Catholic Church, with He never married. There are The son of Charles and Mabel
Mass concelebrated by the Reiv, no survivors. Five brothers and Lockwood Silker, he was born
Mrs. Sylvester Clawson
at Spring Valley, Minn., Aug.
Donald Grubisch, Itev. P e f ar one sister have died.
WEAVER, Minn. — Funeral Fafinski and Rev. Thomas IJar- Funeral services will be Fri- 6, 1905. He married Rose M.
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services- for Mrs. Sylvester gesheimer. Burial was in ®t day at 2 p.m. at Sellner-Hoff RoIIie May 30, 1925. The couple
Cla-wson, 80, who died at the Mary's Cemetery; .
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Funeral Home, St. Charles, the lived at Rochester, Minn., where
Buena Vista Nursing Home , Wa- A Veterans of Foreign Wsirs| Rev. George ?Krueger, Our Sav- he worked for Marigold Dairies
basha, Minn., Monday, wii be detail rendered military
iour's Lutheran Church, Eyota, 17 years. For 20 years before
held at 2 p.m. Thursday at the ors. Pallbearers were: JhpnWlMs officiating! Burial will be in Oak his retirement in 1967. he operEvangel U n i t e d Methodist Tulare,
ated Carroll's Cafe at Rochester.
Church, Rochester, Minn., 'the Siegler R. J. Wieczorek, Drtnaifd Grove Cemetery here.
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Memorial Gardens Cemetery,
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Survivors include*. His wife; vens Point , former pastoi here ,
of arrangements.
speedometer to be 10 to 12 one son, David , Tempe, Ariz.; ¦died suddenly of a heart attack
m.p.h. slow. He tes'fified that seven grandchildren ; one great- Sunday at a Stevens Point hosFastidious cannibals on the under the cirenmstfowces he grandchild; seven brothers , pital.
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UNDER MINNESOTA LAW

McCarthy &

By GERRY NELSON
"ST. PAUL (AP) - When Sen.
Eu gene J/ McCatthy 'taunts
Minnesotans on the possibility
of his running for Congress, the
talk usually turns to the need
for him to set up a new residence.
McCarthy fs a nominal resident of the St. Paul¦ ¦ area,¦ ¦ in the
4th District, but ' - ¦
¦
. he joked last
An
AP
week a b o u t
possibly run- :
N
mY,s
^ ¦
ning in the 5th .
-the city of Analysis ¦¦
y ¦. ?
Minneapolis.
In f a c t , he
could run for Congress in any

Wlnon* Dally Niprt *IO*• • i«~ri
Winona, Mlnnewt. i9a

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 8, 196?
'
.

district in Minnesota.
So can other congressional
candidates, r e g'-a r d 1 e s s of
where they live in the state.
A resident of Minneapolis'; for
example, could run for Congress
in the 7th District, miles away
in the ¦northwestern part of the
-'
state/ .

A St. Paul resident could run
for.Congress in Minneapolis?
The rules for congressional
candidates are spelled out in the
U.S. Constitution and cannot be
modified by the states.
The constitution requires
merely that a candidate be 25
years old, be a citizen of the
United States for at least seven
years and be an "inhabitant" of

the state where he is elected. '
The widely-held view that a
candidate must live in his congressional district is based purely on practical politics.
An outsider doubtless would
be given a "carpetbagier" ]abel
if he ran outside his home territory. Thus, it's rarely done,
and even more rarely done successfully.
The situation came op in Minnesota last year when DFL'er
Eugene Stokowski—a resident of
the Sth District—ran for Congress in the 3rd.
In a ruling clearing the way
for Stokowski to file, Atty. Gen.
Douglas Head cited several
court decisions, holding tfciat a

state cannot change the basic
requirements in the U.S. Constitution.
The odds are probably 1,000
to 1 against McCarthy running
for . any congressional seat in
Minnesota next year, but if he
wants to, the way _fclear.
His biggest obstacle probably
would be proving that he; is an
"inhabitant" of the state, paging by his infrequent visits.
The matter of congressional
district residences also could
pose a problem for Minnesota
legislators in 1071 when they reapportion the state.
New districts will have to be
carved out after the 19,70 census. Based on present estimates,

an area of seven to ten counties
around the Twin Cities will have
enough population to encompass
four congressional seats.
At present, there are three
metropolitan area seats and five
so-called "rural" districts.
If Republican-oriented Conservatives control the legislature,
they'll take care to draw the
lines so "that incumbent .GOP
congressmen wind up secure
within their own districts.
Democrats in the legislature
would be happy enough to draw
new lines that would toss two or
three incumbents in the same
district.
It could be legal enough, for
example, *to exclude Rice Coun-

ty from a new 1st District, and
thus leave Rep. Albert H. Quie
on the outiide looking in. Quie
lives in Rice County.
While legal, neither Quie nor
any other congressman would
relish the idea.
It all boils down to the fact
that a congressman represents
a particular area and voters are
likely to look for a man or woman who lives within that area ,
But if McCarthy wants to test
the theory, he could keep his
St. Paul residence and run
-wherever he wants. A good spot
might be the suburban Hennepin-Anoka Srd District, where
DFL'ers usually have trouble
finding a candidate anyway.
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LINKLETTER SAYS -

Did Uncle Sain Gopf
Ori Unemployment?

Paren ts Mu Learn
Truth About Drugs

done, using this as an example."
By UENE HANDSAKER
Diane, youngest of five Linkletter chilLOS ANGELES un-Art Linkletter says
dren, plunged from the kitchen window of a
parents should learn the truth about drugs,
alcohol anti narcotics—"and get this informa- . sixth-floor apartment where she had lived
about eight months. By phone, from seclution to their children in a rememerable, .
sion with his wife Lois and son Robert, 24,
sensible, nonpanic way. Repetitively."
in their Lake Tahoe cabin,-Linkletter said :
Tuesday, in private, graveside services at
"Since this has happened to Diane, you
Forest Lawn Memorial Park, the Linkletter
cannot imagine the number of people who
family buried daughter Diane, 20, whose
have called, wired, written me—important
death plunge Saturday he blames on LSD—
people, well known, who have daughters in
"a tiger in her bloodstream:"
sanitariums, sons in sanitariums, children
From the fifth grade up, the entertainer
who have% killed themselves. They have
- . siays, children "should be grounded as thor. hushed this up as a terrible family secret.
oughly in the dangers of putting chemicals
"All of a sudden they're coming out
into their system as they are inWalking
telling me" . . ? his voice choked and halted
across a superhighway with their eyes shut."
The television star and businessman, al. . . "They'll join me-"
ready a lecturer to college and other groups
In publicizing these evils?
on "the permissiveness of this society,"
"Yes ," he said. "Many are lawyers,
said:
"I intend now to step that up and give :
so-called community pillars of decency .....
it more point. . I think my daughter 's death
journalists." He knows none personally.
is going to - be paid for many, many times
Linkletter, 57, said he doesn't know all
by the kinds of things I can say and get
the answers, but "I've been as good a
parent as l coum possimy ne,
I think. We"'ve been a very
close family. We've done everything you do according to the
book—taken vacations together ,
Dr. Willis D. Nutting, former gone on pack trips together
,
professor at the College of Saint
Teresa , will give a lecture in traveled extensively all over
the Library Lecture Hall at 8 the world.
p.m. on Friday. Dr. Nutting's "We've been a good Christian
title will be "Freeing the Mind." family. My wife and I have
The public is invited.
tried to set a good example by
TREMPEALEAU, Wis. (Spe- The speaker is chairman of
cial) — The Trempealeau "Vil- the Great Books Program and a being a good example.
lage Board's request to the professor at Notre Dame Uni"We have tried to keep our
Federal Water Pollution Control versity and for a number of children up to date on -what Uie
Administration in Chicago for years has been active in an exa graijt for waste treatment perimental program of the uni- dangerous things are, but perfacilities has been turned down versity in adult education en- haps we did not bear down as
once more.
*
Philosophy." hard as we should have .
At the Monday evening village titled, "The Public
"Diane, of all the children,
council meeting the following Dr. Nutting holds his doctorUniversity
of
ate
from
the
State
was
always the most daring.
communication from the adminIowa, His B.A. and B. Litt. She was the most emotionally
istration was read:
"THE BASIC grant for waste degrees were received from up and down. She was either on
treatment facilities cannot be Oxf ord University.
top of the mountain or in the
processed by the Federal Water
valley
of despair—over trivial
Block
Pollution Control Administra- of Lots 1, 2, 3? 4 and 5,
tion because the state's alloca- 31 and Lots 1; 2, 3 and 4, Block things. :
tion for waste treatment facili- 32 of the Noyes and Winkleman
"She was. the one who would
ties is not available for this addition for the sum of $1,000.
dare
to sneak out at night, and
project under the state priority PROMOTING i n d u s t r y in
possible
be
willing
to accept the punishTrempealeau and a
system at this time."
Board members explained that home fdr the elderly will be the ment for it. If she came in later
these inquiries are made an- topic of discussion Nov. 13 at than she was supposed to- come
nually to the? FWPC administra- 8 p.m. in the village hall. A in, as she did frequently, she got
tion through the Farmers Home representative of the Area Re- a tongue lashing and took it in
Administration. Village officials source Development will meet good spirits.
expressed the hope that the with the village board, the
grant eventually will be re- Trempealeau Area C i ti z e n s "She used to be spanked.
Committee, the T r e m pealeaw When a child knows -why he's
ceived.
At the conclusion of the vil- Businessmen's A s s o c i a tion, being punished, not in anger or
lage board meeting the Trem- Trempealeau Industries Inc., brutllity, he should be punpealeau Industries Inc., made a and members of the Towner- ished. So she's had her good
motion- to purcliase the Arnold Little-Bear Arnold VFW Post share of spankings.
¦- P
Bentson property which consists 1915.
"So when I heard, indirectly,
that she might be going with a
group that was experimenting
around, I brought it out, as I do
everything.
"Our lines of communication
were open as far as I \Vas concerned. I said, 'Is it true, Dmne,
that this group has been experimenting with some of the new
things?' And she admitted that
it did.
' _ pointed out to her the obvious dangers. She agreed and
with consummate skill acted out
477
5th
the part that she would never do
it again . Obviously she did it
JU!iUj E^3^t
W. PHONE
St , Winona, Minn.
again.
•¦'¦--

Trempealeau
Grant Request
Declined
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Wonian Promises
She Will Quit
Feeding Pjaepns
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CST Will Hear

Nutting Lecture

one of your faults and shortcomings stands out in stark , naked,
unrelieved, unrationalized relief. There is no place to hide. It
would be like standing up naked
on a pedestal in . a spotlight
By JOHN _U>fNIFF . ',' ' ¦
when,you have warts on your NEW YORK ( AiP)-Did Uncle
• :•'. ' yy '
Sam goof?
body. .
As everyone .learned , in the
"We know of a sorority sister second grade, it's quite easy to
of my older daughter Sharon err in adding a column of figwho was Ted a (sugar) cufye ures. And that's just what some
witli heavy LSD at a cocktail observers think the government
party by fraternity guys as a did in compiling the unemployjoke, and she didn't- even know ment statistics for September.
she had ' taken it. She didn't If there are no serious errors,
know there was anything there. then the figures are loaded with
She was.just taking a tidbit. ?
significance
"This is three/years ago and
she is still at UCLA in,a ward , The Labor Department announced that joblessness for the
practically a vegetable.
"L know of kids who have tak- calendar month rose to 4 per
cent of the labor
a sudden
en EJSD many times and had no and very large force?
jump
from
3.5
bad effects -whatsover. That per cent a month earlier.
particular personality
just Making the jump even more
didn't have a chink that let that surprising is the fact that for
poison in."
the past year the figure had reSince his daughter's death, mained around 3.5 per cent,
Linkletter . said , he has been in- showing no real trend, and that
vited to testify before the Na- in August it had even dropped a
tional Crime Commission ana a bit. . :¦
U.S . Senate committee. The The September ? percentage
CBS and NBC television net- could be correct, but some econworks and national magazines omists can't easily forget that in
have requested that he record the past the government has
for them "sbine of the things^ changed some figures after tothink. "
taling them up a second time.
"If I can save a few lives"— There are other surprises:
Linkletter didn't finish the sen- —Unemployment for white
tence "just one would be workers rose more swiftly than
enough." ¦' ¦: . . .
for blacks .The rate for whites

went to 3.6 per cent from 3.2;
that for blacks rose to 6.8 per
cent from 6.5 per cent.
—The average work week in
manufacturing rose ,to 40.7
hours from 40.6 hours in August.
Both of these findings seem to
contradict some generally accepted notions about the employment scene and are bound
to occupy economists and analysts for many hours in search
of explanations.

First, black workers generally
hold the least skilled jobs and
therefore have the weakest grip
on employment. In the past,
such workers?' generally were
among the first to be laid off in
slack periods.
The rise in the average work
week poses a problem because
logically it should have gone the
other way. If employers are
slowing ' down their activities,
why should they be increasing
the work week?
There could be explanation^
but it will be some tifhe before
they ? are revealed. Meanwhile,
considerable doubt will remain
about the validity of the statis-

-Efforts of the Nixon, administration to slow the economy
are having an effect. Some of
the other so-called economic indicators have shown little direction. The jobless figures point
conclusively toward a slowdown.
—Employes may be making
conscious efforts to keep black
workers on the payroll, thus
slowing the*rise in black unemployment.
—The relatively slower rate of
increase in black -joblessness
also could mean that job tracing and other 'efforts to upgrade
the skills of blacks have had noticeable results.

Suspicion that changes may
yet be announced in the job figures is based partially on recent
experience with other economic
statistics, such as for wholesale
prices. . - •
On Aug. 28 the administration
announced proudly -that the
wholesale' price index fo/ July
hai dropped one-tenth of one
per , cent, suggesting that this
was real evidence t^at its policies are beginning to work.
Two weeks later ?the decline
tics. ,
If accepted as valid, the un- was eliminated " in a recalculaemployment statistics could tion. The first figures, it seems,
were preliminary. The new figmean:?

SANTA MONICA, Calif. (AP)
— Three years" of litigation
agaihst a .79-year-old woman
ended when she promised a
judge she'd "never; n«ver feed
the pigeons again."
The case against Ruby McDaniel began when neighbors
complained she was attracting
pigeons lo their residential
neighborhood by feeding the
birds. The neighbors claimed
__?
pigeons carry diseases.
The complaint was dismissed
Tuesday after three years of
postponements and continuances. Mrs. McDaiiiel said the
court case was an "ordeal" that
convinced her to give up pigeon
feeding?
Said th« prosecutor: "If she
stops feeding the birds, we
would never file against her
again. We don't particularly relish prosecuting a 79-year-old
woman."
ures showed the index had re**
mained unchanged from, the
month before. Finally, an error
was discovered in the figures
and the index was found to bo
one-tenth of¦ one per cent higher/ . . .
Did something similar happen
to the job statistics? Maybe not,
but don't be surprised to see
some revisions announced.
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"Her mother would have talks
with her , good long talks about
Vvhat was going on among the
LB
children of today. My daughter
would tell Lois what some-of the
other girls were doing and how
FRESH
worried she was.
"We now know that she probLP
abl y was voicing worries about
herself , worries that began to
HOMEMADE
gnaw at her. She was concerned
that she had quit and was havL
ing recurring highs she couldn't
control.
"Over the months she found
she had a tiger in her bloodCENTER
CUT
FANCY,
stream.
Hfl ____
"Apparently what finally happened was she was despondent
over a spat with her hoy friend
and took aTiiiuch stronger dose
of this poison than she should
have. She was worrie d that she
would never come out of it menTENDERLOIN PORTION
COUNTRY STYLE
tally, and this led to her death.
"Parents can feel they have
all the lines of communication
open. But you can't live with
your children all the time.
They 've got to be by themselves. It's impossible to create
an atmosph ere in which there
^mmmmm
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So what can parents do? Get
information on drugs from the
Department of Health , Education and Welfare, or any(city or
state health department , Linkletter said , and get it to their
children along with—
"Such things as dinnertime
reading of newspaper stories
that will confirm this, which is
one of tho reasons I gave this
story to the papers.
"I want the parents , nnd I
want their kids, to read about
this and be shocked , be frightened at what can happen.
"What you have to do is not
just say using drugs is a bad
thing but have incontestable
scientif ic proof . And when
somebody like Timoth y Leary
comes out and justifies it , we
have got to jump on him with
hobnailed boots. Such people
are casting doubt on tlie authority ol people who know how
deadly these things can be.
"Those kids I've talked to who
use it tell me thnt when you're
on wliat they call a downer,
with a heavy dose of USD, every
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about the grade of meat that you've been buying?
You've probably had this question in mind many times
as you look through the newspaper filled with special
prices on meat. You may say...The price is right but
is it a good enough beef to serve my family orr..
Should I try and save a few pennies by buying a cheaper grade of beef o r . . . H o w do I really tell the dif ference between a good and bad cut of beef. At RANRALL'S you can take that big question OUT of buying
beef, because we sell only the finest and that's U.S.D.A.
CHOICE. Every cut of beef at RANDALL'S carries this

OPEN SUNDAY 9 t
o6
WEEKDAYS

; 9 A.M. to 10 P.M.

label, which is your guarantee that the beef you' . are
buying is the finest top quality beef available. Only beef
which is labeled U.S.D.A. CHOICE has passed rigid government inspections for quality, tenderness and flavor.
So why guess about the grade of beef you buy when
you can shop RANDALL'S #ith confidence. Plus our
every day low prices assure you of getting more for
your meat dollar at RANDALL'S than any where else,
Not just, weekend specials on cheaper grades of beef,
but everyday low prices on the best
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Officer Lied

wore heavy makeup,
Bank Holdup No. 1 f-juoj.Both
bad long hair or wigs done up in
Clothing included blue
Nets $30,000 for curlers.
jeans and yellow show.
Police jwid « pickup truck
Two (?) Robbers thought
to be the getaway vehi-

WASWNGTON (AP) - Chi- affirming the weapons were for Wooldridg* to refuse to testify him the receipts be was asked yers he has in the last few days than underboard" in making
cago Police Supt, James Conlisk the Army. ? - ' ¦ ' y y -P' . - -'¦ . . because he did not believe he to sign were only a formality to filed amended income tax re- those estimates."
turns for the last five years. He A few minutes - later, asked JEANERETTE? La. (AP) aays jtornf* Ahny^Provost MJU> Conlisk said in (^cago Tues- would be given a fair hearing by meet tlie letter of the law.
The first bank holdup in this
,?IUjii6£s law says all weapons said the amended returns show about other financial aspects of town's history yielded two banahal Majf C^ni Carl C. Twner day Turner's testimony ¦ was senators.
he
said
his
gun
dealings,
800
in
gun
sales
he
had
not
In
his
testimony
$6,
TUesa%.; seized by policeare, after being
lied when he testified city au- ••wttrue.'V The superlnUndent
"you're asking me questions I dits $30,000 Tuesday and nobody
admitted that in J658 he used as 'evidence, to be either declared previous?ly.
thorities tonowingly gavia hip* ateo supported the^testimony Turner
couldn't
possibly answer" with- was sure whether they were
receipts
signed
four
tim«g
aii
given
to the arto.ed "Either you are incredibly
destroyedor
397 coirftecated guns for bis per- riven by' police UP Paul T. Cwcago
men or women;
out
the
missing
records.
police
headquarters forces for
or other pur- naive,'" said Sen. Charles H.
¦ ¦¦ training
sona! use?
Duellman, who told the subcom- stating that confiscated
Percy, It-Ill., "or you have Senate investigators have said Henry Robicheaicc, execuGve
Turner in a central figurein a mittee Tuesday he showed Tur- had personally selected guns he poses. . • ""
were
to
of income about 500 weapons from . the vice president of the First NaConlisk said in Chicago he be- evaded the payment
Senate subcommittee investiga-i ner the gttm; but never heard be used for Army
-¦
three shipments are unaccount- tional Bank of Jearerette, said
pur'
training
.
*
"
.
taxes.
of
probe
into
charges
lieved
Turner—who
came
to
the
tion a
a Wm say they tfere
for his own poses. .- . -,
4'
ed for.
he suspected "one or both ban*
¦¦
¦
"
He
noted
Turner
had
not
city last year to represent the
ring of cnllfited men, including use.
. •: - .
Turner said he could not re- dits were men." But he wasn't
former Arm; Sgt. Maj. Willlitra Vm this w^ek thi> • maiii And he testified he disassem- Arnay chief of staff during riot- moved to amend his returns un- member
many of the weap- positive.
O. Wooldrldge, wes engaged, in thrust of Onf* subcommittee bled some of the weapons for: ¦ing in which u.S. troops were til after; the subcommittee sub- ons he how
sold
or destroyed, Both were armed with shot*
parts,
tak.
destroyed
others;
sold
his
and
financial
used—wanted the guns for offi- poenaed ' '
a large-scale graft ring.
probe bad been into allegations
stripped for parts, traded or
¦ -records.- ?. .
¦
'
In his testimony. Tuesday, wooldndge and a band of ca- "the cream of Ihe crop" to a cial purposes.
. :., .
gaye -away.
Tunier V8S qui^'j onJyV on reer flerg^ants jia^iJopWl Army North Carolina gun dealer and Turner was questioned cloSesiy Turner said he got 96 guns
;
charges he obtained the confis- retreation ^Utw^ ma&ated pocketed, the taoney^ . 7
by senators looking for details from the Kansas City police de-: SPRING GROVE UONS
cated flws unde'r. pretentse they
partment and 195 weapons from SPRING GROVE, Minn. (SpeBut oVer and o^'agato Tur- of bis gun deals;
?
were for Army use and then bribed
cial) .— A noon meeting will be
oflBcers, - * . ; - ? . : , ner inisifited: "Th^e . -wefapons But the general, who is a? li- Ft. Bliss, Tex.
¦
sold some of them
for bis own WooWmC vffikw^ti ** were not for the '-Vse ofTt&e censed gto, dealer, -said he jaas ?Yfhen asked how-he could esti- held at Trinity LutheranChurch
¦
;
Refreshing .
,,. ' , - . to tesmmf af;toy a reporter Amy, they (the Chic|g6police) lost his only record book , and mate the, amountsdue on his in- parlors on Monday of the Spring
profit;- .7 . *"• '•.*¦ 7vHe said, however, Conlisk he will invoke the 5th Amend- were going to destroy them and does not have the information to come tax without access to the Grove Lions CJub. Dist. Gov.
knew he wanted the guns for his ment and refuse to answer ques- they gave them to me personal- answer questions.
records he said fee lost, Tomer Arnold L. Usem, of Dist. 5-M 6
own collection, although he tions.
- Turnes, who is now ' retired, rented;' '
Of Red "Wing, Minn, will be guest
signed' statements at the time His attorney said he advised He said Conlisk.had assured said. that.on advice of bis law- "¦sir. I went overboard rather speaker.

cle was found abandoned in a
nearby field soon after the holdup* .
SONS OF NORWAY
SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Special) •— The Sons of Norway
meeting Thursday at 8 p.m. at
tbe school gymnasium, will initiate new members and hold a
business meeting.
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Questionnaire.
For Liquor License
Applicants Drawn

An exhaustive questionnaire
for individual liquor license apIicants was approved Monday
night by the City Council.
Tbe questionnaire was drawn
principally to help the council
screen the 20 or more applicants
for three new on-sale licenses
authorized for the city by the
1969 legislature, lis Junction,
said councjlmen , is to provide
a uniform standard of measurement for all applicants.
City Attorney George M. Robertson Jr. recommended the
forni's use be extended to all
liquor license applicants. In this
way, he told the council, more
city personnel than the chief
of police would be involved in
the investigative processes. Up
to now the police chief has been
almost the only source of qualifying information to be compiled
in connection with issuance of
licenses.
The new form carries a long
list of questions covering the applicant's residence, credit rating, plans for investment ard
improvement of the facilities,
seating capacity, available parking area , previous denials of licenses, possible interests in
other licenses and his estimate
of the benefits to the city as
a result of obtaining the lj cehse.
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WASHINGTON , D.C. - First
Dist. Rep. Albprt II. Quie will
be among United States delegates to Ihe Norlh Atlantic Assembly 's 15th Annual Session in
Brussels Belgium , Oct. 16-21.
Tho Assembly is composed of
parliamentarians of the 15 North
Atlantic Treaty Organization
( NATO ) member countries. Its
purpose is to promote cooperation and understanding among
nations .
Nine House members and nine
senators make up the U.S. delegation, They were appointed by
Vice President Spiro T. Agnew
and Speaker John W. McCormack.
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Wabasha St.,
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¦ ¦ y, .
a supervisor
. • . . -. ... '
at Watkins Products , Inc., for
a number of years.
Odell was hired on a probationary basis and will receive
$2.75 an hour during the •probatidnary period.
The board also adopted a
resolution applying for funds
that might be allocated under
Title 5 of the National Defense
Education Act during the 1&6970 school year?
Superintendent pf Schools .A.
L. Nelson noted that as Vet
Congress has not taken final
action on funding the program
for the coming year but if
funds are forthcoming and the
Winona application is approved
the district might receive JB few
hundred dollars for ils testing
program and possibly between
$6,000 and $7,000 for its elementary guidance program.
Title 5 funding is for guidance, testing and counseling
programs.

The sale, through bids, of a
tract of unused property acquired by Independent School
District 86k during school district consolidation proceedings ,
was authorized MondSy night
by the School Board.
The property involved is in
Mount Vernon Township and ,
according to Superintendent of
Schools A. L. Nelson, consists
of a small parcel of land —
probably less than an acre —
an old school building, woodshed , a barn and two outhouses .
Nelson said that the land and
buildings are of no use to the
school district but that two persons have expressed interest in
acquiring it.
One is a Minneapolis man
who once attended the school
— known as the Trout Valley
School when it wa.s being operated — and would like to acquire it for development as a
museum. The owner of the
farm property adjacent to the
school site also is interested
in buying the property , NeLson
said.
Board members authorized an
advertisement for bids to be
received on the land and buildinRs.

_______________________________________________
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Employment of a new member of the custodial and maintenance staff of Independent
District 861 schools was authorized by the School Board Monday night.
i ¦
—
i
Hired to fill c ¦ , j
a staff vacan- dCilOOl
_
cy was Hubert
.

Board Approves
Property Sale
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COMMUNITY CHEST IM ACTION

#0rt!iitualJi.cl^ances in
Arthritis* Rheumatism

More than 300,000 people in
Minnesota suffer from arthritis.
These people can be helpeil,
pd ve helped by The Arthritis and Rheumatism , Foundation which was founded in 1948.
1
p 'Tit&i foundation is one ;of the
17,? agencies supported by. the
Winona Comtnunity Chest whose
1970 fund drvie began Monday
and continues through Oct. 25,
with a goal of $177,531.

THE GOAL of the foundation
is {*> study 'and provide both
prevention and cure of the various forms of arthritis, the nation's number one crippling
disease.
Tne: Minnesota chapter of the
Arthritis Foundation has taken
over the?:? arthritis treatment
center it . thp University, of
Minnesota. .This was brought
about by the withdrawal of the
March of Dimes from the arthritis field.
\- The treatment center provides clinical care ^nd services
to the residents of Minnesota
in addition ?to - giving training
and experience to medical stuThe city should take steps to eliminating open burning, the dents and graduate physicians
eliminate all open burning pf in- report devised, but in any in the field of rheumatology.
dustrial and domestic wastes event the PCA eventually will AMONG THE -services perand should expand refuse col- force? a reduction under Jiew formed by the foundation are
7 ' i the distribution of medical bullection beyond the present gar- air. pollution laws.
bage pickup, city officials 'have Expansion of waste collectiqn letins to doctors throughout the
to include materials other than state giving the latest treatbeen advised. . .
These recomniendations were garbage should not be excess- ments for arthritis, the operaIncluded in the interim report ively expensive; the report tion of two well-equipped moof an engineering consultant to said, since trucks and personnel bile units, the awarding of rethe C i t y r—
. ,. . ' ?r already picking ,yp.' : .garbage search grants and the operaCouncil Mon—. 7
cotid' easily ; take other mater; tion of? a service which loans
d a y night.
ials a_ ,well.<i_e engineer,,ft. J. special equipment to aid arthri¦Qty
¦
, ,. Pefefsonj -jdwised agajnst curb; tis sufferers.
The council .- • .'
voted to con- COUTICII
Many arthritic_ delay seeing
side ^pjk^ups , ?ht>wever,7 ?
tinue collecta
doctor until damage is done.
P^TERfibN'S report sDggest- Yet, quick action i? needed.
ing data be- 7 ' ¦¦¦•' '"• ;7
fore setting up guidelines .ahd, etj that 'discussions be held to Modern medicine cad now pretimetables for burning contrdfc ' _ee? wether. ' the present con- vent severe crippling in most
City officials also will attend ftacft 7 w?ith7:Refuse ' Disposal cases of even the worst forms
hearings next month in Roches- iSeifwcfev ? u»C; can be broadened, of tbe disease if there is early
ter on solid waste disposal con- to .include combined; .collection. diagnosis and prompt treatducted by the state Pollution Tf ae .contract runs through 1973 ment by a qualified physician.
Control Agency. State standards and costs the city?$7g000 a year.
the 'of SYMPTOMS of arthritis : ,
wii be outlined and these wiHr ??^a5y optawis for disposal
city, Persistent pain and stiffness
have a bearing on Winona ac- ^astcs;ar^ available to
aceoi-duig to the report. These upon arising; pain or tenderness
tions."7
include ^Variety of possible lo- in one or more joints; swelling
STUDIES are being -'con- cations for landfills. One such in one or more joints; recurducted for the city by Henring- landftU-w/wld haye to be proson, Durham & Richardson, the vided for 'the commercial and
Omaha, Neb., firm that wiH-de- industrial wastes now being
sign the city' s new secondary burned in the Shive Road area,
sewage treatment plant.
Peterson wrote. The city has
_here are many reasons for been committed to elimination
of burning io that area in an
agreement
with ¦ Peerless Chain
¦¦ ¦
¦¦

REIGNING PAIR , ; . Homecoming ;queet^:and^k_ig;at ?
TWabasha, High School, Wabasha, Minn'., are Debbie Theis? tnalnn, daughter of Mr. and Mj*s. Albert? Theisihann, ;Wa|)a- '
sha, aiid David Areas, spn of Mr. and Mfs,?^John Amis, ?Kel7
Logg. Roth are seniors. Debbie; a? bheer leader,?is a mem- ,
ber of the band and the amiual stflff. -bay3d is on the football
team, (Joyce Lund photo) . 77 7 ? ' ^V

Recomrmna Holt

CST Plans
Series on
Lewiston School Co. ' . '• " • : . "7- ,¦: .' " ' Population
v The College of Saint TeBudget Proposal County Buys resa
will bold a lecture-discusI Sejtfes oh the topic, "Pop?? Explosion," conducted
on _6ur successive Wednesday
Ups Tax 48 Mills Patrol Gar datift-

rence of these symptoms, particularly involving more than
one joint; noticeable pain and
stiffness in lower back, knees
and other joints; tingling sensation in fingertips, hands and
feet, and unexplained weight
loss, fever, weakness
and fa¦
tigue. ¦ ; 7 A .
'

No , disease causes greater
pain and crippling than rheumatoid arthritis, but t^ere is
some relief in knowing that the
Arthritis ; a n d
Rheumatism.
Foundation is making continual
advances in relief of this crippling and pain through there
continuing research.

Izaak Walton League
To Discuss Youth Plan

Temperatures Jury Awards
May Tumble
More Money
Below Freezing Than Asked

Winonans may be exposed to
the first nip of frost of the season tonight but some warming
A prograpjuunder which - stu- can be expected Thursday.
dents may become active ¦mem- A low of between 30 and 38
Is forecast for tonight with the
bers of the local Izaak Walton warning of possible frost or
League ctoapter vfilf be up for freezing in some sections.
discussion, at v the chapter 's This morning's low was 40,
meeting Thursday evening. The after an unseasonably cool
meeting will be held at the Tuesday afternoon high of 58
chapter's cabin on Prairie Is- and the mercury's sluggish rise
this morning had reached only
land.
.
52 ° at noon, despite generally
Nationally the Ikes have been sunny skies.
urging outdoor recreation, main- It will be mostly fair through
ly fishing, as a method of di- tonight but increasing cloudirecting youth towatd more ness will be accompanied by
slightly warmer temperatures
wholesome living.
The meeting will be at 8 Thursday when a high of 64-72
o'clock. Lunch will be served. is forecast.

A j u r y ot 12 brought iri «
verdict of $1,750 this morning
as the award to Roy P. Taylor
and Barbara L. Taylor, Stockton, who appealed ah Aug. S
County Commissioner's award
of $500 for the taking of approximately 1.35 acres of land for
GSA 23 right of way. Judg«
Glenn E. Kelley presided during the trial which, began Monday.
The Taylors had alleged th«
original award was grossly inadequate and had sought $1,575.
Attorney Paul Brewer appeared for the Taylors and
County Attorney James Soderberg appeared for the state.
Jury foreman was Ed Styba.
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LEWISTON, Minn. (Special)
— The proposed 1969-70 budget
for Lewiston School District
857 shows a tax levy of $578,423,
an increase bf $114,983 over
last year's levy of $461,440. The
budget hearing preceded the
meeting of the school board
Monday evening.
Based on the assessed valuation of last year, the milf rate
increase would be approximately 48 mills.
Disbursements in the proposed budget total -$938,729 as compared to $811,725 last year.
According to Merlyn Krenz,
school superintendent, 4 largest
increases were due to rising
costs of materials, labor, and
salaries of personnel, increases
In enrollment also being a large
factor.
Administrative expenses show
an increase ol $8,767, the proposed figure being $35,042; instruction expense, proposed
$471,727, an increase of $64,808
over last year 's $406,919; an
increase .of $5,150 for instructional supplies, the proposed
figure, $29,950; public transportation services and maintenance, an increase of $7,365, proposed $70,420: and for insurance
and fixed charges $18,790,
nn
increase of $11,390, s

Winona County Board of Commissioners, meeting Tuesday,
accepted the informal bid of
Quality Chevrolet for a 4-door
sedan to be used as a patrol
car by the county sheriffs department. The bid was for $2,. -v
669.
There were three other -bids,
C. Paul Venables had two, $3,160 and $3,330; Tousley Ford,
$2,886.78.
There was only one bid for
the equipment needed for the
county highway department,
due to the unavailability of the
ljydraulic system. The $20,148
bid of Charles Olson & Sops ,
Minneapolis, was accepted for
the three Heil model dump bodies and three snow plows plus
hydraulic accessories, the delivery date to be 75 days from
bid opening,

Communication
Big Proble/n,
Rotarians Told

evenings at 7:30 in? the Bonaventure Room beginning Oct.
22. 7
Dr. Ronald Zwonitzer, department of biology, will feature a display of the seven continents with approximately _,000 beetles illustrating the population explosion over the period 1970-2000. The 'beetles will
proportionately represent human beings as they multiply
in geometric progression over
a 30-day period.
Miss Martha Petry, Portsmouth,.Ohio, junior, is the student coordinator. Faculty members, assisting with this series,
are, Dr. Grace Hendel? chairman of the home economics department; Edmund Delahanty
and Philip Meininger, social science; Donald Beiinewitz and
Robert Collins, philosophy; Rudolph Bianchi, Patrick Herriges
and Sister Ethflai Maher, tneology; Dr. Harry Gardiner, psychology;! Oscar Horner, biology
and Walter Steiner, (biptory.
Interested persons, on and off
campus, are invited to stop at
the college and look at the project which will be set ub in the
lobby of Saint Teresa Hall.
Program topics and lectures
are: Oct. 22, ^Population Explosion : Presentation of the Problem" by Walter Steiner and Oscar Horner; Oct. ' 29, "Population Exblosion: Effects on Human Behavior,'^ Dr. Grace Hehdel and Or. Harry Gardiner;
Nov. 5, "Population Explosion:
Effects on Human Organization," Phili p Meininger and Edmund Delahanty serving as
principal reactor ; Nov. 12,
"Population Explosion: Effects
on Human Values," Patrick
Herriges and Robert Collins. A
panel discussion will be held
on Nov, 13.

The city's greatest need in
public relations is improved
communication between management and labor, Harold
Knoll, local public relations
counsel , told k Rotary Club
luncheon today at * the Park
Quie Educational Plaza.
Knoll , who was introduced by
Bills Are Passed club
program chairman Fred
W. Naas, said better underWASHINGTON, D.C. - Two standing at
work would make
children's educational meas- jobs more meaningful
and' satures co-sponsored, by First Dis- isfying with
resulting gains in
trict Rep. Albert H. Quie re- morale and efficiency
.
ceived unanimous House ap- In addition
,
uniting
proval on roll call votes today. ment and labor on managethe job
One would provide special
mean more united support
programs for children with s^e- would
off the job for community proj-~c_lc learning disabilities; the ects on which Winona 's progother to begin assisting gifted ress depends
, the speaker said. Slrum Winners Told
and talented children.
To
help
attain
Notary's' huA three-yenr progra m would
provide up to, $18 million an- manitarian goals through the Altura Filings Open
nually for research, model cen- ideal of service , each Rotnrlan
STRUM, Wis, - Winners of
ters and teacher training to as- in his own way should strive to tho homecoming competition at
communicate
more
effectively
sist the ' estimated 1-% million
Eleva - Strum Central Area
children with specific learning on the job , Knoll said.
Schools have been announced.
disabilities.
In the float category first
ELEVA-STRUM SCHOOL
Tlie other bill, sponsored by STRUM, Wis. - Classes will place went to the freshman
Quie and Rep. John N. Erlcn : not bo held nt'Eleva-Strum Cen- class: second, ^ophomore class,
born, It-Ill., broadens existing tral Area Schools on Thursday and third , senior class. The junprograms to provide grants for and Friday since the teachers ior class took first place for its
consultative services and tech- will be attending the Northwest skit presentation. ' Second place
nical assistance to aid gifted Teachers convention nt Eau went to the senior class nnd
and talented children.
third , tho Library Club.
Claire.
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DEMOCRATS WIN IN TWO RACES

U. of Wisconsin Student
May Claim Seat for GOP

POSTER HONORED „ . . Bart Foster, wejl knowp localwild life rduge technician, y/aat presented with a Washings?
ton citation for 31 years of outstanding conservation wor^; by
Washington and Minneapolis regional office heads in the
office of the refuge here Jtfpnday. From left are' ¦; Donald
V. Gray, Refuge manager; Forrest ^A. Carpenter, Reg.
Refuge Superviser, Minneapolis; Deputy Director A. V:

Tunison, Washington, B.C.; li^uty7)Segio^ I^e^or I*W
R. Garlick, MHnheapolis;<Bai$lett W;'Foster,; biological technician; Duncan E. Green, maihtehaoeemari; Kenneth ;Kruihm,
Asst. refuge manager; Lorraine Joswick, derk-sterio; Jay
fi. Hamernick, public use specialist; Jerry Leinecke, refugei
manager, Trei_pealeau; William W. Shaw, sign shop carpenter, (Daily News photo)*

CRISIS
CHRISTIANA, South Africa
(AP) ,_ The world is going
through a crisis? bf confidence in
law amd order; Prime Minister
> - • John Vorster said here at the
his limit.":
ceremonial-opening of a new.poHere and There ,
'
lice station. , ;
Three deer have been killBloody clashes are taking
ed by bowhiinters in Buffalo place in many parts of the
County thus far, according
to a check by Everson. The
law requires bowhunters to
take their deer to the, county game warden for tagging.
The number of bowhunter?
licenses doubled in price this
year, but the number sold is
about the same as last year.

More Duck Dope
Now that things have-settled
down and wardens have had
time to check their reports from
the opening days of duck hunting ano^totalk with many hunters, a little better appraisal can
be made. The conclusion gathered is that hunting was spotty.
¦ - For instance, Jim Everson, Buffalo County warden,
reports the . opening was
"much poorer than expected." Five men of the Wisconsin's warden force patroled the area on opening
day and found very heavy
Tpressure and a lot of disappointed hunters. The wood
duck kill was very heavy.
Most hunters had their limits of wood ducks. A new
high was reached in the Buffalo City area car count.
Prairie <fu Chien district manager Jeff Smith, was in the refuge office here Tuesday. His
check there based on a 100-huntter count was 3.7 ducks per
hunter. Wood ducks made up a
third of the kill, with blue wing
teal second and only a scattering of mallards.
In Iowa where an early
teal season is now under
way, hunters bagged an average of 2.4 birds. The hunting pressure was light. The
regular duck season there
does not open until Oct. 25.
A survey by St. Paul outdoor
writer Hank Kahborn bears out
the "spotty" report. Kahborn
found the state's 'hot spot" to be
the Reno - La Crescent area
"where nearly every hunter got
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The Spring Grove, Minn., Fire
Department, which stages an
annual squirrel feed, needs
squirrels this year. They will
provide any boy who gives them
five squirrels a box of .22 shells.
Squirrels are to be turned in at
the Four Square store where
shells may be picked up. 7 Largemouth bags are hitting on pork rinds and silvet
minnows in the deep backwaters. A few walleyes and
¦ saugers are being ^caught
. - below the dams.
Despite the complicated bag
limits this year, there apparently were fewer than normal violations, warden reports indicate.
The kill of wood ducks was
classed as a slaughter -by some
of the hunters,, nearly every
hunter checked having at least
one.
• A The number of morning
hunters has shown an increase this season. Checks
Tuesday morning revealed
that at most of the "jumping-off places" the car
check was above similar
j
checks in past years.

'

•

world because of political and
religious differences, he said.
"But in South Africa, and this I
say to Our enemies who are so
eager to ¦poke their : noses into
our affairs;.we know how to behave ourselves despite the
greatest provocation and also
know how to solve bur owj
problems."

Voice of the Outdoors

1,913 votes to 844 for the Rev.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS Earl favored an increase in turns.
Democrats kept their grip on the corporate income tax and With Earl moving into the As- G. Warren Turner , Fort Atkintwo seats in the legislature in excise taxes — including the sembly and Parys leaving, it son.
Tuesday, but a*124-year-old Uni- one on beer.
will not change the balance in Complete, unofficial results:
versity of Wisconsin student "She demonstrated a woman
threatens to capture for Repub- candidate can be a formidable that irouse. Gov. Warren P. Republicans: Keene, 3,350;
licans a Senate seat which bad opponent," Earl said ' after his Knowles may call an election Mrs. Luckhardt, 2,411; Galen
been held by a Democrat.
victory. "But I think she; bad to fill Parys' seat.
Brunner, 44, Hartford, 1,492;
There were three special elec- the albatross of the.sales tax University of Wisconsin law
tions, one a primary, to fill the around her neck, which' would student David A. Keene of Fort John P. Kaiser, 40 Juneau .1,empty 'seats.
have been difficult for anyone Atkinson, national president of 387; Carl V. Kolata, 50, Waterthe conservative Young Ameri- town, 1,098, Herman H. Laabs,
Wausau <5ty Attorney An- to overcome."
^
cans
for Freedom, won the Re- 52
thony S. Earl, a Democrat, Earl will take over the seat
,.West Bend, 915.
won a seat in the Assembly, de- vacated by Rep. David Obey, publican nomination for the Democrats: McKenna, 1,193;
feating Mrs. Dorthea Baguhn in D-Wis., who was elected to Con- 13th District Senate Seat vacat844; Robert R. BoardsMarathon County's 2nd District. gress this year, succeeding now ed by the death of Sen. Franlj Turner^
ley, 42, Lake Mills, 652; David
The unofficial vote was 4,716- Secretary of Defense Melvin Ri Panzer. ?
The Democratic nomination J. Fries, 39,? Watertown, 363;
'
3,959.
Laird, a Republican.
H." Oemig, 35, WaterIn a Milwaukee County elec- was won by Dale T. McKenna, Frank
town, 247.
THE CAMPAIGN centered on tion Assemblyman Ronald G. 32, a Jefferson attorney.
/
taxes, with Mrs. Baguhn follow- Parys,
a Democrat, easily de- Keene polled 3,350 votes, _,ing the Republican-dominated feated his opponent, Republican 483 of them from the Fort At- The Swiss have converted a
legislature's call for a. selective Francis B. Estrada, in the race kinson area, in claiming the dis- 14th-century mule trail into a
four percent: sales tax.; •
for the 9th District Senate seat trict which includes Washington, 7,320-foot mountain pass, highShe later , supported a gen- vacated by the death of Sen. Jefferson and most of Dodge est open fo traffic in Switzereral three percent tax proposed Norman Sussman, D-Miiwau- counties. Assemblyman ; Mrs. land. Nufenenpass offers unriby some Republican legislators kee.
Esther D. Luckhardt, R-Hori- valed scenery, but motorists unwho said their constituents ¦obcon, was second with 2,411 familiar with mountain driving
are advised to bypass the steep,
jected to the selective tax. ¦ ¦? ' ¦ PARYS POLLED 2,109 votes votes.
But Btrs. Baguhn; proposed a in the heavily Democratic area, McKenna, is a former Assem- narrow roadl
larger iricome tax credit for the including wards in Milwaukee bly sergeant at arms and liaiWinona Daily News 4L
sales tax on food than asked by and: suburban Glendale, to 807 son man for Democrats under
Winona, Minnesota **•*•*«
legislators., * ?
for Estrada, in unofficial re- Gov. John Reynolds; He polled WEDNESDAY, OCT. 8, 19«
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TELEVISION REVIEW

'From Here icy
Seventies : Great

By CYNTHIA LOWBY
NEW YORK (AP) - "From
Here txt the Seventies" Tuesday
night was a massive, one-shot
effort by NBC News to provide
an over-view of k the direction
and quality of life during the
past 10 years and a preview—often a bit frightening—of the
next decade.
It was a bold, almost presumptions project, attempting to
cram the significant events and
trends of 1960-70 into 2% hours.
Most of the subject matter was
familiar. But it never seemed
warmed-over although individuals might argue over the handling of some events. It seemed
to hustle through the Vietnam
conflict while it lingered on and
kept returning to youth hkjevolt.
\
It covered everything from
the Pill and pollution to the Beatles and the Berlin Wall. It
found time to examine pornography and the nudity vogue,
and minutes later flashed a solemn roll call of major public
figures who died during the period.
The theme was biblical—
"There is an appointed time for
everything"—and in keeping
with these country-music times,
there was often, in the background, the sound of a group
einging a ballad, "Everything
turn, turn, turn . There is a seaion, turn, turn , turn. "
NBC commentators popped up
In each segment with carefully
prepared pieces that helped pull
tho wildly assorted subjects into
some sort of focus. Ed Newman
spoke of the new permissiveness
on stage and in llte'raturo while
standing on Broadway; Aline
Saarlnen talked of proteinstarved millions from a market
place in Colombia; Jack Perkins philosophized about youth
while standing in a pasture
amid the debris left behind Uie
Woodstock rock music festival.
Paul Newman, presiding, narrated with professional skill and
clarity.
Toward the end. David Drinkley had some thoughts about
television's role.

"What television did in the
sixties was to show the American people to the American people," he said. "It... showed a
society that was in many toays
looking better than any other
but in other ways was not working at all. It showed a need for
change , and it showed the
changes not being made."
One wished the program could
have been shorter, that its editor bad used a lighter hand with
the. tricks and tricky photography—interesting for those with
color sets but disturbing and interruptive for those with black
and white—and that the commentators had not sounded so
piously preachy.
But it was altogether a magnificent job that accomplished
something important in summarizing the period. More than
that , it gave the viewer a look
at the forest of the 1960s at a
time when most of us are too
close to see more than a few familiar trees.
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Spring Grove School

( SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Special ) — At the recent regular
School Board No. 297 meeting
motion was carried! to approve
the following bills: General fund
$37,391.68; hot lunch fund $59.75;
capital outlay $2,783.53; building fund $23,569.55; debt redemption $0,769.50; PERA fund
$165.13, and total all funds $63,069.63.
Motion was carried to pay
$12.50 per pupil per month to the
private bus carriers; motion
carried to hire Sanford Morken
at $9.00 per day to transport
pupils to Caledonia.
.¦
ARCADIA DELEGATE
ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) Dr. Leon J. English is one of 20
Wisconsin delegates to the 110th
annual session of the American
Dental Association in New York
City, Oct. 12-16. Attendance • of
35,000 dentists, dental educators,
manufacturers and guests from
around tlio world is expected.

Tempo cuts the prices of men's favorite fashion shoes!
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House Headed for Fight on
Murphy Plans
Antipoverty Legislation Three Dinners

WASHINGTON (AP) — Tie along with the administration floor.
House is headingfor a building planned to write their own bill. Most Republicans—and a
fight over antipoverty legisla- It could add as much as $1 bil- large number of conservative
tion in which the Nixon adromis- lion to Resident Nixon's re- Democrats—favor trimming the
program and turning much of it
tiation -will have the support of quest for antipoverty funds.
cnly a handful of Republican The shape of the impending over to the states.
battle was outlined Tuesday Chairman Carl D. Perkins,
members.
Faced with the need to line up when the Education and Labor D-Ky., has refused to let the adat least 60 of the 188 House Re- Committee took up tie adminis- ministration bill out of the compublicans behind its bill to con- tration bill, delayed for months mittee. "We don't have the
tinue the antipoverty program while the White House sought votes," he told the Democrats.
"The Republicans will support
unchanged for two more years, GOP votes.
the administration was able to Although a majority of the it in committee and gut it on the
Republican members were pre- floor. "
come with only 18.
pared tb rote for the bill in the
As a result, Democrats on tbe committee, lack of support Since there is no chance to get
Education ahd Labor Commit- among the general GOP mem- the administration bill passed,
tee who were prepared to go bership would doom it on the he said, the committee should
try to write a bill on which it
can agree. But Rep. Albert H.
Quie, R-Minn., who leads the
fight to enlarge state control
over the antipoverty program ,
refused to offer his amendments
in committee.
"The fight is going to be oh
the floor anyway," he said.
"Why waste the time here?"
"If the Republicans follow the
practice of no amendments in
committee," said
Perkins,
"We'll bring out a bill that will
increase the authorization to $3
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen- Congress is footdragging.
billion. We'll beef up every
ate Democratic Leader Mike Senate Republican Leader worthwhile program and we'll
Mansfield says President Nixon Hugh Scott said GOP motives get a role call «on every amendment."
has never complained to him were not political?
about the performance of Con- "It will be a sort of reminder
gress—"he's been all sweetness message, not in any partisan
and light." spirit," Scott said.
R e p u b l i c a n leaders who The Nixon message, to be
brought word of Nixon's dis- made public Sunday, will list
pleasure about the legislative the status of 40 proposals the
pace to Capitol Hill said the administration has made to
President -will send Congress a Congress.
No major administration promessage Monday to prod for ac- posal has become law. But
tion on his legislative program. Mansfield said most of the NixMansfield said be "wouldn't on measures came to Congress
be surprised" if Republicans late in the first place.
wege trying to fashion a 1970 He said Nixon's legislative
campaign issue around charges program was delivered about 90
that the Democratic-controlled days behind the schedule set
during the first years of the Eisenhower and Kennedy administrations.
Sen. Gordon Allott of Colorado, chairman of the GOP Policy
Committee, accused the Democrats of following a political
counse a_d trying to block Nixon plans.

Mansfield Says
Nixon Has Not
Yet Complained

To Raisefunds

SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP)
— Sen. George Murphy, R-Calif., has announced plans for simultaneous dinners in three cities next week to raise funds for
his 1970 rej ection campaign.
The dinners Oct. 16 in San
Diego, Fresno and Los Angeles
are expected to bring in
$300,000.
Rep. John Tuiiney, C-Calif.,
son of former • heavyweight
champion Gene Tunney, has indicated be will seek the Democratic nomination to oppose the
former actor.
There has been speculation
that Murphy would drop out to
allow Robert H. Finch,-secretary of health, education and
welfare, to run. Finch, former
lieutenant governor of California, has said he would like to
serve in the Senate but would
never challenge Murphy in a
Republican primary.
Murphy, 67, had an operation
for throat cancer in 1965. He has
said he is fully recovered. His
press aide said Murphy would
be examined by a throat specialist again soon and that the
results would be made public.

Readiness of Church to Fijjhl
F6r Minorities Questioned

cent of
By BENNETT BOLTON
"We are at a time when be given for black economics. youth. He said 50 per
Camcollege
on
students
radical
HUDSON/Wis. (AP> -- Black young people, right or wrong, Most of the 50 persons had al¦¦
,' '•;.
and youth participants in a con- aren't even listening to your ready made commitments of the puses are-Jewish. ,
ference on religion questioned
for the most part money to other causes before Rabbi Tanenbaum wai presithe readiness of the country's words because
in Wisconsin on Mon- dent of an interfaithcommunity
churches today to/. nxbve.from we've heard your words and we arriving
'
day.
.
organization which
talk to action and cash for mi- know your lines."
ex- development
nority causes.
He spoke in the presence pf The Rev. Andrew Young,
the Detroit
sponsored,
last
April
A seminarian taking part in the top executives of nine major ecutive vice president of the late meeting where* Forman . unexs
Southern
the meeting here urged that the Protestant denominations and Martin Luther King'
50 participants give to James beads of both the World Council ChristianLeadership Conference pectedly read his "Black ManiRoman's Black Economic De- of Churches and the National (SCLC), said in a major paper festo." 7
Tuesday that the treasury of
It demanded millions is cash
velopment Conference the $750 Council of Churches.
,
reparations from churches and
stipend each got from Nthe con- Three youths and six blacks Christian churches was "really
ference's sponsoring ? foundation are among tiie leaders and not oriented to giving to the synagogues for past blade ineauaBty.
church scholars at the confer- poor."
for coming to Hudson.
'
ence, which ends later today. "It Js directed toward taking The < rabbi said "the tragedy"
Mark Hanson, a Lutheran Present are the presidents, vice money from the poor, whether of the Black Manifesto for Protfrom Minneapolis studying at presidents or equivalent leaders through little offerings or mite estant denominations was that
Union Theological Seminary in of the Episcopalians, United boxes or whatever;" said Young. its violent-sounding rhetoric and
New York City, also complained Presbyterians, United Metho- He said organized religion in ideology have kept the churches
of the absence of young people dists, .Southern Baptists, Ameri- America was "criminal" be- from pressing Washington for
at the three-day meeting called can Baptists, Lutheran Church cause so much of its treasure what Tanenbaum callecl the tru»
to air ideas for making or- in American, American Luther- goes into investments -in racial- aims behind the document — a
ganized religions more relevant. an Church, Mormon Church and ly apartheid South ¦• African in- reordering of national priorities
Hanson, -22, is the youngest United Church of Christ along dustries and domestic industries in spending the 'nation's annual
person at a gathering where the with 12 current and former Ro- exploiting poor workers*in Latin $30 billion budget.
average age is 50.
man Catholics and several America and killing people in
Vietnam.
He said many fellow seminar- Jews.
•
DEAD IN ACTION
ians are frustrated by the gap There was little indication of Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum, WASHINGTON (AP) -The
between theological theory and response to Hanson's suggestion interreligious affairs director of Defense Department listed Tuesdaily social struggle.
that the stipends from the Day- the American Jewish Commit- day 15 servicetnen killed in ac"Consequently, even if we do ton Foundation, established 52 tee in New.York, said in an- tion in the Vietnam war, includproduce a theoretical agenda years ago by a wealthy depart- other major paper that Judaism ing Spec. 4 Paul H. TKruse, a
for the future of religion, I think ment store family of Presbyter- ia the United States was finding son of Mr. and Mrs. Harlan H.
we have failed," said Hanson. ians in neighboring Minneapolis, it impossible to-reach its own Kruse of Winnebago, Minn.

Filipino
Educator

Visifs SMC

Miss Teresita R. Basco of
DeLaSalle College in The Philippines has just concluded a
three-day visit to St. Mary's
College. She is in the United
States to observe latest trends
In college budgeting, planning
aid program development. '
Commenting on higher education in America, Miss Basco
said:
"I find the American system
much more complicated than
the system in the Philippines.
The purpose of my visit is to
help prepare DeLaSalle College
for the future in lieu of growth
expectations and long - range
college planning."
Miss Basco arrived in the
United States on Sept. 15, and
is traveling under a grant from
the Ford Foundation which
was made to DeLaSalle College for a faculty development
program. She will visit nine
colleges and universities.
Miss Basco finds Americans
"kind and wonderful." "They
were nicer than I thought
they would be," she stated.
"People have invited me into
their homes for dinner, which
I found most surprising."
She said that American family life was similar to that in
the Philippines , primarily because of the "westernization of
the islands. "
Miss Basco will conclude her
American tour on Dec. IS.
From there she will make stops
in Europe before returning to
the Philippines.

Eleva-Strum to
Offer Firearms
Safety Course
Youijg people in the ElevaStrum school district interested
in hunting and recreational
shooting may enroll in a Wisconsin hunter safety course to
bo given at Central High School
beginning Oct. 22. Maurice
Hanson, a certified hunter safety instructor , will conduct the
course.
Students must be at least 14
years old by Nov. 12. The class
will be limited to 16. There
will be four two-hour classes
Wednesdays at 7:00 p.m. The
fee of $2.50 covers all materials
except firearms.
Upon successful completion ,
students will receive arm
patches and certificates. Under state law, they can hunt
and use fi rearms at age 14, unaccompanied by a parent or
guardian ns would otherwise be
required to age 16.
Dr. S, A. Mllavitz, Whitehall
optometrist , will conduct hunter vision screening at no cost ,
for all students enrolled. Classes will cover gun handling,
firearm s safety at home and
in the field, core of firearms,
marksmanship, end the responsibilities of hunters and shooters. There will be dry firing
and one class will include
rango practice with live ammunition , weather permitting.
Those intorcsted may cnll Central High School , Strum , Wis.

"I think the gloves are off,"
said Allott. "The Democratic
Policy Committee in the Senate
and a shadow group in the
House are now pursuing a
straight, outright, blatant political course.
"There is no question but that
the primary purpose of these
groups is to,discredit the President," Allott said.
Mansfield denied that, and
brushed off the balance of the
Republican comptlaints.
"This is not a time for panic,"
he said in ah interview. "This is
a time to be patient and understanding and to realize that
we're all in this together."

Houston County
Farm Meeting
Schedule Told
CALEDONIA, Minn. — A materials handling meeting and
farm tour will start Thursday
with an 11 a.m. briefing meeting on principles of layout and
design for dairy and beef feeding operations. This session will
be held in the community room
of Caledonia State Bank, reports Russ Krech , Houston
County extension agent?
The farm stops include:
1:30 p.m. — Milking parlor,
loose housing and bunk feeding
facility at Glen Buxengard
farm located % mile north of
Wilmington Lutheran Church.
2:15 p.m. — Stanchion dairy
barn with indoor and outdoor
feeding facilities and new milk
room at Harlan Ingvalson farm
located just west of Schiltz
Farms, Inc.
3 p.m. — Beef feeding operation with belt conveyor bunk
feeding high moisture corn,
haylage and corn silage feeding facilities at Wiebke Brothers just east and V£ mile north
of the Schiltz Farms , Inc.
3:45 p.m. — Beef Feeding Operation featuring fenceline feeding using a mixer wagon capable of formulating a total ration to within % of one percent
of any one ingredient . Also, the
handling of high moisture
ground shelled corn stored in a
pit silo during fall and winter
and transferred later to sealed
storage for feeding in summer
at the Dillon Hempstead farm
one mile west of Houston on
Highway 16.
Dr. Harold Cloud , agricultural extension engineer , University of Minnesota , will attend
throughout the day, Krcch said.
¦

Taylor German Club
TAYLOR, Wis. (Special) —
German language students at
Taylor High School have organized a German Club with Gerald McDonald as adviser. Elected officers are Judy Boettcher,
president; Marshall Berge, vice
president; Nancy Aldach, secretary, and Janet Rittschof ,
treasurer.
Plans include hiking, visiting
a Gorman restaurant , a Christmas parly and a German fest
in tho spring.
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WARDS 16-FT. KITCHEN IN CONTEMPORARY DESIGN
Rich wahut-tooed cobfnetry of fine Northern hardwood is as easy to care for as it is handsome—wipes.
clean with jost a damp ' doth. Antique coppertone
hardware. Include, double bowl sink, spray, two
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Bruske-Clare
Nuptials Said

Guthrie Serves IJp
'Chopped-Up' Chekhov

By WILLIAM GLOVER
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) -Tyrone Gutherie serves up some
ehopped-up Chekhov in the "Uncle Vanya" premiered Tuesday
night by the Minnesota Theater
Company.
The veteran director hasn't
hurt the basic drama probably
any more than his heretical
variations have other classics,
but accepting it does take a considerable amount of spectator
adaptability. Like hearing a
Chopin nocturne done by a brass
band in march time.
But tieing a crafty stager ,
Guthrie slowly uncovers his
cheeky approach to this moodily wistful contemplation of rustic boredom and stupidity in
long-ago Russia.
Subtle little touches of physical business counterpoint bits of
early dialogue. In 1 the third
scene, with an erratic attitude
clearly established, the display
into
twists at abrupt crescendo
all-out farce. ' ¦ . '¦'
The melodramatic highlight of
the story, when ithe despairing
titular anti-hero tries to shoot
the eld professor who has
caused collective frustration for
everyone around the homestead,
is usually paced with measured
solemnity. Guthrie turns it into
a piece of Marxian slapstick.
The audience, it fliust be fairly noted, responded to the concept with alacrity that carried

over into the follow:up bits'of
rambunctiousness. After all,
Guthrie brought MTC to Minneapolis originally and set northwest theater style.
Principal performers include
Paul Bahnaltyhe as Vanya, Lee
Richardson, the neighborhood
doctor who loves neither wisely
nor well, and Robert Pastene,
the cantankerous disrupter of
bucoEo serenity. They are senior
members of the company which
is completing its seventh season
of endeavor, and their ensemble
spirit contributes to the production's cohesion. Patricia Conolly, a recruit this
season, from the Association of
Producing Artists, has been cast
against type. By nature a depicter of emotional intensity if not
meurosis, handsome Miss Conolly hardly seems the indolently
bovne temptress which dialogue and situation stipulate.
like her director, however,
she does bring fresh vivacity to
some episodes, particularly to
the ultra-feminine tet-atete" with
stepdaughter Soma, in the person of Helen Carey.
The setting and costumes by
Tanya Moiseiwitsch are poetically precise, undoubtedly another
bit of deliberate contrast for the
Guthrie interpretation
"Undue Vanya" is the fifth
and final presentation by the
company and completes its 1969
repertory season. An interesting
if very undefihitive exhibit.

Couple Wed
In .Denver
Ceremony

LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
— Trinity Lutheran p Church,
Lincoln, was the scene of the
msjrriage of Miss Kathy Clare
and \Ronald Bruske Sept. 20.
The Rev. William? Ziebell offi**
dated at the ceremony. Mrs.
Colin Atkinson was soloist and
Miss Becky Schumacher and
Miss Sandra
Henh were organ;
ists.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Clare, Lake
City, and the bridegroom is the
son of Mr. and Mrs1. Loren Bruske, Lake City, .
Miss Vieki Clare, Lake City,
was maid of honor.
Tim Pretzer, Lake City, was
best man and Richard Bruske,
bridegroom's brother served as
usher.
A supper was held in the
church social rooms following
ceremony.
Both the bride and bridegroom
are graduates of Lincoln High,
Lake City. The bridegroom is
employed in construction work
in Rochester. The young couple
will make their home in Arizona.

(Camera Art Photo)

'• ... • Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Roraff

Miss Deborah Jane Walsh be*
came the bride of Paul A.
Serwa Sept. 20 at Harvey Park
Baptist Church, Denver, Colo.,
the Rev. Raymond Parry officiating.
Parents of the couple are Mr.
and Mrs. James M. Walsh,
Denver, and Mr. and Mrs. Michael Serwa, 208 N. Baker.
Miss Pat Adams, Denver, was
the maid of honor and Miss
Carol Gaeb and Miss Karen
Lake were bridesmaids. Cathy
Peckler and Sharon Marks were
flowergirls.
Best man was Jerry , Annbeck, Denver, and Stan Serwa
and Joe Walsh were groomsmen.
A reception, followed the ceremony in the* church parlors and
a "dinner was held at the home
of the bride's parents.
The bridegroom is a graduate
of Winona Senior High School
and is employed by A. B.
Hirschfeld Press, Denyer. The
newlyweds will be at home in
Denver.

Mrs. Paul A. Serwa
E?ITRICK -CIRCLEMEET
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) — SPRING GROVE AUXILIARY Gilmar Muller and Odm Blex- at 8 p.m. at the clubrooms.
Functions of the auxiliary will
The Abigail circle of French SPRING GROVE, Mann. (Spe- rud.
be explained. The junior auxilCreek Lutheran Church will cial) — The Tweeten Hospital LEGION AUXILIARY
meet Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at auxiliary will meet Monday at SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Spe- iary will meet the same day at
the home of Mrs. Lewis Lebak- 2 p.m. at the hospital. Hostesses cial) — The Dyrdal Prolow Unit 3:30 p.m. New members are
and ken.
will be the Mmes. Thora Myhre, 249 auxiliary will meet Oct. ,14 urged to attend.
The College of Saint Teresa Mrs. Robert L. Roraff (Darlene
is offering for the first time, Mae Larsen ) exchanged vows
¦¦ ¦
¦
ballet classes for children of
/ ¦ ¦ ¦ : ¦/ ¦ . .;¦ ¦ * W ' ' ¦ , 1
Winona and the area. Instruc- Sept. 20 at St. Luke's Evangelitors will be the faculty of the cal Lutheran Church, Pickwick,
college ballet department, Ber- Minn., with the Rev. Walter J,
nard Johansen, chairman.
Koepsell officiating. The conClasses ior two age group gregation sang with Mrs. Shirlevels will be offered; pre-ballet,
ages five to seven?and classical ley Kauphusman as organist.
ballet for pupils seven and over. Parents of the couple are Mr.
Classes are open to boys and and Mrs. Darrel Larsen, Dakogirls.' '
ta, Minn., and Mr. and Mrs.
Pupils will be accepted only Adrian Roraff , Sr., Lamoille,
upon auditions which are sched- Minn. :
uled for Monday 3:30 to 6:00
OPEN 9 TO 9 MON? THRU SAT./ 12:30 TO 5:30 SUNDAY
p.m. in the Roger Bacon Cen- THE BRIDE wore a gown of
ter, Room 16. No special cloth- hand clipped chantilly lace over
ing is required for the auditions. taffeta with a sabrina neckline
At least one parent is asked to embroidered with sequins and
be present/ Entrance to the Bal- pearls. The bouffant skirt held
let Studio is on Wabasha, south- a cathedral length train of lace
ruffles embroidered with? seeast door.
Tuition fees have been set at quins, A rosette of lace, pearls
$16 a. half-semester for one class and sequins held the bride's
lesson a week and $24 a half- English silk illusion veil and she
semester for two class lessons carried pink roses.
a week. Classes will range from Miss Sandra Larsen was her
THE LOCKHORNS
mmm ^mmmm ^~^—mmmmmmm ~mmmmmmmmmm ~—mmmmm—mm
10 to 15 pupils and enrollment sister's maid of honor and Miss
Katherine Jonsgaard, Miss Suwill be limited.
san Larsen and Miss Arlene Jacob served as bridesmaids. They
wore floor-length gowns of rose
georgette chiffon over taffeta
with chiffon coats and venise
lace daisies held their veils.
of rose
A computer dance is being They carried bouquets
¦
• plaids • solid colors • fancy weaves $ _ ^^A O
sponsored by the senior class tinted carnations. -.
jHanfiHli
of Whitehall High School Fri- THE BRIDEGROOM chose
day, immediately following-the his* brother; Adrian Roraff Jr.,
REG. f»Kl Jew.54^. $3.99
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Roger Roraff and Daryl KoelRAYON
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The dance will be open to the ler were groosmen. Usherswere
public.
Junior Malenke
and Richard
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The bride is employed by
Upoh completion, they were Waynco,; Inc., Winona. The
y_y_j_^Mmmm\^MM^ UMmW\ fed for family sp©*rfowwr €^^
sent to Doug Kenney, Black Riv- bridegroom is employed by
er Falls, who teletyped the data Park Construction Co., Minneto a computer in Minneapolis. apolis.
The resulting matches will re'
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finish.
conon.
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Crease-resistcmt
45*
nouncement at the dance.
Solids,
Arcadia Women
W*
Rf*^3i____r I_l_%H______-flK_______k
Matched couples selected at
random, announced near the end Attend OES Meet
of the dance, will reign as king At Milwaukee
and queen and attendants.
ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) Mrs. Edwin Howard, Arcadia,
Health Study Topic returned home Thursday after
spent the week in MilFor Winona Nurses having
waukee where she , attended the
Mrs. Vera Johnson and Miss 79th annual session of the WisEleanor O'Meara were named consin Grand Chapter, Order of
delegates to the Minnesota Eastern Star.
Nurses Association convention Mrs. Howard, worthy matron
when the Winona unit, Sixth of Arcadia Chapter 101, was a
District Minnesota Nurses As- grand page at the "Living Star "
sociation, met Tuesday at St. sessioh held at the Milwaukee
Anne Hospice. The convention Civic Auditorium.
will be ¦ held in Minneapolis Oct. Accompanying Mrs. Howard
20-22. . A
was Mrs. Charles Wolover who
Plans for a potluck supper was soloist for the memorial
for all registered nurses In the service held Wednesday. The
area to be held Nov. 4 at Com- two women, along with Mrs.
munity Memorial Hospital were Tom
Murphy were the delegates // 50% WOOL FELT f\f lf
COTTON PRINTS VrT/ SHEATH UNtNG U
also discussed.
for
the
local
chapter?
Miss
Alta
Dr . Ronald Zwonitzer, associate professor of biology at Kiekhoefer and Mrs. Tessie WilMr. ahd Mrs. Phillip Erickson
the College of St. Teresa , spoke liams also attended part of the
on "Encephalitis — Some As- session.
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PLAINVIEW, Minn. (Special )
Observed at Tavlor
eastern Minnesota on the rofc — Mr. and Mrs. Arthur SchneiTAYLOR, Wis. (Special) of mosquitoes in encephalitis . der, Minneiska, Minn., will obMr, and Mrs. Basil Koxlien ob- FOUNTAIN,
Minn. - Phillij Hostesses were the Mmes. serve their silver wedding
served their silver wedding anLeo Anderson , Earl Malles, M. anniversary at an open house
Erickson,
son of Mr. and Mrs A. Hollingsworth
niversary Sunday with an open
and Marjorie at their home Saturday from
house at Taylor Lutheran Leroy Erickson , Lanesboro, tool Dunne.
2 to 4 p.m., and at the Watopa
Church. The occasion was host- Miss Rita Rustad, daughter o
Sportsman's Club in the eveed by their children with 100
EASTER LILIES
Mr. and Mrs. Duane Rustad
guests attending.
FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. (Spe- ning, from 9 to 1 a.m. The event
Koxlien and tlie former Vertia Fountain , as his bride Sept, 1! cial) — The Gaylqr 'd Muellers will be hosted by their children.
Gunderson , Tayfor , were mnr» at the Lutheran church , Foun at Fountain City are enjoying Friends and relatives are inried at Blair Oct, 7, 1944, by tain.
the blooms of three lovely East- vited. " .
K . M. Urberg.
er lilies, which they planted BALL OPEN "HOUSE
i_X
The couple has seven chil- Miss Terrie Rustad , Roches out of doors after they were PLAINVIEW, Minn. (Special)
dren : Mrs. Gary (Karen) Dol- ter, was maid of honor anc cut* down last spring. One of — Mr. and Mrs. Irving Ball,
»5fe_f^-^A V_>r^A%\
XJW#^__
rsey, Hixton; Duane, Milwaukee; bridesmaids were Miss Dlanm the W plants recently blossom- Plainview ,. will observe their
daisy-patterned throw style
y
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Cynthia, Eau Claire; Michael.
ed with five flowers, another 40th wedding anniversary at
Erickson
and
Miss
Susan
Brem
Sheila, Barbara and Steven, at
with seven, and one with nine. tho Plainview Methodist Cnurcrt
home. They have one grand- eeth. '
basement Sunday, from 2 to 5
daughter and one grandson.
Gregory Erickson , Lanesboro , ST. MATT1IEVV¥
p.m,
attended his brother ns besl The PTA of St. Mallherw 's
;
man and groomsmen Wore Garj Lutheran School met Thursday.
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On the physical education
A reception for 250 guests was spoke
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sew up big fall fabric savings!
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FALL, WINTER WARDROBE 7 . . A total of 42 fall and
winter fashions were modeled at Tuesday's ' show. From
left, the Mmes. Ken Nelson, Curtis A. Rohrer, T. Charles

Green, Jaines Ji Carroll, William Heise, James Doyle and
Harold Libera. The show was sponsored by H. Choate _ Co,

. " ¦ '-. "CAROUSEL OF FASHION" . . . Members and guests of
the Winona Country Club viewed a large array oi fall and
winter fashions Tuesday at the Club's annual fall style show
and luncheon. JModels from left, Mrs. William Linahan, Mrs.

Fall. -W inter Fashions Present Color Carouse

Carl Klagge, Miss Renee -Walz? and the Mmes? Francis L.
Zeches, Lambert Kowalewski, Everett Edstrom and William
Wernz. (Daily News photo)
W . ?Howard St.
Interested women, as well as
members, are urged to attend.
Further information may be
A consensus on the Electoral obtained by calling one of the*
College' will be taken iij the hostesses. ;
¦
October unit meetings of the
S.G. FIRST AID
Winona League of Women VotGROVE, Minn. (Speers. This will mark ihe end SPRING
)
cial
First
two-hour session
—
league
made
by
of a study
members?and will become part for the standard and advanced
of a position of the national Red Cross first aid course will
League of Women Voters. This begin at 7 p.m. Thursday and
position will form the basis for continue for eight weeks thereofficial league action and lobby- after on Wednesday nights at
the American Legion club
ing.
October unit meetings- and rooms. The course is sponsored
hostesses are as follows: Unit by tbe .village and the Spring
I, Thursday, 9:30 a.m., Mrs. Grove fire department. Anyone
James Spear, 717 Main St.; Unit interested may enroll.
III, Oct 15, 8 p.m., Mrs. Curtis
Siemers, 1653 Edgewood Rd.;
Unit IV, Tuesday, 8 p.m., Mrs. CIRCLE MEETING
Robert tmgford, 1280 Wincrest Circle M 'of Sti Martin's LuDr.; Unit V, Oct. 27, 8 p.m., theran Church will meet ThursMrs. H. J. Andersen,. 1758 Edge- day at 7:30 p.m. at the homo
Bender, 66 E.
wood Rd,; Unit VI, tonight at of Mrs. Donald
B p.m., Mrs. John Luebbe, 1009 Mark St.-. ¦ '

October Meetings
Planned For LWV

collar was worn under the coat A mock Persian lamb watch late tones completed the scene. was presented by Mrs? Roger
on dessert.
By MARY ^KRUGER
was
MODELING 42 chic fall and and a red crocheted beret add- hat and a pair of leather boots A TOTAL of 42 outfits were Schneider. Mrs. Linahan Mrs.
Daily News Women's Editor
fashion
coordinator
and
ed
a
final
flair
to
the
stylemakwith
a
tall
square
heel
and
from H.
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"A Carousel Of Fashion" wa& winter costumes
tongue completed the winter modeled at Tuesday's show. Betty Woodworth was decora,
the Mmes. er.- ' .
presented Tiiesday at the an- Choate & Co* were
•
Many of the models wore tions chairman
<
scene.
Hostesses
can
be
truly
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Heisse, James J. Car¦
nual fall style show at the Wi- William
Choates
shoe
deMrs.
Carxoll
appeared
vrarm
shoes
from
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.
roll, Lambert Kowalewski, Har- nine, especially when, bright
nona Country Club, and a old
colors are worn in tbe total and stunning in a steel fray partment as well as jewelry REBEKAH LODGE
Libera
T.
Charles
Green,
,
"carousel" it was! Models pa- Carl Klagge, William Wernz, look. Mrs. Rohrer modeled a mat finish dress coat. The V- from the local store. Assisting
FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. (Speraded in everything from the William
striking hostess gown with a neck and hem were trimmed Mrs. Delores Hyland, fashion cial) — Silver Link Rebekah
Ken
Nelson,
Linahan,
,
latest in? the dramatic maxi Everett Edstrom, Curtis A. black knit bodice and a skirt of in gray mink and a self-belt merchandiser from Choate's.
coat to the "furry" look in Rohrer, James Doyle, Frances green, blues and purples in a showed off decorative buttons. were Mrs. Audrey Grams and Lodge 144 met at the IOOP
Lodge Hall here Monday. A
•sportswear.
L. Zeches and Miss Renee large floral design. A black belt The mink was once again re- Clarence Scbwanke. The Carou- brief business meeting was
Members and their guests Walz.
accented the waist and coins peated in her brimmed hat that sel Beauty Boutique Shop, man- held. The lunch committee was
were " served a scrumptious Walking suits are in vogue formed her bracelets and ear- fit close to the head.
aged by Mrs. Carolyn Craw- named for the meeting to be
smorgasbord luncheon preceded once again this season,
ford, had charge of hair styles held Oct. 21 with state vice
rings
as
well
as
a
long
looplike the
MRS. NELSON modeled fern- and maieup. Mrs. Crawford president and Winoha Hebeby a cocktail hour. On the menu dusky plaid outfit that Mrs.
Ed- ing necklace.
ine Western style separates. A was assisted by Linda Schmidt kalis present. A group of ladies
were chicken casual, shish-kasnow just around the cor- slightly flared cocoa brown and Carol Banicki.
strom
chose
for
the
show.
The
will represent the lodge at
bob, marinated vegetables, as- double-breasted brown and blue With
Mrs. Linahan will be ready shirt featured a wide waist Mrs. R. J. Hafkenrider was Sparta, Wis., Oct. 11 at the
sorted salads, rolls and a lem- pattern featured hidden pockets ner,
for winter wonderland -with the band which showed off a gold chairman of the show with Mrs. Fall District meeting. Lunch
and the pants had the not-so- fun fur coat with accents of chain looped and held by wood- David Kruskopf as co-chair- was served by Mrs. Emma HalCL Winona Dally News
VM Winona, Minnesota
wide leg look. A tailored yel- leather loops and coils and en buttons. A bright orange man. Mrs. Duane Peterson verson and Mrs. Chet Wunde'rWEDNESDAY, OCT. 8,1969 low crepe blouse with a large more leather at the mock cuffs. blouse with blue, brown and wrote the commentary which lidL- '
white accents, a deep yoke front pasrojBBSBB^^
px^-,*-:;^^^^^^
and a long tie held by a leather
cowpoke tie pull completed the
QUALITY
Get
and
SERVICE
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DEPENDABILITY
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Mrs. Libera paraded in a
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cold weather coat in a blue and
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brown plaid pattern with a
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*Lwarm nubby weave. The dashing double breasted coat featured a flared skirt with a back
belt and a deep pleat. A midnight velour hat with white and
caramel trim and a swagger
f\
brim gave the ensemble a fin- a
ished loft: for the winter.
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and silver slippers. ;
Mrs. Green appeared bright
and fresh in a fully lined Persian print lounger in a vibrant
fusion of blue and purple. A
matching sash hugged the
waistline and the addition of a
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ther look of elegance.
Especially appealing for the
"falllsh" time of year was the
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jacket worn by Miss Walz. The
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SOFTNESS COULD describe
the pants suit worn by Mrs.
Wernz. The black scroll orbit
zig-zagged
across white on a
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fur-like fleecy material. Black
trimmed the neckline and the
self-belt tied in back. The furry
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white
stand
up
collar
was
enHalf the size of a regular
M A O O & GSS
hanced still further with the
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dryer yet has all the features.
long sleeved boxy jacket with
WL 1
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tiny gold buttons at tho side
No installation problems.
for an almost military look .
Mock mutton made up tho now
28 inch boige tone over jacket
with a stovepi pe collar and
beige leather used for tho bolt
and buttons.
• SEE OUR COMPL ETE LINE OF
One of tho new long fling scarfs
Rave the finished look to Mrs.
APPLIANCES AND TV SETS . . . IN
Klaggc 's black virgin wool knit
jumpsuit. A rounded dip neck*
OUR DOWNSTAIRS APPLIANCE
ine, button front and Iho full
legs presented a picture of comDEPARTMENT . . . AND IN OUR NEW
fort and simplicity sparked by
the gayly printed scarf.
DISPLAY AND SELLING AREA IN
CHOCOLATE MOCK Persian
lamb ringed the neckline, cuffs
THE NORTHERN STATES POWER
and hem of the honey tan dress
j worn
by Mrs. Zeches. Fitted
with a set-in waist, the dross
COMPANY BUILDING
had narrow long sleeves, The
mock Persian lamb was repeatSHOP PENNEY'S MONDAY & FRIDAY NIGHTS UNTIL 9
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ON THE PLAZA' \

Quiet Returns
To Las Vegas

Relocated Firm in
Grand Opening

LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) . Relative calm returned to this
desert casino center's dominantly Negro west side early today
after three nights of widespread
violence.
Police counted one shooting
death and said another death
may have been related to the
unrest. More than 50 injuries
and nearly 200 arrest* were reported.

considerably," a spokesman for
Police Chi«f Pete Witcher naid.
Sporadic qutbreaks continued
in the 40-bfock area.
Nearly 200 officers patrolled
the area Tuesday evening, but
as violence tapered off the force*
HE RETIRED from the Air
was cut to less than 100.
Force in 1961 With the rank of
The most serious, incident
lieutenant colonel. His service
Tuesday night occurred when
bad been continuous since jointhree Negroes tried to toot a liqing the Army Air Corps in 1941.
uor store.
•
He served in Pacific installaA black security guard stations during World War II and
"The situation has improved tioned inside fired two shots at
the Korean War.
the intruders with a pistol and
Duellman and his wife, the
one of them fell -dead to the
former Berniece Stenlzel, have
sidewalk. The others escaped.
two sons, Barry and Richard.
Both, attend Winona State' ColEarlier Tuesday, Carl Benson,
lege " and both work part time
71, a door-to-door salesman/was
at the store. Mrs. Duellman is
The Winona County Chapter killed by a Negro in a street
bookkeeper. The family lives at
of the Association for* Retarded shooting.
503 Hiawatha Drive.
Children will sponsor^ an open Most of the violence Involved
Duellman is president of the
house in the special education rock-throwing and fire-bombWinona Kiwanis Club, a memrooms at Lincoln School, Huff ings. Several police cars were
ber of St. Mary's parish, past
and Sarnia streets, on Oct. 15. stoned, and at least two had
grand knight of the Winona
Hours will be 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. windshields broken.
Knights of Columbus and a
Teachers and room mothers The trouble was confined to a
member of the American Leg.
will be in the classrooms from Negro
area about two miles
ion and Elks.
7:30 on to welcome parents and
discuss school activities of spe- from the downtown casinos and
OPENS NEW STORE . . . C. J. Duellman, owher of the office supplies at left and large furniture items at right. cial children in primary and about 3% miles from the famed
Bar Owner, Bombed
Las Vegas Strip.
Jones & Kroeger Co. store, is shown surrounded by shelves The view is from the rear of the store toward the front lower intermediate grades.
Once Too Often,
A short business meeting will Mayor Oran Gragson mainand merchandise of the newly remodeled and? relocated fa- where virtually full-length windows look directly onto Levee
be
conducted at 8:30 p.m. in the tained a 7 p.m. to 6 a.m., curfew
cility. Display space is divided into two general areas, with Plaza. (Daily News photo)
Quitting Business
77
community room with Mrs. and a state of emergency, sayWILMINGTON, Calif. (AP) David Johnston, chairman, pre- ing: "The area is not as quiet
Bar owner Konstantinos PanaR.R, REQUESTS FUNDS a quaint relic of the past, says for an extra $45,000 for the next siding. A social hour will fol- as I want to see it."
giotou says he's been bonlbed
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — it's alive and in dire need o-f year or so to help rule on what low with the room mothers from
'• ¦
once too often. He's going out of
The Kentucky Railroad Com- more money. 7
it called an increase in railroad Rooms 104, 136, 226 and 228
mission,, sometimes considered It asked Gov. Louie B. Nunn rate adjustment requests.
business.
serving as hostesses.
Panagiotou, 33, made the announcement Tuesday after an
explosive device destroyed his
ABOVE THE windows rises a Yard Arm Cocktail Lounge. Po- ^JtWay is ''Operation EDITH"
sheer 25-foot facade of diamond- lice estimated damage at day in Winona. EDITH means
faceted, turquoise-painted alum- $25,000. The bar was closed and "Exit Drills
In The Home"inum, veined with vertical there were no injuries.
a
plan
drawn-up
by the home
strips of natural aluminum. Last Sept. 2, Panagiotou said,
There! are no openings in the another bomb caused lesser owner mapping out routes of
facade but it is vented for air damage to the lounge, and last escape in case of fire,
circulation and drainage. The August the Athens Bar — then Winona Fire Chief Ervin Laufirm name is at the lower cen- owned by him—was the target
ter and there are no projecting of a similar early , morning fenberger and Fire Marsha]
Bruce Johnstone gave the followdisplay signs.
blast.
At the store's rear is an aux- Panagiotou says he has no ing reasons why such a plan
iliary entrance, with three cus- known enemies and doesn't should W made:
tomer parking spaces nearby. know why anyone would want to
• While fire drills are reA loading, dock also is at the harm him. Nevertheless, he quired in schools, hospitals and
rear., won't reopien. "This is it," he many other places of employment they are neglected in the
Duellman, A native of Foun- said.- '
home. . ' .; . '
mmmmm
mmmmmmm
mmmmmmm
m
, .
— ***—*>*——• ¦—- '¦" • It is a proven fact that
r
exit "drills reduce chances of
-panic and.injury in case of fire
or other? disaster, and that
trained and informed people
have a much better chance of
survival. Exit drills help develop and maintain prompt, orderly evacuation where none
previously existed.
Tonight at 8 t>.m. Is Operation
EDITH exist drill, the time for
citizens to try out the escape
Congratulations to
plan they have devised.
In spanking new quarters and
at a new location, one of Winona's oldest downtown firms,
Jones & Kroeger Co., is 'holding ' its grand opening this
Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
Jt wasn't much of a move in
terms ?of distance — just across
3rd Street, in fact — but the office supply firm's merchandising environment has made a
somewhat longer leap, from the
rather staid fashion of a previous decade to a contemporary
style of layout.
JONES _ Kroeger now occupies space that formerly boused
the downtown: Mahlke Bakery
store and the Sherwin Williams
paint store. Its new address is
115 E. 3rd St. or, as C. J.
Duellman. owner, -likes to say,
"on the plaza." Duellman has
been a consistent advocate of
the Levee Plaza concept ever
since its beginning two years
ago, ?. '
The firm moved from ita former location, 108-110- E. 3rd St.,
to make way for planned expansion of Merchants N ational
Bank. Jones & . Kroeger bad
been at the old location since
1901, Duellman said.
One of the J&K contribution?
to -the downtown scene is its
unique new front At' street'level, the building is fronted by
nearly- full-length windows. Solid spaces are done in Winona
stone.

.

tain City, Wis., has run the
firm since March, 196S. Prior to
that he had been assistant manager for Valley Wholesalers Inc.
since 1961.
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Operation EDITH
Set for Tonight
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J & K OFFICE PRODUCTS

On the Grand Opening
In Their Newi/ Remodeled Location

iyj

?

Sanitary Plumbing & Heating Co.

148 E. 3rd St.

III ?

Phone 2737

¦

?

-

?

A NEW STORE
FRONT MAKES A
BIG DIFFERENCE!
Best Wishes . . .

On The Grand Opening

WE FURNISHED:
-jfr Turquolte Shadow Panel Facia
ir Pittsburgh Interior Paint
WE INSTALLED:
TUB-ELITE DOOR
*
PLATE CLASS WINDOWS
*

LOlilimiu,GLASS HOUSE

71-73 Edit Second St.

Phone 2513

¦———>————

«

PASADENA, Calif. (AP) The president of one of the nation's leading scientific institution- says women will help "improve the aesthetic climate and
. . . stimulate intellectual diversity."
President Harold- Brown* said
Tuesday the California Institute
of Technology—a male enclave
of engineering and scientific
studies—will admit
in
¦ ' 25 women
September. 7
. '
Another 25 will arrive in 1971,
and ultimately the campus will
have 70. females—about 10 per
cent of the undergraduate enrollment.

Anniversary Marked

J&K
OFFICE PRODUCTS

II

Male Enclave of
Engineering Studies
To Admit 25 Women

—— ¦.I I

Beneficial Finance Co. of Winona celebrates its 30th Anniversary ''today, according to
Jerry Smith, manager. Located at 103.E. 3rd St., this office
opened in 1939 and is one of
1,800 affiliated Beneficial offices throughout the United
States,! Canada, England , Australia and Puerto Rico. Western
Auto Supply Company, nationwide merchandising chain, and
Spiegel, Inc., Chicago - based
mail order firm , are both part
of the Beneficial System.
The Beneficial Finance System originated with a one-office
operation in Elizabeth, New
Jersey, 65 years ago. The local
office is but one* of 13 affiliated Beneficial offices throughout
the state. Smith said .
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'Mt is an excellent example of
what can be done with an old build- Ing to transform It Into a beautiful .
modern store, Our congratulations
to the foresight of tbe nc,w, owners.
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GENERAL CONTRACTOR

571 Wait Mill St.
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• Quick and efficient service on Wedding Invitations and Announcements.
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Orders taken for Imprinted Christ -
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Introducing
...
Shaw-Wa

Skytronic
lker
• New
Furniture on Disp lay.

We wi
ll look forward to seeing you . . .
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MINNEAPOLIS - tin — The line," Blair said early in the
M innesota North Stars have preseason. "The forwards have
been eating, sleeping and drink- to pay more attention to checking defense in their .National ing, get more tough in their
Hockey League* pre-season. 7 checks. If the , forwards don't
Defense was a forgotten art check, the defense is in trouble.
m 1968-69. The North Stars al- "Defensemen .are going to
lowed more goals (270) than any have to take men out in front
of the li other teams.
of the nets more thoroughly.
Wren Blair, general manager- Our goaltending has to improve.
coach, insisted after the North Last year they stopped the first
Stars finished with the NHL's man, but lost the second and
worst record of 18-43-15 they third because defense didn't
would be better defensively— take their men out. We were
"all the way down the line." allowing far too many shots on
The North Stars try oat what goal."
they have learned Saturday Blair has decided on a youth
night in their NHL opener at movement, to build for the futhe Metropolitan Sports Center ture and to instill some more
against the Philadelphia Flyers. aggressiveness in his squad.
"We have j_ot to improve de- New defensemen are -Barry
fensively all the way down the Gibbs, Tom Folanic. Darryl

Sly and John Misiuk. Leo Boi- But even? he too Is being
vin, Tom Reid and Lou Nanne primed for defense'.
are back, but They didn't start >. ' "Defense is the only area left
out on the blue line last year
for him to become a great
With the club.
"Offensively our team played hockey player," Blair said.
adequately," said the fiery "And he knows this."
Blair. "But there were too Grant, center Danny ©'Shea
many guys who -were satisfied and wing Claude Larose formed
offensively and forgot about de- Minnesota's great G-O-L line of
fense."
last year, pouring in a comIronman Cesar Maniago, who bined 74 goals.
appeared in 64 of the club's 76 Ray Cullen, the team's No. 3
games, will be getting more of scorer despite a fractured ankle
a rest this year in the nets with ¦with 26 . goals and 38 assists, is
Fern Rivard expected to be his returning at center of a line albackup goalie.
so including tough J. P. Parise,
Danny Grant, the NHL rookie 22 gals, and Bill Collins, 149
of the year, led the North Stars goals, or Bill Goldsworthy,
in scoring from his wing posi- goals. Collins will be a member
penalty killtion with . 34 goals and 31¦ as¦ of the time-eating
•'. ' , ing unit.
sists.' ?
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LONG STAY AT SHEA . . . Andy Miles,
15, left, and Bob Thalman, 16, huddle under
a canvas windbreak outside a Shea Stadium
ticket booth Tuesday waiting to be first in line
for world series tickets which go on sale
Thursday. The two Mets fans from Eastchest-

er, N.Y., were the only two persons in line
during the early evening hours. The New
York Mets and the Baltimore Orioles will
play the third, fourth and perhaps the fifth
game of the world series ¦in New York. (AP "
¦ " '' ,
Photofax)
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Former Teammates
Cross Opposing Lines

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. — Two former
college football teammates at Gustavus Adok
phus College, Mary Gunderson and Don Swanson, will be across opposing lines Friday
night.
Gunderson is in his sixth year as head
coach of the Winona Winhawks and Swanson
directs Minneapolis Patrick Henry. The "Winhawks and Henry meet in a 7:30 p.m. nonconference game at Winona's Jefferson Field.
Gunderson was a tackle at Gustavus and
Swanson played a guard slot. Both played
on teams that were never beaten over a
four-year span. "Gundy and* I are real good
friends up and until things like this Friday
night, but not during," Swanson said.
Each coach will also hope to send his
team on a late season winning streak . The
Hawks and Henry have identical 1-4 records.
Winona is a member of the Big Nine
Conference and Henry competes in the Minneapolis Conference.
Henry lost its first four games: 20-14 to
Minneapolis South; 12-7 to Edison, 29-14
to Washburn and 22-8 to Southwest. The
Pats' only win came last week over Minneapolis West. The final score was 40-6.
Swanson's charges were hurt early in
the season when number one halfback Tom
Pendzimas fractured an ankle in a scrimmage

against St. Louis Park and Jim Ritter, another halfback, dislocated a shoulder. Both
are lost for the season.
Pendzimas, 5-9 and 160 pound*, was the
fastest man on the team and the best pass
receiver.
Starting offensively ?Friday night against
the Hawks are: Mike Osgood (180)?' and Mark
Ostlund ( 180) at ends, Steve Schwartz (200)
and Greg Pierson (175) at tackles, Mike
Barger (190) and Mark Larson (170) at
guards, Arnie Wodtke X190) at center, John
Eickholt (190) at quarterback, Kevin Cassidy (150) and Jeff Lundeen (150) at halfbacks and Ron Wodke (150) at fullback.
Defensively, Swanson will use basically
the same personnel. He will have Osgood
and Ostlund at ends, Schwartz and Pierson
at' tackles, Arnie Wodtke at guard, Barger
at middle linebacker, Ron Wodke and Larson at? linebacker spots and Lundeen, Cassidy
and Jerdee in the secondary.
"We have a young team, we are slow
and just don't have much this year," Swanson said. "I'm not singing the blues," he
added, "just being realistic."
Swanson talked about Friday again, saying, "We are looking forward to coming
down to Winona and the game should prove to
be one heck of a game."
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Texas Picked to Defeat
Oklahoma. OSU Will Win

NEW YORK (AP) - The annual battle of Dallas, also
known as the Texas-Oklahoma
football game, takes place Saturday in the Cotton Bowl. Both
teams are hoping for an assist
from Michigan State.
The Spartans will be hundreds
of miles away in Columbus,
Ohio, playing top-ranked Ohio
State. If they can pull off an upset, the Texas-Oklahoma winner
could be No, 1 in the polls.
"Someone'll have to derail
Ohio State for this game to decide the national championship," said Darrell Royal of

Texas. "Someone's got to get to
them before anyone in this section can think of the national
championship."
Royal's got enough problems
worrying about eighth-ranked
Oklahoma, even though his own
team is rated second.
The bitterl y fought, rock 'em,sock 'em pick is . .. Texas.
And some bad news from Columbus, Ohio, for Royal and
'Oklahom a 's Chuck Fairbanks
.. . Ohio State to remain No, 1
by whipping 19th-ranked Michigan State.
"If Southern California 's Jim-

my Jones is as tough as Purdue's Mike Phipps, we're in
trouble," said Stanford's John
Ralston after Phipps threw five
touchdown passes and a twopoint conversion to nip the Indians 36-35 last Saturday.
Stanford's in trouble. The pick
is Southern Cal—with Jones
passing and Clarence Davis running—to take a giant stride toward the Rose Bowl.
Penn State over West Virginia
—The ¦Nittany Lions stopped
Kansas State's Lynn Dickey last
weekend and have the defense
to do the same to WVU's MLke
Sherwood, Bob Gresham and
Jim Braxton.
Missouri over Nebraska—
Cornhuskcrs have been improving, but not enough for the likes
of Missouri.
Arkansas over Baylor—Bill
Beall will have to wait a while
" longer for his first victory as
NO ONE
*mk[
I
Baylor 's head coach.
UNDER 16
i«g_H___
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Georgia over Mississippi—
A DMITTED
iW^mmWmh
Rebels
have lost two straight
UNLESS WITH
-w$P»ffl88*S
one-pointers
despite Archie
AN ADULT
%
^ H '"'- 'ia
IT
Manning's brilliance. Bulldogs
have (oo much bite.
Purdue over Michiga n—No
one else has stopped Mike
Phipps, so why should Michigan?
Tennessee over Georgia Tech
fche*!^
"•'Orisnlhe?
— Volunteers may be loooking
is
nhend to Alabama , but no matfo
OnljM^draftbrard arid h girlfriend know r -sure.
ter.
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Notre Dame over Army—This
one
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NEW YORK l/n - Bill Boland , who retired as a jockey in
August, scored his first victory
as n trainer when Native Fern,
a $71.40 for $2 long shot, won the
sixth race nt Belmont Pork
Tuesday.
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Defending Champs
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BOVWJNG ANYONE? . P. «
Mrs. Richard M. Nixon re¦' comnxferided bowling yesterday as a family .port after
accepting a life-time membership card in a women'*
International Bowling Con- gress. ^he First Lady
demonstrated her grip on
a blue bowling ball, labeled
"Pat.N." aittd a gift ;from ?
tlie President, as she talked :
with reporters in the presidential bowling alley in the :
Executive Office Building ;•
next , door to the ?White
House. (AP Photofax)

By DAN NYSETH
Daily News Sports Writer
ST. PAUL, Minn. — St. Thomas Academy will be out
to disprove an old superstition this Saturday afternoon when
they take on their Homecoming opponents, the Winona Cotter
Ramblers.
The Cadets have bedeviled their opponents for the last
13 games, not one of which have they lost, and the Tommies
want to show the world that 13 can be a very friendly number and 14 even friendlier,
!
. . This year, St. Thomas is again on top of the feeap in
the Central Catholic Conference with an unblemished 5-0
record, having already defeated the most respected contenders for the CCC crown, which the Cadets won last year.
"We have a break-away team this year," said the very
pleased Tommie mentor, Gerry Brown, perhaps a little unnecessarily. The Cadets have "broken away" from almost;
eveiy team they've played this season. They opened by
demolishing St? Paul Brady 66-6 and went on to squash De
La SaSe 28-8, Rochester Lourdes 34-6, Austin Pacelli 33-6 and
Cretin 28-16.
Although they have been impressive; in their 1969 games,
coach Brown is still somewhat apprehensive about tlie Cotter
game. He feels that Cotter will be tougher for the Cadets than
they were for Cretin (45-8) and De La Salle (50-0 last weekend) because "our defensive? backfield is weaker than those
of De La SaHe and Cretin and Cotter has a tremenaous passing game."
Coach Brown went on to say, "I. am really impressed
with Wiltgen -(Steve). Because of that passing attack, they
have the ability to score from anywhere oh the field."
Brown is also worried that his team may be "down"
because of the Cretin game and the many injuries the Cadets

77$^

thh Weeks
Football
TODAY

DUNN-ST. CROIXcolfax ar Elk Mound.
< Plum City it St, Croix Centril
MIDDLE BORDER—
' Glenwood Clfy af Spring Volley
Hudson at River Falli, • ¦
Ntw Richmond at Ellsworth.

FRIDAY

LOCAL SCHOOLS* Mpls. Patrick Henry it Wlnom High,
7:S0 p.m. it
¦ Jefferson Field.
¦IG ' NINE- '¦ , "
•
Austin at Alton Lea.
- . Mankato tt RceMsfer M.
. Owatonna at Red Wing.
CENTRAL CATHOLICAusffn Pacelli at St. Paul Brady.
¦¦:: St. Paul Cretin at St. Louis Park
Benilde.
ROOT RIVER_ r ~
Mabel-Canton at Rushford.
Caledonia at Houiton.
. Peterten at Li Crescent.
Spring Grove at Lewlslon.
MAPLE LBAFGrand Meadow at Chatfield.
Lanesboro at Harmony.
Preston *t LiRoy-Oatrander.
HIAWATHA VALLEY— .
St. Charles at Stewartville.
Kasson-Mantorville at Plilnviiw.
¦, Kenyon at Canron Falls.
take City af Zumbrota.
WASIOJA'' ¦ Dodge Center at Hayfleld.
Dover-Eyota it Byron.
Wananilngo at Pine island; ¦ '
CENTENNIAL. ' ¦ ¦ ' • ' -,.
. Faribault Deaf at Ooodhue.
A Elgin at Randolph.
• Wabasha at Mazeppa.
DAIRYLAND. Osseo-Pllrchlld at Whitehall.
: Eleva-Strum at. Augusta.
Independence at Cochrane-Pc.
Almi Center Lincoln it Blair.
COULEEWest Salem at Arcadia.
Trempealeau at Holmen.
Bangor at Melrose-Mlpdore.
, Oniliskl at Oa'e-lttrlek.
BUNH ST. CROIX—
¦ " ' Somerset at Pepin High.?''- -?
:, Elmwood at BOyeOvitle.
MIDDLE BORDER: Eildw5*>WoodvJil«i
r Durand.
NONCONFERENCE- >
: Rochester Miyo it SIO-JX Fills (J.D.)
.; Lincoln.
¦ ¦¦fc
St. Paul Hill ai ;Sf. Aflnes. *
3
New Richland at Weit Concord.
-Menomonie it Mondovi.

ST. CLOUD, Minn. Stunned and reeling St.
Cloud State College returns
to the friendly confines of
Selke Field Saturday to host
Whiona State College in a
2 p.m. Northern Intercollegiate Conference g r i d
contest.
It will be Homecoming at
St. Cloud, and Coach Rod
Anfenson hopes the festive
atmosphere will provide the
tonic needed for his charges to post their first conquest of the season.
Anfenson also has his own
nomination for Homecoming
royalty. His choice is receiver Mike Trewick. Trewick has caught 29 passes
for ' 384 yards, and three
touchdowns in five games.

Last Saturday the. Huskies
fell 3-0 . at Michigan ' Tech
to extend an unbelievable
string of heartbreaks which
includes a tie will) Bemidji,
a one-point loss to St
John's, a two-point setback
to St. Norbert, fis., Col**
lege and now a three pointer to NIC rival Michigan
Tech.
"It was the same old
Story at Michigan Tech,"
CoacfjTdiifenson said: "Our
offensive unit continued to
put our defense in the hole,
and:we were unable to take
advantage of our own scoring opportunities."
Anfensoij was referring to
the fact that despite an ineffective offense, St. Cloud
defenders were able to keep

SATURDAY
LOCAL SCHOOLS—
Winona State at St. Cloud, l p.m.
Winona cotter it St. Thomas Academy, t p.m.
CENTRAL CATNOLICRochester Lourdes it De La Salle.

Warrior Runners
Win Double Dual

RIV^R PALLS, Wis, _ A
cross country coach's dream is
to watch a herd of his runners cross the finish line together in first play. Winona
State College had four runners
tie for first In a double dual
With Eau Claire and River
Falls.
The Warriors won the double
dual, defeating Eau Claire and
River Palls by identical scores
of 18-37. wdave Oland, Steve
Rose, Howard Cook and Bob
Hempy all tied for the first
¦pot. .
Official times were not kept
•over the four-mile course due
to a mixup in tho operation of
the meet. Mike Rose of the
Warriors was Hth.
In the other part of the double dual River Falls edged Eau
Claire, 2t>29.
The ? Warrior unhcrs meet
Macalester and Carleton College at Lake Nnkomis, St. Paul,
Thursday.
CENTRAL CATHOLIC
CONFERENCE
St. Thomas
Benilde
<ret|n
De La Salle
Austin

WL
I 0
l
11
i 1
J J

*

C0TT6R
St. Paul Hill
Rochester
Brady

Wl
1 J
i
1 '4
0 4

*

the Huslaes within range of
a victory throughout the
eohtest.
The missed scoring, opportunity s t i 1IV '. racing
through Anfenson's mind
was St. Cloud's first down
at the seven yard line in the
second quarter when they
were eventually forced to
cough up the ball without
a tally.
Looking ahead to invading Winona, Anfenson said,
"We know the Warriors are
a strong club. Their 2-2 record is not indicative of their
ability. They have an explosive offense with fine receivers. Curt Palmer does
a great job of directing
things, and Rick Starzecki
¦
is a truly outstanding -. football player at split end . and
in the defensive backfield."
Regarding .the Huskies,
Anfenson points out that a
great effort must now be
made to improve the offense in such all-important
areas as ball control, field
position and putting points
on the board.
"Trewick had another
good day as a pass receiver
at Michigan Tech," Anfenson said, "and we hope he
can continue those efforts
against Winona;" Trewick
is a senior wide receiver
from St. Qoud Tech.
Anfenson- also had praise
for? Ernie Coleman, junior
defensive tackle from Chicago, M, Harlan and for
Ted Doe, junior defensive
back from Duluth Cathedral, for their performances
last weekend. They both
must lead the way with

duplicate efforts against
the invading Warriors if
St. Cloud is to slow down
Winona's strong attack.
Injuries a r e causing
Coach Anfenson a great
deal of concern as he prepares for the Homecoming
outing.
David Gillespie, senior receiver f r o m Columbia
Heightsj is out with a broken jaw. Dave Boyce, sophomore tight . end from Two
Harbors who missed last
week's, ganie, remains
dotibtftil.' with rib injuries.
John Stadden, junior defensive middle guard ? from
Hopkins who has been hobbled all season long with
an ankle injury, hurt his
knee at Tech and will be
sidelined indefinitely. Larry
Link, sophomore; running
back and kicking specialist
from Columbia Heights, is
in doubt with rib injuries.
On the credit side of the
ledger, Mike Winter," sophomore offensive guard from
Glencoe who did not make
the trip to Michigan Tech,
is expected to return to St.
Cloud's: lineup against Winona. Coleman, who has been
limping on bad ankles,
hopes to be ready.* So do
Don Bechtold, junior center
from St. Cloud Tech, and
Dwight Davis, junior offensive guard from Sanborn,
who sustained ankle injuries at Michigan Tech.
St. Cloud and Winona
have met 43 times since
1922 with the Huskies holding a 26-13-4 edge despite
suffering a 21-13 setback at
Winona last fall.

Nelson Leads
Teamio 2,846

Shorty's Thumps
Oasis for Title

In a wild scoring game Shorty's clipped Oasis 37-25 to win
the city Flag Football championship in a special play-off
game at Gabrych Park Tuesday night.
Jim Winkler scored three
touchdowns for Shorty's and
passed for two, one to Chip
Schwartz and another to Roger
flailing. The other Shorty's TD
was scored by Jim Matzke
who returned an interception
for a touchdown.
Shorty's finished the season
with a 7-3 mark while Oasis
ended at 6-4.

have suffered in the last few weeks. He said, "This is the
first week we've felt injuries all year."
On the injured list are 195-pduud starting defensive tackle
Jim Fftg& (disabled in the last seconds of the Cretin game
with a raee injury) and starting defensive end Mike Hankee
(hurt in * practice session last week), ,
Tony Kieger, halfback and team captain, has a badly
pulled leg muscle, but coach' Brown hopes he'll see some
action against Cotter. The Cadets' other defensive end, 6-4,
215-pound Tom Campion, was ejected from the Cretin game
for fighting and CCC rules state that any player so disciplined
is automatically ineligible for the next game as well.
St. Thomas' starting line-up win therefore look a little
different than it has earlier this year; In the offensive backfield, Kieger will probably start at one halfback, 180-pound
Chuck Kelly. Brown calls him "the best halfback in the
state, public or private schoote," and Tom Feely, a 160pounder, at fullback. The Signal caller will be 175-pound
junior Mike Kodak.
Protecting this backfield will be Jim Mulally, 190-pound
senior center; guards Eld Lauer (160 pounds) and 165-pound
Pate Beardsley who according to coach Brown almost singlehanded^ won against Cretin and Jim O'Connell, 228-pound
senior, snd Dick Munjhy <190) at tackles.
Defensively, the Cadets will have Tom Zaichary (225) and
O'Connell at ends, Tim McGuire (205) and Peter Owens <180)
at tackles, Beardsley at middle linebacker, Gonsior and
Dave Seep (185) at the other linebacking spots and Pete
Lund (180), Kelly, Steve Doyle (160) and Dave Ditter (150)
in the secondary.
"We just hope we can have the proper attitude in this
game Saturday, because the league is tough this year and
this makes for good solid games," Brown said.

TIM TIPTOES . . . Singer Tiny Tim, in Toronto Maple
Leafs hockey uniform, is helped on the ice at Maple Leaf
Stadium in Toronto Tuesday night by Leaf players Mike
Walton (left) and Jim McKenny. Tim was in Toronto for the
Blue-White inter-squad game. (AP Photofax)

Front Four
Equals Five

MINNEAPOLIS U) - After
a slow start, the Minnesota Vikings front four is warming up
to its job of making life miserable for opposing quarterbacks
in the National Football League.
The front four, defensive captain Jim Marshall insists, really
numbers five. "Vou mean five,
we have to count Paul (Dickson)," said Marshall when
asked about their performance
in Sunday's 19-7 victory over the
Green Bay Packers.
Dickson frequently spells
Gary Larsen at defensive tackle. Sometimes he plays alongside Larsen if Alan Page is
shifted to end should Marshall
or All-Pro Carl Eller need a
'
rest.
" B e t t e r Individual p«rformances make us better team
players, " said Marshall. "Together we strive to improve as
much aa possible,"
The Vikings defense had
spilled the opposing quarterback
only five times in their first two
games, but got to Bart Starr
eight times for 63 yards in
losses Sunday,
Last yoar Minnesota ranked
third in the NFL behind Dallas
and Los Angeles in dropping the
passer 44 times for 307 yards
in losses.
They got to Starr only once

in the first half Sunday, concentrating instead on shutting
off tho Packer running game.
Five times they dropped Green
Bay ball carriers for losses in
holding the Packers to 21 yards
rushing in 12 attempts. Starr accounted for 13 of the yards when
he ran up the middle once whep
his receivers wore covered.
The Packers hod more success running in tho second half
when the defensive line caught
Starr seven times behind the
line of scrimmage,
Green Bay finished with a net
offensive total of 173 yards,
"I don't care what us five do
up front particularly as long as
the whole defense is going
well," said Larson.
Vikings Coach Bud Grant said
the linebackers nnd defensive
backs have improved greatly
this year, too. "Overall the
whole defensive team is playing
better," added Grant.
Looking ahead to this Sunday's battle against tho Chicago
Bears, 0-3, Pago said. "Thoy'il
be playing for their life. Since
I've been here wo haven't beaten thern yet."
Page is in his third year in
the NFL. Minnesota has only a
3-11-2 record agnlnst the Boars
in tho past eight years , and the
Vikings haven't won since 196B.

Duane Nelson of Dutchman's
Corner in the National League
at Westgate Bowl fired 258-606
Tuesday night to put him into
sixth place in this year's men's
single game records. Nelson's
Eenormance also, led his team
) 972-2,846.
Barbara Pozanc pitched 218—
524 for
Pozanc Trucking
in the Ladies City League at
Hal-Rod Lanes. Beverly Biltgen
of Grulkowski' Beauty Shop
cracked 201—544. Holiday Inn
marked 890 and Mankato Bar
totaled 2,529. Helen Englerth
ripped 528, Cherie Biltgen 515,
Irene Gostomski 513, Grace Burley 503, and Shirley Squires
507. Betty Biltgen notched an
all-spare 179 game.
WESTGATE: Hiawatha —
Jerry Henze of Norm's Electric
was right behind Nelson in the
single game division as he
smashed 257—630. The game
score is good for a seventh
place - tie In the season's records. Kujak slapped 1,009 and
Midland 2.855.

WENONAH - McNally Builders' Marge McNally flipped .190
and Kay Theurer of Hittner
Trucking smacked 531. Poodle
Club notched 899—2,549.
American — Bob Hogenson
of the Wine House tipped 244
and Dick Ross tossed 609 for
Merchants Bank. Earl's Tree
Service hit 1,009 and Merchants
had 2,939. Gordie Fakler (570) ,
John Sherman (568) , and Joe
Loshek (498) all threw errorless series, for Loshek his third
consecutive in league activity,
ATHLETIC CLUB: Winona
Classic —Irvin Praxel blasted
210-609 for Peerless Chain.
Koehler Auto Body collected
979 and Nelson Tire hit 2,801.
HAL-ROD LANES: Lucky
Ladies — Fountain City's Doretta Schlesselman scattered 188
and Millie Danielson, Clark &
Clark, leveled 484. Clark &
Clark garnered 841—2,459.
Four City — Earl Hoist floored 224 for William's Glass
House and Kiki Williamson of
Lang's Bar bruised 599. William's Glass toppled 966—2,853.

Robinson Doesn't Believe
Team of Destiny Business

BALTIMORE W) — Brooks
Robinson of the Baltimore Orioles has * read a lot in recent
weeks about the New York
Mets and their aco pitchers,
Tom Seaver and Jerry Koosman,
It makes nice reading, but it
doesn't phase the veteran third
baseman who faces the Mets in
the World Series starting Saturday.
"I don't believe in that team
of destiny business," Robinson
said of the Mets surge to the
National League pennant. "Dick
Hall mid Clay Dalrymple juat
came over to us from the other
league and thoy both say we're
better than ,the Met?. That's
good enough for me. 1 '
As for Seaver, who won 25
fcnmcs, and Koosman, a 17-

game winner, Robinson tried to
put them in the proper perspective.
"I hit against them in spring
training and in the All-Star
game, " he said, "and they're
terrific pitchers — as good as
anybody in our league.
"I don't mind telling you, I
was a little scared going out to
Blay the Los Angeles Dodgers In
le 1066 World Series. But we
beat those two guys (Sandy Kou>
fax and Don Drysdale), and
these guys can't be as good as
them.''
Robinson said he lfl no longer
bothered by tho publicity given
New York players , whereas ho
would have been five or six
ycara ago.

Average Just
Above Closing
lortYear

1 P.lvt New York
Stock' Prices

Winona Dally N«wf Qh
Winoria, Minnesota v»
WEDNESDAY, OCT. », W»

Allied Ch 25% Inland Stl 29%
Allis Chal 22% I B Maeh 344
Amerada 37 Intl Harv 2S
Am Can ' 44 Intl Paper 37%
Am Mtr 10 Jos & L 20%
33%
50% fastens
AT&T
44
Am Brads 34% Kencott
. '¦?• ' ?
: NOTICf
30%
Anconda 27% Loews
Thf* nawspaper will ^' rtspanslbla .
46% for
NEW YORK (AP) — The Arch Dn • 48*y< Marcor
pnly ona Incorrett : Insertion of
MM
113
Minn
ArmcoStl
26$
'
any
classified advertisement publishstock market drifted lower earad In the Want Ad section. Check
L
19%
Amour
—
Minn
P
ly this afternoon, with the Dow
your ad and call 3321 H a correction
Jones Industrial average hover- Avco Cp 24% Mobil Oil 55% must ba made.
Stl 28% Mn Cbm 37?
ing just above its closing low of Beth
Boeing
32 Mont Dak 28%
the year.
Boise Ca« 70% Kraft Co 39% BLIND ADS UNCALLHD FO*-.
At noon the Dow . industrials Brunswk W4 N Am R 26%
'
' . : ? . Py.
had lost 3.50 at 802.73. The clos- Catpillar 43% M M Gas 42% C—M, 100.. :
ing low was 801.96 on July 29.
Ch MSPP - ¦ Nor Pac 42%
•Card of Thanki 7
The A&ociatel Press 60-stock Chi RIRB . — No St Pw 24%
.
A
average at noon had declined Chrysler 37% Nw Air 23% ABTSMy sincere thanks to all who remem1.4 to . 281.8 with industrials off Cities Svc 49% Nw Banc —
bered me so kindly with prayari, earns,
flowers and visit* at tha'hospital
1.8, rails off 1.0 and utilities off Com Ed 39% Penney
48% gifts,
and at homa. Special thanks to Fattier
'
'y
:
46%
Pepsi
52
.4. ?
ComSat
Udulutch. Your thoughtfulnesftjs muds
??
Con Ed 27% Pips Dge 47% appreciated.
EmH Abta
Some analysts said that if the Cont Can 73 „ Phillips
28
Dow industrials closed below Cont Oil 28% Polaroid 134*54 SCHUMACHER —
We wish to thank everyone for all tha
the 1969 low, it could trigger a Cntl Data 143 RCA
17% cords,
dlfts, visits, flowers, tetter* and
steeper decline that might carry Deere
prayers we received following our ac37
35% Rep SQ
"
cident.
We especially thantc the doeton
as far down as the 750 level. Dow Cm 67% Dart Ind 46% and nurses
at both tha Community Poor's
However;' Standard &
du Pont 112% Rey Tb 42% Memorial Hospital hare and tha Method
lit
Hospital
In Rochester; alto. PasCorp., an investment advisory East Kod 72% Sears R 66% tor Merle Kitzmann
for his visits and
5>iy
opinion
Firestone
Shell
50M>
Oil
4 prayers. A big thank you goes to -those
service, expressed the
who
helped
at
tha
scene
of the Occithat a penetration of the year's Ford Mtr 43% Sinclair —
dent. May God bless you ona and all.
low vould not be serious and Gen Elec 84% Sp Rand 42%
Mr. and Mrs. Gena Schumacher
woiild be followed by a recov- Gen Food 73 St Brands 44%
4
Gen Mills 34% St Oil Cal 55% Lest and Found
ery.
^~
Gen
Mtr
71%
St
Oil
had
52
The setback was on a broad
FREE FOUND ADS
A PUBLIC SERVICE to our readers,
front, with declines of individual Gen Tel 32% St Oil NJ 68 ASfree
found
ads will be published when
43% Swift
25% a person finding
an article calls the
issues exceeding advances by a Gillette
Goodrich
31%
Texaco
31%
Winona
Dally
& Sunday News Classified
margin of hearty 2 to 1 on the
Dept.,
3321.
An
18-word
will be
Goodyear 26% Texas Ins 124% published free .for 2 dayinotice
In ah effort
New York Stock Exchange.
Gt No Ry 42% Union Oil 45% to bring finder and loser toflettiar.
Among tne 20 most-active Greyhnd, 17% Un Pac
50
stocks on the Big Board, 16 de- Gulf Oil 33% U S Steel 36% FOUND—Baby Stroller In vicinity of Center and Uth Sts. Owner can claim by
clined, 3: advanced, and 4 were Homestk 23% Wesg El 55% identifying. Tel. 5574.
¦
unchanged.
Honeywl 135% Wlworth 37% FOUND — Boy 's Jacket. Owner can
claim by Identifying. 152 el. Klrtg.
Other price changes included
FOUND — Man's wedding ring, Tal. %¦
Atlantic Richfield, up % at
¦ . ¦
' 3285.- .
LIVESTOCK
. ¦ ?¦ /
. : .. .
l6i%.; Ford Motor, up % at
SOUTH
ST.
PAUL
43% Polaroid, off 1% at 134%;
Flowers
S
ST. PAUL, Minn. LB-IUSDA)
Westinghouse Electric, np •% to —SOUTH
Cattle 4,000; calves 500; slaughter HARDY POTTED mums for salt, while
5S%; Southern Railway off . 1 at steers and hellers only moderately they last. «1. Siebrecht'*..
active, about sleady; other slsushter
46%, and Du Pont off Vs. at lis. classes
Including vealers snd slsushter
Losses among the ware-ac- calves steady; steer* being held for (Pub. Date Wednesday, Oct. 8, 195»>
mostly high choice 1,084 ib
'
tively traded stocks on the Big auction;
NOTICB OF HEARING '-v .- 7
slaughter steers 29.50; most choice 950Board included Gillette % to 43, 1,250 lbs 27.25-21.25; mixed high good
OF PROPOSED ASSESSMENT FOR
choice 2i.75-27.25; high choice 9O0-990
LOCAL IMPROVEMENT
U.S. Gypsum Vk to 66%, and and
Ib slaughter hellers 27.50; most choice
Job No. 4978
Goodyear % to 26%.
C850-1,025 Ibs 26.00-27.25; mixed high good
cholco 25.75-26.25; utility end com- TO WHOM IT MAY CONCBRN:
Among prices on the Ameri- and
rtollco Is hereby <jw«n that tha City
mercial cows 20.50-21.00; canner and'
Council of the City of Winona, Minnesota,
can exchange .were Asamera cutter - 18.00-20JO; utility and commercial will
meet at 7:30 P.M. on November 3,
slaughter bulls 22.50-26.00; : cutter 20.50Oil> off % at 22; Technicolor, tsp 22.
of the
50; choice vtaler* 40.00-42.00; good 1969, In the Council Chambers
City
Hall to pass upon the proposed asIV* at 21V*; Telex, off 2% at 38.00-40.00/ choice slaughter calves 28.00 sessment
Improve*
for
the
following
local
22.00-26.00; , not enough
62%; Sytems Engineering off 1 lo 30.00;soldgood
ments:
to establish quotations.

Want Acis
Start Here

feeder*
To construct new sidewalks, whsra
Hog* 5,500; bsrrows and gills ' 25-50
needed, from the property-Una on
Cents , lower; 1-3 190-245 lbs 25.75-26.00;
the present curb line In the Laveo
2-3 190-250 Ibs 21.50-25.75; 2-4 250-280 Ibs
Plaza Area on Third Street, begin25.00-25.50; tows weak t* mostly 25
ning at the alley, between Main end
cents lower; 1-3 300-400 Ibs 23.00-24.00;
Streets, thence easterly to
Center
2-3 400400 Ibs 22.00-23.25; feeder pigs
Lafayette Street and on Center
steady; 1-3 120-160 lb* 24.00-24.50; boars
Street
from
20.8 feet south of tha
»te*dy, 20.0O-20.M.
alley between 2nd and Srd Streets,
Sheep 1,800; slaughter lambs strong ta
thence ' southerly—to -the allay- be25 cents higher; other classes fully
tween 3rd and 4th Street, ' (Does
steady;cholce and prima ' 85-110 lb old
not Include the sidewalk adjacent
(laughter Iambi 28.0O-23.7J; good and
to the block bounded by 2nd and
choice 27.00-28.t0; utility end good
Srd, Main and Center Streets'.)
slaughter ewe< 7.0O-8.0O; choice te fancy
The areas proposed to be assessed are:
<MO m feeders 28.00-29.00.
Swift 4 Company
BLOCK 22, Original Plat of the City of
CHICAGO
Thesa quotations apply to hogs deliverWinona: East V*j of Lot 1, Northern
ed t» tho Winona Station by noon today.
CHICAGO (I) -C USDA)- Hogs 3,500; States Power Company; middle Va of
HOOS
butchers weak to SO cents lower; 1-2 205- Lot 1, Merlorle Miller at al and Robert
Hog markat: 35 cents lower.
220 Ib butchers 26.25-26.75; 1-3 200-250 J. Selover et al; West Vi of Lot T, Mar.Meat typa, 210-230 lbs. . . .. 2J.75-25.2J Ibs 25.75-26.25; 2-t 210-250 lbs 25.25-25.75; jorie Miller at al, Robert J. Selover; EastButchers, SIMM ibs.
.. '..24.75
_3_S_GV3SO-400 lbs 23.50-24.00; 2-3 500- erly 25 feet of Lot 2. Spurgeon's «f MinSows, 27O-300¦ lbs.
22.7$
nesota, Inc.; Westerly 35 feet of Lot S
6O0 lbs 22.0O-22.75.
': '
CATTLE
Cattle 7,000; calves none; steers weak and Easterly 15 feet of Lot 3, Spurgeon's
Cattle market : Steady.
to 25 cents lower; prime 1,200-1,450 lb ot Minnesota, Inc.; 25 feet wv Third
High choice and prime57.75
slaughter steers yield grade 3 and 4 Street commencing 15 feat trom NorthCholco .................... 25.50-27.50
31.25-32.00; high ctiolce and prima 1,150- east corner of Lot 3, The First National
Good
23.00-25.50
M00 Ibs - 30.25-31.25; choice .950-1350 lbs. Bank of Winona, Trustee of. the Estate ef
Standard
21.50-23.50
yield grade 2 to * 2U0-3Q.25; good 26.50- Jules C. Neville; West Vi of Lot 3. Luther
Utility COWS
18J0-20.25
27.75; high choice and prime 900-1,050 lb> H. Bailey; East % of Lot 4, Luther H.
Canner ahd cotter ......... 17.00-17.50
slaughter heifers yield grade 3 (nd 4[ Ballsyi Wett ft of Lot 4 and Mil ot Lot I.
¦
VEAL . .
28.00-28.25; cholca 800-1,000 lbs yield H. Choate & Company;
Veal market: Steady.
BLOCK 15, Original Plat of tlie City
grade 2 ta 4 27.25-28.00; good 24.75-26.25;
Top choice
<»1.0B
utility and commercial cows , 19.50-21.00; of Winona: Easterly 40 feet of Let 10,
Good and choice
31.00-40.00
utility and commercial bulls 23.58.25.50. Ted Aflaler; West 20 feet of tot 10,
Commercial
22.00-30.00
Sheep TOO; wooled daughter lambs Anthony A. Rolllnger and Horfemse H.
22.0Wown
. Boners !
steady; lot prima IOO lbs 29.50; choice Rolllnger; East Vt of Lot 9, Edward P.
RoWnoer and Marjorie At. . Rot\lngert
Bay State Milling Company and prime 100 lbs 29.00.
East 7 feet front and 140 feat deep.East
Elavstcr A Grain Prices
side
of Lot 8 and West 44 of Lot 9,
One hundred bushels of graft) will be <Flr*t Pub. Wediwsday. Sept. 24, 1969)
W. T. Grant; Lot t except east- 7 feet
the minimum
loads
¦ ¦ accepted at tha ele- Stata of Mlnnesoti ) is.
¦
and
West
3 feat, Alice Blair Meyer,
¦
¦;¦
¦
vators. •
County of Winona ) In Probata Court Ernest D. Blair and Burr 6. Blair; East
No. 1 nortli«rri spring wheat .... 1J*
No- 17,023
20 feet of Lot r and West J -feet of
No. 2 northern spring wheat .... 1.57
In tha Mailer of the Estati art
Lot 8, Chris Jensen; Easterly 10 feet
. No. 3 northern' spring wheat .... 1.53
Leon F. Knopp, Occident.
of South 99.3 feet In Lot a and West
No. 4 northern spring wheat .... 7.49
Order for. Hearing on Petition fo Probata 40 feet of Lot 7, except Wast 20 feet
No. 1 hard winter wheat
1.43
Will and for Summary Assignment
of North 20 feet of Lot 7, Harry WoldenNo. 2 hard winter wheat
1.41
or Distribution.
berg; Southerly 99V4 feet of Westerly
1.37
No. 9 hard winter .sdsest ,
Orphle Knopp having filed a pefHIon In 50 feet of Lot S, Marforl* Millar et al
No. 4 hard winter wheat ........ 1.33
this Court alleging that said decedent and Robert J. Selover et el; 20% feet
No. l rye
1.08
died testate and that said estate consists on Center Street by 50 feet commencing
No. 2 rye
1.08
only of such real and personal property 20 teet from alley In Lot 6, Harry
Froedtert Malt Corporation ai Is exempt from all debt- and charges denberg, Martin Woldenberg and WolJay
Ir) Probata Court and praying for 'he Woldenberg;
Hourit t a.m. to 4 p.m.
probata of tha Will of said decedent and
Submit sample befora loading.
BLOCK 21, Original Plat of the' City of
Barley purchased at prices subject to for a summary assignment or distribution "Winona: 70 feet on Third Street by 120
of said estate to the persons •ntltled feel on Center Street of Lots 1 and 4,
nrnrket.
thereto, which Will Is on file In this Marjorie Miller et al and Rofcart J.
Winone Egg Market
Court and open to Inspection,Selover et al; 23Vi feet on Third Street
(Winona produce, Zltltll produce)
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing by 124 feet commencing 70 -feat from
These quotations apply as et
thereof be had on October V), \H9, at 10 Center Street ol Lots 1 and A, Gust
10:30 a.m. today.
o'clock A.M., before this Court In the Taatsos et al; 23Vi feet en Third Street
3)
Grade A (umbo (white)
Probata Court Room In the Court House by 120 feat commencing 93VS feet from
. .35
Grade A lirge (white) ,
In Wlnone, Minnesota, end that objec- Center Street ot Lots 1 and 4, Gust
Grade A medium (while)
.24
tions to the allowance of said Will, If Taitsos et all 23Vi, feet on Third Street
.24
Grade B (wMte)
any be stated In writing and tiled at or by 120 feet commencing on alley of
Grade C
.12
before said tlm* ol hearing; and that Lots l and 4, Marjorie Miller et al and
notice of said hearing be given by Robert J. Selover af al; South 25 feet
publlcetlon of this order In the Winona of Lot 5, John H. Baker and Earl R.
Dally News and by mailed notice as Baker.
provided by law.
The proposed assessment rell - la en
MINNEAPOLIS W - Wheat Dated Septembe r 22, 1949.
file for public Inspection at th* office of
S.
A.
SAWYER,
the
City Clerk. Written or oral objecreceipts Tues. 458 year ago 157;
Probate Judge.
tions will be considered at th* hearing.
trading basis unchanged; prices
(Probate Court Seal)
The total cost of tha Improvements le
Donovan D. Larson,
128,189.27.
Vt higher; cash spring wheat Attorney
for Petitioner,
Dated this ith day of October. 1M9.
fcasls, No. 1 dark northern 11-17 212 West Franklin Avenue,
JOHN S. CARTBR,
Minneapolis,
Minnesota
£5404.
Cleric ef sakt Ctty.
protein 1.62*^-2.15%;
Spring wheat one cent premi- (First Pub. Wednesday, Sept. it, 19»)
(First Pub. Wednesday, Oet. aV 19«9)
um each lb. over 58-61 lbs; State of Minnesota ) as.
ADVERTISEMENT FfJR BIDS
In Probate Court
Spring wheat one cent discount County of WinonaNo. >17,024
FOR
1970 AUTOMOBILE
«ach Vi lb. under 58 lbs.
In R« Estate of
Sealed proposals marked "Automobile
Prank w, (Cukowikl, Dactdant.
No. 1 hard Montana winter
Order for Hearing on Petition for Admin- Bids" will be received at the office of
154y4-1.89,/4.
istration, Limiting Time to Pita Claims tha City Clerk of the City of Winona,
Minnesota, until 7:30 P.M. on Monday,
and for Hearing Thereon.
Minn-S.D. No. 1 hard winter
Richard D. Kukowskl having Iliad here- October 20, 1969, for furnishing the Clly
in a petition tor general administration of Winona with a 1970 automobile for use
In the Police Department, In accordance
No. 1 hard amber durum, stating that sold decedent died Intestate with
Ihe specifications prepared by 111*
praying that John D. McGill ba
choice 1.66-1.70; discounts, am- and
Purchasing
Agent of Winona, Minneappointed administrator;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing sota.
ber 2-3 ; durum 3-5 ,
Specifications end proposal forms may
(hereof b* had On October 22, 1969, at
Corn No. 2 yellow 1.13V4-1.14%. U o'clock A.M.- before this Courl In bo obtained at the Purchasing Agent's
Oats No. 2 extra heavy white the probate court room In the courl olllce, City Hall, Winona, Minnesota. All
house In Winona, Minnesota, that the bids must be submitted on fhe propose!
62V/-63%.
lime within which creditors ot told forms furnished.
Barley, cars 527, year ago decedent ma/ (lie their claims bo A certified check or bidder 's bond shall
limited lo four months from the date accompany each bid In tha amount equal
168; 'good to choice 87-1.14 ; low hereof,
and that the claims so tiled to at least five percent (5tf>) of the bid,
to intermediate 97-1,08 feed 70- be heard on January V, IWO, at 11 made payable to the City of Winona,
o'clock A.M., before this Court In the whlcfi shall ba forfeited to the City In
86.
probate court room In the court house Ihe event the successful bidder falls
Rye No. 1-2 1.07-1.30.
In Winona, Minnesota, and thaf notice fo enter Into a contract wlfh tha city.
The City reserves the right to re|ect
hereof be given by publication of this
Flax No. l 2.92 nom .
order In the Winona Dally Nows and any snd all utds and to waive InformaliSoybeans No. 1 yellow 2.27V4. by mailed nolle* as provided by law.
ties.
¦
Deled at Winona, Minnesota,
Dated September 23, 1969.
October t, 1949.
t. A. SAWER,
JOHN I. CARTER,
Probate Judge.
City Clerk.
(Probate Co»irl Seal)
John D. McGill,
(First Pub., Wednesday, Oct. 1, IM?)
Attorney for Petitioner.
Stele of Minnesota ) ss .
A pass from Tlm Smith to (First Pub., Wednesday, Oil; I, 1»6») County
) In Probata Court
of Winona
Charlie Hansen accounted for State ot Minnesota ) ss.
No. 16,891
In Re Estate 01
Winona's only points in drop- Counly of winona ) In Probate Courl
Catherine E. Vondrashek, a/k/a
rio, 16,817
ping a junior varsity game 22-6
Catherine Vendrasak and Catherine
In Re Bttate Of
lo Rochester John Marshall
Vondrashek, Decedent.
Helen Olnlher, Decedint.
Order tor Hearing on Pinal Accounl and Order for Hearing on Final Account and
Monday afternoon .
Petition for Distribution.
Petition for Distribution.
The Winhawk junior varsity The representative ot Iho above Tht representative ol the above
is now 0-4-1 on the season and named estate having filed his final named estate having filed tier final
account and )>e1Hlpn tor settlement end e,ccoupt and petition lor sotlleineni and
meets Ban Claire Memorial allowance
thereof nnd for distribution allowance thereof and for distribution
Oct. 20 in its next game.
to the persons thereunto entitled;
to tha person** thereunto entitled ,, IT IS OROeREO, That the hearing
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be ti«d on October 29, IW?, at thereof be hod on October 89, 1W9, at
11 o'clock AM,, before this Court In lt o'clock A.M., before this Court In
the probata court room In the court the probate court room In > the court
house In Wliiona, Minnesota, and that house In Wlnone, Minnesota, and that
hereof be given by publication notice hereof be given by publication of
DUE TO LACK OF FOOD £ notice
Ihla order In Th* Winona Dally Newa
¦ of ihls order In The Winona DallybyNewa
BULK IN YOUR DIET
law . tnd by mailed not tee at provided by law.
and by malted nollce as provWed
Dated September 29, 1949,
Dated September 29, 19(9.
TRY
S, A. Sawyer,
S. A. Sow-yer.
Probata Judge.
Probate Judge ,
(probate , Court Seal)
(Probate Court Soal)
John D. McGill,
John D. McGill,
Attorney tor Petitioner.
Attorney for Petitioner.

at 41Y4; Equity Funding, off 1%

at 66%; Four Seasons Nursing,
off 1% at 68y«; Amrep, up % at
52, Guerdon Industries, off % at
38Vs; International Controls, up
% at 13%, and Kingsford, up %
at 12.
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Hawk Junior Varsity
Beaten by Marshall
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Personals

26 Male—Jobs of Interesf— 27 Horses, Cattle, Stock

Female — Jobs of int.
-

7

Observe F I R E PREVENTION WEEK
not only tht* week but 52 weeks ol the
year. BE CAREFUL . . . LEGION
CLUB.

DAY WAITRESS—fulMime, U-5 or 11-7 WANTED IMMEDIAT ELY—married mail
shift. Apply In person. Highway Counon modern dairy , farm, top wages Intry Kitchen. cluding paid vacation and other benefits. Modern home. Experience and
DIETARY AIDE-Kllchen work. Tel. 8321
references required. Dwalne Kiehne,
afternoons, ask for Mrs. Timm.
Chatfield . Tel. 867-3437.
WAITRESSES WANTED — fulWIme eiid STATION ATTENDANT wanted, retired
part-ttme, experience) preferred. See
or seml-retlred, part-lime days. Tel,
'
Dosh at Shorty's Bar Cafe.
9869, 7 to * . - . . -

HELP MAX CONRAD set three new aviation records. J2 will buy you a souvenir postcard mailed from the South
Pole around Christmas and help defray the expenses ot Winona's Flying
Grandfather 's latest venture. Read all
about It In yesterday's paper. Ray
Meyer, Innkeeper, WILLIAMS HOTEL.

FIBERITE
CORPORATION

iXICK HUNTERS, deer hunters, grouse
hunters, good food hunters . . . all
start the day right with breafcfast at
RUTH'S. Fluffy cakes, fa rm-fresh ego*,.
crispy bacon, tarngy lulce, a steaming
cup of coffee, aye-openers that can't
be beat. Located on the Plaza, in
downtown Winona, Open 24 hours every
day except Mon.

NEEDS WOMEN

LOSE WEIGHT safely with Dex-A-DIet
Tablets. Only 98c at Ted Maier Drugs.
BLUE Lustre not only rWs carpets of
soil but leaves pile soft and lofty. Rent
•leefrlc shampooer JI. R. 0. Cone Co.

501 W. Srd
Winona , Minn.

for General Production work.
All 3 shifts available.
Steady year-around work.
Must be 18 or over.
APPLY IN PERSON
8 a.m. - 5 p.m .
Male—Jobt of Interest— 27

.

501 W. Srd
Winona , Mian.

Wanted—Livestock

NEEDS MEN
for general production.
18-year-old minimum age.
All 3 shifts available.
Steady year-around work.
APPLY IN PEKSON
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

10

KEN'S AUTO BODY, m 43rd Ave.,
Gdvw. Body-fender Yepalr, painting,
glass Installation.

Business Services

14

SUALITY POURED concrete house foundatlons, walls and basement floors.
Free estimates. John Burt, Fountain
City. Tel. «87-7I33. .
BUILDING RENOVATION-sandblastlng,
waterproofing, tuckpolnt, clean, caulk,
paint. Tel. Union Tuckpolnllng, 8-4077
or 9977. .
MANN J. PETERSON Custom Digging.
Pole- barns, fences, sign poles. Contact
John Mann, Houston or Bill Peterson,
Rushford.
AUTOMATION UNLIMITED. Cut labor
costs and automate. We design and
build anything .you need. Tel. 4036.
TREES, TREES, TREES - trimming,
atump removal, spraying, etc. Free
estimates. Blong's Tree Service, .Wlnona. Tel. 8-53)1.
A
~~_
STARK EXCAVATING &
BASEMENT DIGGING
Rt. J, Winona
Tel. Wltoka 5531

Situations Wanted—Fern. 29

WANTED—reliable middle-age man for
farm-work, year around |ob. Tel. IndeWILL DO sewing In my home. Tel. 8-5293.
pendence 985-3476.

MEDICAL SECRETARY with 10 years
MAN FOR GENERAL work. Apply In
experience would like part-time work.
person, Rush Arbor Farm, Rushford,
Write P. O. Box 21, Winona.
Minn. Tel. 864-9132.

WANTED

Experience not necessary,
will train. Excellent working
conditions, paid vacation
Plumbing, Roofing
21 and holidays, group insurance. In letter state age
TIP TOP TAP suggestion . . . Moen
and experience. Alt corresOlaleet T-control faucet* for kitchen
pondence will be kept confiand bath. Nice looking, greater convenience, save money, too. Let us show
dential.
'
you our modern styles.

Frank O'Laughlin

A
PLUMBING & HEATING
741 E. 6th
Tel. 2371

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
For clogged sewers and drains.

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI
Tel. 9509 or 6436

1-year guarantee

Jerry's Plumbing Service
«27 E. 4th

Tel. 9394

_

FemsiV^=- iIo6s of Int.

26

FULL-TIME beautician needed guaranteed salary. Tel. 8-2450.
DAY AND NIGHT waitresses wanted
Oasis Cafe. Tel. 9931 mornings.
WOMA N WANTED In Inspection Department. Apply In person at Haddad
Cleaners.
NELSON TIRE SERVICE has an opening
for a keypunch operator. . Experience
helpful but not necessary. Bookkeeping
background preferred. Apply in person,
corner 4th & Main, between 8:30 and
5:30.
80 GO DANCERS end exotic dancers,
will teach. Write P.O. Box 941, Winona.
WANTED: Girls to learn beauty culture.
Harding Beauty School, 76 VW. 3rd.
NIGHT WAITRESS-5-12. Oasis Cafe .
WAITRESS WANTED - Garden Gale
Restaurant, 56 W. Srd. No phone
calls.
PULL-TIME WAITRESS wanted, 35 hour
week, paid vacations, employee discount. Apply F. W. Woolworth Co.
CHRISTMAS SELLING SEASON
16 HERE with AVON. Use spare time to
earn ttt In your neighborhood. Friends
and neighbors will love buying a fabulous line of gifts. Contact Helen Scott,
Box 764, Roches ter.
WAITRESSES—must be 21. Top wages.
Tel, Rollingstone 8689-9415 after 5 p.m.
Bass Camp Restaurant.
FULL-TIME OFFICE clerk for billing de.
partment. Knowledge of calculator and
10 key adder helpful. No typing required. Salary commensurate- with experience. Write D-3 Dally News.
MATURE WOMAN wanted to become
part of agency staff, to work In family
crisis situations.
Training
provided .
Write D-2 Dally News or Tel. 7292.

Girl Wanted
For Office Work
Experience not necessary,
will train. Excellent working conditions, paid vacation
and holidays, group insurance. In fetter state age and
experience. All correspondence will be kept confidential.
Write C-100
Daily News

Situations Wanted—Male 30
RETIRED

MAN

would

like

part-time

Job keeping books or related work. ExTANDEM DUMP TRUCKS perience
In sales, payroll and all office
procedures. Salary secondary. Tel. 8For blacktop hauling in the
3092.
vicinity of Chatfield.
Tel. 867-3589
Business Opportunities
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MEGARRY
HERE'S AN OPPORTUNITY for o sales
ahd mechanically-minded person who
BROTHERS, INC.
wants to own and operate his own busiMinn.
Chatfield,
ness. Triumph Is the motorcycle that

Man Wanted
For Office Work

Write D-l

Daily News

AUTO
MECHANIC
Top salary to qualified
technician, excellent working conditions, hospitalization and uniform plan available, paid vacations, and
excellent benefits.
.- .• -SEE —
Bud or Harold

NYSTROM
MOTORS, INC.
2nd and Washington

AUTO MECHANIC
WANTED
We have an immediate opening for an experienced Auto
Mechanic. FULL TIME employment, 44 hour work
week. Company benefits including hospitalization insurance and paid vacation.
APPLY IN PERSON TO:
KEN KRAUSE

KEN'S SALES &
SERVICE
"Breezy Acres"
Hwy. 14-61 E. Winona

DRAFTSMAN

For machine drafting and
layout. Requires high school
degree plus completion of
vocational school training or
equivalent drafting experience .
- Will Train —
INQUIRE AT

FIBERITE
CORPORATION
501 W. Srd

FLEXIBLE
PRODUCTS DIV.
Northern Molded Plastics Inc.
(In the new Schilling bldg.)

NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS
FOR EMPLOYMENT.
WE ARE INTERESTED IN:
Punch Press Qperators
i Silk Screeners
Maintenance Men
? Coaters
Shear Operators
Inspectors
Offset Press Operators \ Die Setters
Generol Factory Workers •
GALESVILLE , ' WISCONSIN 54630

NOTICE. Lanesboro Sales Commission GARAGE, SALE-Sat., 1-5. Clothes, fypi- RUSSET POTATOES, $2.98 hundred; apwill broadcast their listings of livestock
writer and stand, daveno-bed, soma
ples, $1J0 bu.,- pitted dates, 2 lbs., 59c*
every Frl. forenoon at 7:30, 9:30 and
antiques,*miscellaneous. 375 W. Howard,
squash, rutabagas, onions. Winona Po- -.
¦ . ¦¦
11:30 over the Preston Radio Station
Apt. B. :'..
-%.
.
tato Market. .
,
,
.
?
KFIL 1060 on your radio dial. Sale
158 W. Jtl»,
___________
day every Frl. starting time 12 noon. RUMMAGE SALE - clothing, steeping
Lanesboro Sales Commission, Tel. colbag, stroller, bowling balls and small
lect 407-2192,
items. Thurs., Oct. 9, 9-t. its Grand St.

FIBERITE
CORPORATION

has earned the title of "the world's best
motorcycle". Their reputation for performance, reliability and popularity Is
envied by other brands. Triumph ' dealers receive tv^tl planned national advertising support . . . as well as assistance with local advertising. For a
relatively small Investment, the return
can be big, and personally satisfying.
For details, write to Ed Nemec, Triumph Corp., Towson, Baltimore, Md.
21204.

Excellent
Transmission
J^guipment
Building & Lot

MERCHANTS NATIONAL
BANKf^ .
TRUST DEPARTMENT
FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION
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TOY POODLES—2 males, 1 •' female.
AKC registered. Inquire 617 Terry Lane .
AKC REGISTERED Norwegian Elkhound,
7 months old, female. Fred W. Linse,
Rt. 2, Alma, Wis. Tel. 685-1811. .
REGISTERED NORWEGIAN Elkhound,
8 weeks old. Tel, St. Charles 932-3528.
HAVING TROUBLE finding your ducks?
Try this male Black Lab, hunted 3
seasons, excellent retriever, $50. Tal.
8-3232.
AKC REGISTERED Miniature Black
French poodle pups, 6 weeks old.
Championship bloodlines. Tel. 8-1315.
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PUREBRED HAMPSHIRE boars born In
Feb., Mar. and April. Will deliver .
Tel. Strum, Wis., evenings , 715-878-4277.
HOLSTEIN SPRINGER—third calf, DHIA
records; also pony, Welch type. Very
reasonable. Robert Weasel , Rt. 1,
Wlnon o . Tel. 8-1388.
PUREBRED DUROC boars, serviceable
age . LeRoy Senn, Fountain City. Tel.
687-30(54.
GOOD MEAT TYPE Duroc boar, well
grown, reasonable. Fred Hansen, Wyoltvlllo, Minn.
PUREBRED DUROC boars of exccllenf
quality from a litter ol II. Joe Speltz,
Utica, Minn. Tel. St. Charles 932-3059 .
EARN $8 per hour raising veal calves,
part or full-time. Over 20,000 calves
ware raised on this program In Wisconsin last year . Tel. Rochester (5073
282-1233 after 6 p.m,
TWO HOLSTEIN cows, springing; short,
horn bull, Vh years old. Blaszo Swartz,
Rl. 3, Arcadia, Wis.
WILL SELL t or 5 grade Holstein springers ot high quality, good records. Merlin Person, St. Charles. Tel. 932-43P8.

Farm Implements
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CORN PICKER-McCormlck 2ME, mountings for M, ; good condition. J. t.
VanGundy, Houston (Money Creek).
Tel. 896-3624.
STANCHION PIPELINE milker system,
complete with Surge electric pulsators
and breaker cup. 1 Surge Alamo vacuum pump. Model 75. Karrol Boyum,
Utica, Minn. Tel. Peterson 875-5661.
NEW IDEA 2-row picker, mounted on
Farmall 350-TA, power steering. Excellent condition. Tel. Fountain City
687-7239.
TWO NEW Farmhand No. 200 power
boxes, specially priced at $450 each .
Durand Implement, Durand, Wis. Tel.
715-672-8915.

• ' -AT - .

MCDONALD^

SPECIAL PRICE

ON
NEW TRACTORS
John Deere 3020 gas
John Deere 3020 diesel
John Deere 4020 diesel

USED TRACTORS

'49 John Deere A
'54 John Deere 50
Ford with Farmhand load
er

'62 Case 530 with loader

MISCELLANEOUS

3—John Deere 227 pickers
with mountings for most
tractors
New Idea No. 7
6 wheel discs
2 Gehl chopper boxes
New Holland forage chopper with corn and mower
bar attachment
John Deere No. 10 chopper
John Deere 33 spreader
John Deere field cultivator
John Deere 953 wagon
Jadco 8 ton wagon with new
900-14 tires
New Idea trailer mower
John Deere No. 8 mower
John Deere 50 sheller ,!
year
old

LEWISTON
AUTO CO.

'

Hardt's Music Store
116-118 E. 3rd

Sewing Machines
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MILLIONS of rugs have teen cleaned GOOD USED SEWING machines, reconwith Blue Lustre. Ifs America's finest.
dltioned and guaranteed $20 and up.
Rent electric shampooer Si. H. Choate
WINONA SEWING CO., 915 W. 5th St.
t, Co.
RUMMAGE SALE-gtrl's clothing, sport
and dressWear, size 14-16. Shoes, coats.
701 Grand. Tel. 8 2519 before coming.

Stoves, Furnaces, Parts
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USED ELECTRIC ranges, ail reconditioned and guaranteed. B ft B ELECTRIC, 155 E. 3rd.
LARGE BACKYARD Rummage Sale. Furniture, toys, games galore. Many houseOIL OR GAS heaters. Sales, service.
hold Items. 1008 E. King.
RANGE OIL BURNER CO., 907 E. Sth.
Tel. 7479. Adolph Mlchalowskl.
AJAX CHAMPION commercial food mixer, 36 and 20 qt., Vt h.p., all attachments. Inspect at Lanesboro High OIL BURNER for furnace; 275-gal. oil
tank; also gas Conversion unit for furSchool. Sealed bids required, for opennace. Reasonable. Tel. 8-4182 after 5.
ing Nov. 12, 1969 at 8 p.m. Mrs. Paul
Gardner, Clerk, District 229, Lanesboro,
Minn.
Typewriters
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without
3549.

truck.

Tel. St.

Charles 932.

WOOD AND COAL burning heating stove.
Mrs. Severln Stelger, Altura, Minn. Tel.
"02.
GOOD USED 1,000-gal. LP gas tank. Tel.
, Altura 6751 nights.
AIR COMPRESSOR warded. Tal. 1-1497
after 5 p.m.

SEVEN STEEL loose beams, 58' x 5' 4",
complete with) 20' x 14" x 4" tie beams.
Tel. 8-1568 days, -7147 nights.

Apartments, Flats

.HOMELITE CHAIN SAWS
New & Used
Sales - Service - Parts
Guide Bars Rebuilt New Chains
POWER MAINTENANCE & SUPPLY CO
Tal. 2571
. 2nd t, Johnson

D-CON
MOUSE PRUFE
2' Oz. .. . . . . . ; . 49c

4 0z.

89c

TED MAIER DRUGS
Downtown St Miracle Malt

D A I L Y NEWS
Mail
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid at
TED MAIER DRUGS

GOOD BLACK dirt, fill dirt, fill sand,
flravel and cr>j«hcd rock.
DONALD
VALENTINE, Minnesot a City, Minn.
Tol. Rollinostono 8609-2366.
CULTURED SOD
1 Roll or 1,000. May ba picked up.
Also black dirt.
Tel. 6332 or 8-4132
AFTER 5:30: Inquire 726 E. 7th

A
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FOUR ROOMS and' bath. Ttl. 7206 after
5:30.
TWO :APARTMENTs-1 bedroom, autprtatlc heat, garage, adults. Largs 1 Bedroom, nice yard, garage, adults, W Sth,
on bus line. Tel. 4007 weekdays .until
5:30 for appointment.
UPPER DUPLEX, east location. Kitchen
and bath carpeted, hardwood floors living, room and bedroom, stove and refrigerator furnished. Tel. 5023 after I
for appointment. ;

Apartments, Furnished
——
-•
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THREE ROOMS, and bath, central location. Available soonl It's a lovely apartment. ABTS AGENCY, INC., 159 Walnut St. Tel. 8-4365.

TURN YOUR ugly duckling Into a swa n
with Elliott's Vltra-Gard Polyurethane
heavy duty coating for Items that gal
hard use. Use Inside or out on porch,
basement, patio floo rs ; shower stalls,
outdoor furniture, swing sets; boat
docks, decks, trailers) tarm Implements
and tools; Industrial equipment. Wood,
metal, maspnry surfaces. It's hard and
It's touoht

Business Places for Rent 92

PAINT DEPOT
167 Center St.

Priced to Sell

Flnt-top office desk
Welding tables
Beds & springs
L. c. Smith typewriter
Pawned watches
Guns 8< ammunition
Trumpet
Clgnreiles
White house paint . Free with purchase of paint, 1 Mexlcon clothes
basket.

NEUMANN'S

BUILDING for
6790.

rent, 1054 W. 6th. Tel.

STORAGE OR FACTORY space, 5000 rsq.
ft., new building, loading dock and fork
lift available, heated cr unhealed. 1151
E. 6lh Tie. 8-4614.
OFFICE for rent. 1100 tquore feet, 2
private offices, air-conditioned, hot water heat, panelling. 70'A E. 4th. Tel.
3939.
ON THE PLAZA — ground floor offlct
suite, alr-condltloned, panelled, carpeted. Approximately 750 square feet.
Stlrncmon-Selover Co., Ttl. 6066 or
2349,

Office Space

Available at the Professional Building, 172 Main St.
Contact

Merchants Nat'l Bank
Trust Dept.

Tel. 8-5161

OFFICE SPACE

Bargain Store
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INSULATE NOWI—Cold Weather's Just
around the corner. Save on fuel bills .
We are equipped to blov. Insulation
Info tha side walls for better homa
protection . See us for your Insulation
needs. Standard Lumber Co., 350 W,
Srd.

About 1500' at
601 Main St.
First floor , ideal
location , plenty of
parking.

GET THE DUGS OUT OF YOUR SVSTEMI Have your air ducts ond furnoco
cleaned wilh our Mobil-Vac Power Vacuum. Your home will ba trosher, clean- Furn., Rugs, Linoleum
64
COMPLETE
WESTERN
8. ENGL4SH
er,
more comfortable and
healthier
STORE . Riding equipment, clolhlno,
to
live
In.
Call
Joswlck
for
free
estihorse supplies — breaking, trnlnlnfli
mate. JOSWICK FUEL & OIL CO., Tel. TADLE LAMPS, $5,95; polo or tree lamps,
horses for sale, stud service, bonnllna,
U3.95. BORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE,
3389.
Indoo r arena, English and Western
302 Mankato Ave.
lessons, trail nnd hay rldei. Dig Valley
HUGE
flASEMENT
Salo.
You
name
It,
Rancli, East Burns Volley. Tel. 3057.
wo hava Itl Dishes, ruflJ, drapea , clolh- MATCHING SOFA ond chair, nood cond).
tion. Tol. St. Charles 932-3528.
lno. nnllquea, Iqwelry, ond much misWESTERN
APPAREL
and
saddlery,
cellaneous. Wed . through Sat., start Ina
hols, pants , shirts, suits, bolts , bulkier;,
al 10 Wed. Tflko Hwy. «T throuoh Min- CLOSEOUTI Rubber* vinyl asphalt and
tics, hoots , (ackcts, leant, moccasins,
vinyl asbestos tlio. Odd lots. Self-servnesota City, turn on 248, 8th house on
chaps, purses, Jewelry, saddles, bridles,
ice, help yourself. 9x9, 5c each; 12x12,
riant.
bits , spurs , rains . KIEFFHR'S Western
loc each. SHUMSKI'S, 58 W. 3rd. Tal.
Shop, St. Charles . Tol. 932-3044.
8-3389.
TWO TIRES , ilza 6.55x14, very oood. 2
Inner tubes. 2-whenl trailer with box .
Used Inveilory. «' birch bar. 414 W. SAVE $20 on Mr. ft Mrs. chairs wilh
Haddad. Tel, 3595
ottoman. 4" foam reversible cushions,
Broadway.
arm enpj . Choice of gold or blue
Scotchonrd
print.
H19.
BURKE'S
TWO SNOW TIRES, 8.43x15) aslo WhirlFURNITURE MART, 3rd ft Franklin. Howes for Rant
95
awny onrbogo disposal. Tal, 8-4069.
Open Mon. and Frl. evenings. Park beSat., October 11
hind tho atore.
THREE-BEDROOM house. 3 mllei from
COMPLETE ARCHERY set Includlnn IIhnrglass bow, arrows, etc., plus hatchet
downtown Winona at Bluff Siding, Wis.
and hunting knife . =Vi-&lie rollawSy bed,
65 Tel, Dakota 543 M77.
full slie limed oak bed and sprlna. Tel , Good Thing* to Eat
3175 .
THREE-BEDROOM hotlsa, onraoe, closa
to Madison and Senior High Schools.
APPLES-PIck your own. Bring containSHOES, BOOTS, dress, work. Guaranteed
?135, Tol. 3915.
V
ers. Duane Evans, 1 mllo S. ol La
savings, make us prova III 24 years of
molllo on Pickwick Road.
service Wlnono area. Try us, your
ROOMY 2-bedroon{ lower duplex wilh
nelohbort havel Hazelton variety, 217 GILMORE
attached oarage 'end full basement. InVALLEY ORCHARD
now
E, 3rd. T«l. 4004.
open, all varieties of apples. Tel, 1-4415.
quire at VI W. Mill It .

Vox further iniormation
contact:

Winona National
& Savings Bank

JERSEY SALE

Parish I Minn . Jersey
Cattle Club Sale

1% miles N. of Wykoff.
•10 Head Springing
Cows nnd Heifers.
For catalogues write

Roger Meyer , Rt. 1
I«iko City, Minn.

FARMS
FOR SALE

Trust Department
Tel. 8-4321 or Mr8. Cleo

THREE-BEDROOM 2-story house, reason. able. Tel. 7079 for appointment.

BY OWNER—572 E. 7th, 8 rooms, 1
baths, good Lennox lurnace. Tel. «24ff
,
tor appointment.

Excellent Dairy or Beef
Farms. Not Overpriced
With Good Terms From
Sellers!
LEWISTON AREA—296 acre
dairy farm . Newer 8 unit
parlor free stall barn, other good buildings. Approximately 210 tillable acres.
NEAR PLAINVIEW — 240
acres, dairy and beef farm.
Approximately 150 highly
productive tillable acres
plus good amount of pasture. 4 stall milking parlor,
barn, large loafing shed,
silos with unloader and automatic feed bunk. Cemented
yard, good home plus full
set of other outbuildings.

Roy Montgomery
HEIT REALTY ING
Tel. Plainview, Minn. 534-2315
A or . ?¦ '
Tel. Chatfield, Minn. 867-4811
Houses for Sale
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BEAUTIFUL 4-bedroom home, closa to
downtown area. Write W. H. Johnson,
120 E. 7tlt, Winona.
I. ONLY *7,800. Three bedrooms. Com.
ptetely done over. All neat and clean.
We have key and will show It to you
anytime you ears to look. Let vs explain about the generous terms. ABTS
AGENCY* INC., 159 Walnut St. Tel.
B-4365.

CAN YOU GET financing? If YOU earu
¦
will brln»
an Investment of about $5,000
¦
you monthly Income of $800. Prlca
$28,000. Location terrific. All set, rented
and ready for you to taka over. Actiof|
. ,
Really, Tel. 4115.

;

:

——

A BbeT^

<

IJ&
w Sefc^:
if REALTOR
120 CENTER- TCI.2349
You'll Like

A

THE added attraction of this
like - new home: Large
rooms, carpeting, two fcaths,
family room with fireplace
and a convenient kitchen
with built-in appliances.

¦

Roorny and ?
Comfortable

FOUR-BEDEOOM, bath and
a half home has carpeted
living room and dining
room, kitchen with birch
cupboards, double stainless
sink. West location NEAR
WINONA STATE.

A Good Income

CAN BE YOURS! Live ; in
one apartment in this well
maintained duplex and rent
the other. Two bedrooms,
ceramic baths. Good west
central location.

Under $12,000

All on one floor, spic and
span two bedroom home iii
good west central location;
AFTER HOURS CALL:
Laura Fisk
2118
Laura Satka
7622
Myles Petersen
4009

;

1 BOB

HOUSE IN GALESVILLE—Ray Stellpflug,
P.O. Box 194, Trempealeau or Tel.
Centerville S39 2&83.

W
8e&**
fl REALTOR

AVAILABLE NOV. 1—By owner. Attractive 3-betfroom split level home, 'A-hour
drive from Winona. Located In scenic
area of Rushford. V/, baths, 2 fireplaces, recreation room, dlnlng-kltchen
area, attached garage, call for appointment, Rushford W4-7702.

120 CENTER - m.2349

TWO-STORY. 4-5 bedrooms, corner lot.
452 E. 3rd. Tel. 2043 after 4:30 for appointment.
IN GALESVILLE—1 year old, 2-bedroom
ranch-style home, attached garage,
carpeted living room and bedrooms.
Available Nov. 1. Tel. Galesville 5822831 or Winona 8-3842 afler 5.
Farms—Homes—Businesses
Our Specialty
BILL CORNFORTH, REALTOR
La Crescent, Minn. Tel. 895-2104
We Buy, Sell & Trade

FOURTH W. 616—2 or 3 bedrooms, coni
ptetely remodeled. $11,900.

ONE-BEDROOM duplex, shara large EIGHTH E. 719—1 or 2 bedrooms, brick
basement for washing facilities.: $130.
S7500.
Tel. 8-5376.
MANKATO 314—2 bedrooms, *J780O.
SIX-ROOM heated apartm«m. 1257% W.
6th. Adults. Available, now. $125 per
TOWN & COUNTRY REALTOR
monlh. Tel. M768 or- 8-2127.
Tel. 8-3741

WORKING GIRL or student to shara my
horns, must have car. Tel. 2040.

50 Building Matorfals

CORN—Everett
Rowekamp,
REGISTERED
YORKSHIRE Feb. and SHELLED
Lewlslon, Minn. Tel. 3B79.
Mar.
boars and commercial gllla .
D 8. C Yorkshire
Farm, Kasson,
Minn. Tel. 635-3731 or 634-7191.
Articles for Sale
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THIRD E. 315-FurnIshed sleeping room.

NO TELEPHONE ORDERS
1
WILL' BE TAKEN

Clearance Sale
Free

86

SPACIOUS 2-BEDROOM, newly remodeled and fully carpeted apartment, centrally located, all utilities, stove And refrigerator furnished, $150. Tel. MBT for
appointment.
•
?

Speakers, amplifiers, turntables
WINONA FIRE «. POWER EQUIP. CO.
54-56 E. 2nd St.
Tel. 5065

CULTURED SOD , also local sod.
estimates . Tal. 8-1494.

INCORPORATED
' Ttl. 5847
450 W. 3rd

ONE YEAR OLD 2 or 3-bedroom home
on corner lot. Full basement .. May be
seen at. 304 Adams after 5 or Tel.
8-2449 for Inform ation.

IP YOU ARE In the market for a farm
or home, oi* are planning to sell real
estate of ony type, contact NORTH- NEW HOUSE—3 or 4 bedrooms, family
room with fireplace, loroe patio, , atERN INVESTMENT COMPANY, Real
tached'garage, Gordon Malthees/ GoodEstate Brokers, independence. Wis., or
view.
Tet. 5W8.
Eldon W. Berg, Real Estate Salesman,
Arcadia, Wis. Tel. 323-7350.
WEST LOCATION—2 bedroonr cottaga.
FARMS-FARMS-FARMS
In all. C. SHANK,
Square lot. 4 rooms
¦ ' \. : ¦ . -: . . . - - .
MIDWEST REALTY CO.
¦¦ •- _ .!52 E. 3rd. ;
.
' Osseo, Wis.
Ttl. Office 597-3559
2-story
lsi»-new
twos*
BLVD.
HEIGHTS
Res. 695-3157
4 bedrooms, fanilly room with fit*
We buy, we sell, we trade
air
com
garage,
place, doubla attached
dltloned and landscaped. Hllke Homesj
.
Inc., Tel. 4127 for appointment; *

EXERCISE BIKE-flood, used. Tel. 7849.
GAS STOVE, 30"; living room stl;
wrought Iron kitchen sat. Ttl. 4035.

Rooms Without Meals

NEW. SHIPMENT of velvet upholstery
and upholstery fabrics In TWEEDS,
F R 1 E _ E S,
TAPESTRIES
AND
PRINTS .
These
are
Exceptionally
Beautiful.
CINDERELLA SHOPPES,
»th and Mankato or 62 W. 3rd.
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ELGIN-EYOTA AREA-240
TYPEWRITERS and adding machines for
acres -with approximately
sale or rent. Reasonable rates, free
delivery. See us for all your office sup200 tillable. Full set of good
piles, desks, files or office ehalr».
buildings, stanchion barn,
LUND TYPEWRITER CO., Tel. 5222.
¦silos, cemented yard. LocavVanfedfo Buy
81 ted on hard surface road .
Very good terms by seller.
FIVE YARD dump box and hoist with or

FULL SIZE metal bed, complete; electric
'/faru_45;and 78 rpm vlctrola records;
f /costume lewelry; saw sharpening vise;
other miscellaneous, call afternoons,
1114 W. 6th.

Stereo Components

Lewiston, Minn.
Tel. 2511

Hay, Grain, Feed

NEEDLES

For All Makes
Of Record Player*

Sam Weismari & Sons

YORKSHIRE PUREBRED Minn, fleeredHcd SPF boars, gilts, (coder pigs. Robert Cahnz, Tol. Rushlord 864-9212 (or
appointment.

TWO-YEAR-OLD
registered
Hereford
bulls. Elmer Schueler, Rushlord, Minn,
Tel. B64-9122.

Farms, Land for Sale

WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON & META.L
CO. pays highest prices for scrap Iron,
metals and raw fur.
Closed Saturday*
MONOGRAM OIL HEATERS, all sizes,
222 W. 2nd
Ttl. 1047
one-room
to seven rooms. Liberal
terms and trade allowances. GAIL'S
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
APPLIANCE, 215 E. 3rd. Tel. 4210.
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides,
raw furs and wooll
FEDDERS Air Conditioners at bargain
prices. SCHNEIDER SALES CO., 1S71
W. Slh.
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PUREBRED Spotted Poland China hoars,
ready for service. Newman & Bruce
Westlle , Ettrick, Wla , Tel. 525-4351).

MODEL A motor, $J0. Tel. St. Charles
932-3549.

RUBBER TIRED WAGON with rack, $50; LARGE RUMAGE SALE, Thurs
. through
Haban corn sheller with PTO, $100. Tel.
Sat., 9-6. Clothing for entire family;
Winona 4392.
men's size 42 suits, women's size 12,
children 's size 4-4, baby clothes. AnDISC SHARPENING by rolling, stays
tique Iron crib, blond baby crib, braid
sharp longer, no metal lost. Diamond
9x12' rug, rollaway frame, Jewelry,
K. Enterprises, St. Charles, Minn. Tel.
shoes, L-sh ape kitchen cupboards, col932-4308.
onial keys and leaf walb plaques.
House on earner on Garvin Heights and
Darl-Koo! Bulk Tanks
WIncraff R oad, watch for signs.
Sales—Service
Ed's Refrigeration & Dairy Supplies
GIGANTIC BASEMENT Rummage Sale.
555 E. 4th
Tel. 5532
Clothing for entire family, big selection
of dishes, antiques, miscellaneous kltchenware. rugs, bird cage, furniture,
wood cupboards. 120 ". E. .' 7th- Thurs.,
Frl. and Sat.

Fertilizer, Sod

PUREBRED SPOTTED Poland China
boors, new blood line. Lowoll •flnbeock,
Utica. Minn. Tel. St. Charles 932-3437.

TWO-STORY HOUSE to tear down for
lumber. Tel 9869, 7 to 4.
^
OIL TANK-275 gal., excellent condition ,
$22JO. Tel. 8-1957, after 5.

JOHN DEERE 1959 45 self-propelled combine with 10' header, sod condition;
John Deere 30 PTO combine, $375;
John Deere 227 corn picker with special
rolls and grease lubes, S375; IHC 2MH
corn picker with grease banks, $495 .
Adrian Roraff, Lamoille. Tel. Wltoka SALE ALL WEEK-263 W. Mill. An2050.
tiques, covered wagon lamp, picture
frames, dated Jars, crocks, furniture,
OLIVER—'U, 770, low hours, appearance
hair dryer.
and condition like new. Only J1950. Tel.
New Sweden 6-4586 for Wallace per- ZENITH TV and stereo, portable or consonally.
sole. Many models on our floor; come
and see ihem. FRANK LILLA & SONS,
TWO MORE Deerborn pickers with squir761 E. Sth. Open evenings.
rel cages came in Mon. . Christ Moen,
Beaches Corner, Ef trick. Wis., (house MATTRESS AND spring, good condlllon,
rear of lot).
reasonable. Tel. 7743.

2'A-year-old
gelding, rldlno
GENTLE
horse. Horses boarded . Tel. 8-3062.

POLAND CHINA boars, . Illlcrmatos to
our carcftss contat winners . F. W,
Deters 8. Sons, Caledonia, Minn,

OVERHEAD GARAGE door, 8'x7', complete with all fittings and cylinder lock.
Very good condition. Tel. 5670. 4044 Sth.

96

OARAGE SPACE for fold-down eamplno
frailer*. Tel. 9005.

FILET 0' FISH
THIS WEEK
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COLONIAL
home near ' J
GALE ST. 1103-2 bedrooms, available LOVELY
schools, church afid ius line.- 1262 W.
Oct. 7. Inquire 1074 Marlon SI. Tel.
Broadway. 3 bedrooms, dlnlna and liv6087.
ing rooms drapetl and carpeted. Wt
baths. Screened-ln porch and sundeek In
country
home
MODERN
ATTRACTIVE.
rear. New panelled family room with
near Stockton. Full basement. Availbar. New roof) new furnace* new fcsth;
able now. Inqutra at Stockton Trout
raw dishwasher, sink and disposal.
Farm,
Kitchen complete with stove and refrigerator. By owner. Tsl.? 9372.

/mWanted to Rent

TRY

NEIGHBORHOOD GARAGE Sale, Gilmore Valley Road, second liouse on left.
66
Oct. 9 ahd 10, 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Good qual- Guns, Sporting Goods
ity children's and adult's clothing, dishTHREE-DAY-OLD Holstein heifer and
es and miscellaneous,
WINCHESTER MODEL 12 MW .550 3" 22
bull calves -wanted. Daryl Schlesser,
with scope, 506 E. Sarnia.
Rt. 1, Arcadia, Wis. 54412. Tel. 323- IF carpet beauty doesn't show, clean It
7021.
right and watch It glow. Use Blue Musical Merchandise
70
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer 11.
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
Robb Bros. Store.
A REAL GOOD auction market for your
LOWREY ORGAN DEALER
livestock . Dairy cattle on hand all COLOR TV, 21" RCA, perfect working
New & Used Pianos, Piano Tuning
Gehrlng's Electronic & Music, Inc.
week.
Livestock bought every day.
order, S95. 21" Magnavox table model
Trucks available. Sala, Thurs.. 1 p.m.
Lewlston,MInn. Tel. 5681.
black and white TV, $15. 919 E. 71*
TeL Lewiston 2667 or Winona 7814.
after 5.

Kochenderfer & Sons
Fountain City, Wis.

C^HTACT

Horses, Cattle, Stock

CUSTOM SLAUGHTERING and processing. Lewiston Locker plant, Lewiston,
Minn. Tel. 3331. We render lard and
cure and smoke.

MINNEAPOLIS
MOLINE
Uni-Harvester with
picker sheller, 1
season's guarantee?

(formerly Andy's
Transmission Service)
1915 W. Sth

Dogs, Pets, Supplies

46

95 House* for Sal«

65 House* for Rent

S7 Sood ThingJ to Eat

REGISTERED HAMPSHIRE boara and GARAGE SALS,' Thurs. through Sat., 9
commercial gilts, testing records. Mllo
to 8. Clolhlno, women's sizes 7-16. FurWills, La Crescent, (Hi miles S.E. Noniture, miscellaneous. 164' N. Baker.
HELP WArJTED-custodlan, bus driver
dine). .;• ; ' .
for Ettrick Elementary School. Apply
FIVE-FAMILY
Rummage Sale, Oct. 9,
at Gale-Ettrick Hloh School Office.
FEEDER PIGS—20, average 40 lbs. Mi10 and 11, 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Antique furnilan Miller, Alma, Wis. Tet. 685-3208,
ture, dishes, 2 real old sewing machines, old radio, some antique chairs,
for the family, several electriPoultry, Eggs, Supplies
44 clothing
cal appliances. 306 Whitewater Ave., St.
Charles, Minn.
FOR SALE - .7 brooder houses wlfh sun
porches attached and rain shelters, all COPPERTONE electric range, 30" ,mint
in good condition. Speltz Chick Hatchcondition; 21; Airline TV set. 1720
ery, Rolllnsstone, Minn. Tel. 689-2311.
W. 7th, Apt. C anytime.

REDUCE safe and fast with GoBese tabtats and E-Vap "wafer pills." Ted CUSTODIAN WANTED — day work,
Maier Drugs. :
pleasant working conditions, hospitalization, uniforms, life Insurance. Write
WHEELS SHAKE, need alignment. Comgiving age and brief history to Q-4
plete suspension repair. See Don at
Dally News.
Hwy. Alignment Service, Jet. 43 &
41.
HELP WANTED at PtZM Hut. MaWnj
and delivering.
Help—Male or Female , 28
WE ALTER suits, we do It for stores;
alterations Is lust one of our chores.
MEAT CUTTER—Opportunity .for young FIRST COOK under chef . Excellent opW . Betslnger, 117 E. 4th.
portunity for man or woman with some
man, with or without experience, to
experience. Write C-93 Dally News.
work up. Start at $2.40 per hour with
ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER? paid life, health and welfare Insurance.
Man or woman, your drinking creates
Apply In person. Meat Department, COOKS AND CHEFS wanted. Must have
numerous problems. It you need and
references. Write C-78 Dally News.
Piggly Wlggly.
want help, contact Alcoholics Anonymous. Pioneer Group e/o "General Delivery, Winona, Minn., or Tel, 8-4410 MARRIED COUPLE or single mart to TWO FULL-TIMB cutters ; I part-time
cutter for hours 7-12 a.m. Winona
evenings 7-10.
work on modern dairy farm, new free
Glove Co., 412 E. 2nd.
stall set-up, start at once. VA miles
E, of St. Charles. Tel. 932-4941.

Auto Service, Repairing

43 Arfieles for Sale-

Homes For Sale
The Merchants National
Bank of Winona has been
ordered by the Probate
Court to sell three homes.
Please contact the Trust Department to vievv these properties or for further information.
No. 1—An attractive, l-bedroom frame dwelling on a
56x50 ft. lot at 163 Vine
St., Winona. Large bathroom, enclosed back porch.
No. 2—Rural environment
close to shopping area. A
nice 2-bedroom home with
shop and 2 small greenhouses, located on a 163 ft . deep
lot with 40 ft. frontage and
50 ft. at the rear for gardening area. Located at 109 N.
Baker , Winona.
No. 3—2-story, 3-bedroom
wood frame house at 707 W.
Broadway, Winona. Lot sizie
30x125ft ft. Near schools.
Sales are subject to the approval of the Probate Court
of Winona County,

(

n

"Wib" HELZER
REALTY

\

. 106 Exchange Bldg. ^

ST, TERESA AREA
4 bedrooms, 4 baths, newly
carpeted . Big dining area.
Kitchen fully automatic
with refrigerator and dishwasher. Family room. Central air-conditioning. Screened patio with gas barbecue.
$200 DOWN
2 bedrooms, living room ,
dining room . E.
IN GOODVIEW
Full lot -$3500.
Tel. 8*4808
24 Hour Phone Soi-vico

¦
• The .? . : : •¦>? • • ?¦¦':

Gordon Agency, Inc.
REALTORS

.

MAKE AN OFFER!

Owner says sell! Beautiful
building lot in our nicest
valley, in an area of lovely
homes.
THE HARD TO FIND
Exceptional 4 bedroom S
bath home West . Huge
kitchen, home completely
carpeted . The best of everything went into this one!
Move right in!
YOU WILL LOVE
The nearly an acre of beautiful yard that surrounds
this charming country home
that is so private but within
the- city limits. 3 bedrooms,
carpeted and panelfed living room; beautiful spacious
kitchen , dining room, new
bath. You must see this onel
$1,000 DOWN ON
CONTRACT FOR DEED
And only $75 monthly and
you can own your own home
with 3 nice bedrooms, 2
FULL baths , living room
and dining room , full basement , new gas furnace and
garage. Don't miss this one!
BIG. 2 STORY HOME '
2 blocks from Lake. 3 big
bedrooms, very nice new
, kitchen , lovely carpeted living room, big yard , full
basement. You can FHA
this hom e with a low down
payment! Under $14,000 . . ,
NEAR THE MALL
Neat and modest 2 or 8
bedroom home on double
lot. New siding and combination windows, Attached
garage nnd separate workshop buirding.
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
.
¦'"— ¦"¦ ¦

mm

II

¦
¦
¦
.
¦

nn —

AFTER HOURS
Pat Hcjse ., . 8709 or 2551
THE

GORDON

Exchange Bldg.

•Winona

Houses for Sala

99 yVanfed—Rftal Estate

102 Boats, Motors, Etc.

106 Used Cert

NICE 4-bedroom farrh home at Spring ONE TO FIVE acres or more near Trem- SAFE STORAGE for your boat and mopealeau. Tel. Fountain, City tt7-H33.
tor at the former Ecker Body Shop,
frova wlJhln . tha .city limit*.- About
acrM of land. 118,000. Alio other
Marshland, Wis. See Bill Sommers
home*, and farms tn tha Spring Grov*
-ST., let trailer tiouse W. of the buildarea. CORNFORTH REALTY,' Tel, La AeccsMrjesi Tires,
ing, after 8 er Sat.
end Sun. "Your own
¦
Parts 104' ¦ irptufinee.
Crescent 895-21W or Spring Grov» 4f*|.
", "¦ -, - ¦ ,, - . ¦
JJ13. ¦?
TAOGARt TIRE SERVICB ClUratK** Motofcycley Bicycle*
107
J:Sett now until Sat..Free box of apples
¦
day.
First
winner
Dick
' given away each
¦
,
Jhitprcvelss Mew & Used
No down payment; 217 Chestnut St.
Poeppel, ;¦¦; .
'. Compltie Parts 6 Service . .-" ' •
\4, bedrooms, A-l condition. Paymlnf*
' Crosse-rEeu Claire
.;,
Wlftona^-La
¦
¦;
" .
Ilka* rent.
y . y > . RQ8B MOTORS, INC.

109

CHEVROLET-1157 4-door. Tel. Centervllle svhisH.
CHEVROLET - 1M4 Meor, good condition. 3-speed Hurtt.
Tal. Rushford •**
¦
¦ 743*. ¦ ' . A'
.
.
.

"

Auction Sales

Auction Sales

Auction Sales

ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, city and state licensed and bonded, Rt. x Winona. Tel.

OCT. 11—Sat. 11 a.m. 2 miles E. of Ar- cadis on State Hwy. 95. Joe Grossman,
owner; Alvin Kohner, auctioneer;
Northern Inv. Co., clerk.,

.Minnesota Land &
Auction Service

¦

.

#«.
.

¦

.

/

FREDDY FRICKSON

Auctioneer

Will handle all sizes and kinds ot
CHEVROLET-IMa lmpala Moor ha;dauctions.
Tel. Dakota 643-6143
top. S27, automatic, power steering, and
brakes. Oood condition. $1300. Tel. Fovn- OCT. ?—Thurs. n e.m. I miles N. of
Win Clly MB7-35M.
- ¦ '
Osseo on "NN". Grant Colby, owner;
Zeck t Helke, auctioneers! Northern
FORO—1M2 Falrlan* 4-door stdin, tInv. Co., _flerl<.
Bosfi, Motors, Etc.
1
0
0
cylinder, automatic transmission, First
¦ ¦'
$150
takes.
See
et
tit
Herrlst
ar
Tel.
OCT. : »--Thi*rs. 11 e.m. 14 miles E. ot
• . 175 Lafayette
107A lift efter P.m.
Snowmobiles
BOAT TRAILER — homemade, 130. 12'
Galesvllie on 54 er i mllei W. of MelTel. 5240 or 440D evenlngi. A
*
rose on S4, then 1 mile S.W. on V.
runabout, plastic, *30. Sold separate
NEH*-AND USEb snowmobiles and new RED TRIUMPH-1I4J Spitfire Convertible,
or togatlwr. Tai. 8-1440. .
Cheslsr Burnsted, owner; Alvin Kohner,
tTillen.- HaroW'a. Sales & Service, Homin service, must sell. Til. 5240 or 1-3150 auctioneer.; Northern Inv. Co., clerk.
l.oti for SaU
100
er^RpM, Tel.¦- 'a549.
•venlno»>
;, '
:—i
FREE .'WlflTBR STORAGE With low
"JV v . - ;•
:fe;*
OCT, 10-Fri; 12:30 p.m. 1 mile N. of
prlced< off season ' turn up. Wa pick
»t« Hot-RUPP Snow-Sport
CHEVROLET — 1W2 J-door hardiop, 327,
SCENIC BUILDING lotI, J miles from ¦ up and deliver.
Independence, Wis. on State Hwy. 93.
Also boat storage. » • ">> ¦?¦#, 5 Models on Display
standard transmission. Real good shape.
downtown Winona af . Bluff Siding,
Joe Xosek, owner; Alvin Kohner, aucDICK'S MARINE, • Winona Municipal
y .i Cemplete Sales & Servlca
Tel.
8-3027
between
2
afternoons.
and
5
'¦
tioneer; northern Inv, Co., clerk.
Wis, »i,50O. per acre, Tel. Dakota <43;, .vHeadquerleri
Winona. Tet,: -:..
¦Harbor, Latsch Island,
an.
:> :' ¦ ¦¦ WINONA FIRB & POWER EQUIP. CO.
w*.
GTO—1945, new engine, 1 deuces, » new OCT. II — Sat. 12:30 p.m. Oil Station
Tel. 5065
>S14* E. 2ntt, St.
Equipment, Mobil Station, Main St.,
tires, body good. 11500. Tel. 2292.
"LinesbOro, Minn. Johnson Mobil ServGO ONE BETTER . . .
,
In
BUICK-1M4 Rlvlira
sood condition
ice, owner; Waller Ode, auctioneer;
^W^«y«p ^^^^Ta
.. Get Skl-Dool
with new tires, S1350. Ask for Dennis,
Lanesboro State Bank, clerk.
vno^^^^WevRO ^^^^Wivno ^^H
.. . DICK'S MARINE
Tel. M141 or 7736.
Tel. 3809
telsch Island, ,Winona.
OCT. 11—Sat. 11 a.m. 3'A miles N.E. of
Fall Creek on County Trunk D. Jim
WESTGATE GARDENS
CHEVROLET-IMS lmpala,
rebuilt
¦¦ . newly
HuWr owner; Zeck fc Hleke, auction. .: .
Wheelhbrse, AMF, Rupp Ssles 1
327. Tel. Wilpks »54.
eers; Norlhern Inv. Co., clerk. .
Service, Accessories, clothing.

Attention Veterans ?.

-

'- '

.

•

:

i

•

frank West Agency

¦

¦

'

\

¦

•

__^

OCT. 11—Set. 10. a.m. Hausehold Salt,
S. 4th St., Trempealeau, Wis. Milton
Uhl, owner; HII Duellman, auctioneer;
Northern Inv. Co., clerk.
OCT. li-Sat. 10 a.m. Antique * Stori
-• ¦Bldg. . Auction, former Taylor Ree.
Bldg,, Taylor, Wis. LaVirn Meyers,
owner/
Lee Hirnlseh, , auctioneer;
Northern Inv. Co., clerk.
OCT. 15-Mon. 12:30 p.m. I miles S. of
Winona up Pleasant Vallsy to Wltoka,
then 114 miles N. Mike Thill, owner;
Kohner fc Frickson, auction**™ Northern Inv. Co., clerk.
OCT. 11—Men. 11:30 a.m. 5 miles N. ef
Strum on D. Bierne 'Bud" NOrhelm,
owner; Walt Zeck & Jim Helke, auctioneers; Northern Inv. Co., clerk.

Everett J. Kohner
Winona. Tel. 7814
Jim Pepenluss, Dakota. Tel. 443-2972
Boyum Agency, Rushford. Tel. 164-9311

Winona Dally News ¦!|L
Winona, Minnesota I IH
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 8, 1969

Telephone Your Want Ads
to The Winona Dally News
Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker

F^UeTION I
K^fJ^.iiwamaya^^aTOMBWft'a^^

I Having decided to quH business, I am offering the follow- |
I ing oil station equipment for sale at Mobil Oil Station, i
|
I Main St., Lanesboro, Minn.

I

S&tutd&y, October 11 1

.
I
Beginning at 12:30 P.M .
|
1
2
portable
vulcanizing
unit;
air
tanks;
electric
autoI
OCT. 14—Tues. 1 p.m. 2 miles E. of
ta Crosse on Granddad Bluff Read to 1 matic car washer; automatic tire machine; 2 Marquette I
County Trunk FA and 114 nnlles eh FA I battery chargers; 6 and 12 volt; wheel balancer;^ bench I
-to farm. Rldgevlew Stables, R. Luxford,
owner; Russell Schroeder. euetlonser; il grinder; Prentiss 825 vise;- automatic dry battery filler; 1
Northern Inv. Co., elerk.
j | %-inch drive electric shock wrencb; %-incb driveelectric i
V
I shock wrench; 3A-inch truck shock wrench; power grease I
OCT. 14-Tues. 1 p.m. 1 mile N.W. of |• gun; Wagner brake-fluid ball; Thompson Mobil vacuum I
Nelson on County Trunk D. Albert Hess,
FIAT—19(7 Spydir SiO csnvarllbli, good
| cleaner; 12-ton hydraulic jack; 1%-ton hydraulic jack; I
owner; Francis Werleln, auctioneer;|
Trucks, Traces Trailers 108 shape, good tires. Reese Johnaftn,
Northern Inv. Co., clerk.
i spark plug cleaner and tester; numerous bumper jacks; I
Peterson, Tel. 175.5975 or weekdays Telephone Your Want Ads
'
1
new front and rear tractor tires, various sizes; used |
175-5805.
.
'
OCT; 14—tues. 1 p.m. « miles S, of
PICKUP TRUCK - 1948, -Won, cheap,
Rushford, Minn, on Hwy 43. Grant C. I front and rear tractor tires, various sizes; new and used |
Tel. 2465 after 4.
PONTfAC-1944 Grand Prix 2-<foor hardWermager, owner; Boyum fc Knufsen,
| | auto tires, various sizes; several good used spreader f
top, radio and heater, V-8, automatic Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker
auctioneers; northern Inv. Co., clerk.
WILL SACRIFICE 1968 GTO, has many
transmission, power steering, real
i and truck tires; 1%-ihch Black and Decker electric drill; $
.
extras. . Tel. 7719.
ihaTrp. perfect In every way. Only $795.
1%-incb Skill electric drill; gas and electric portable |
OCT. 14—Tues. II a.m. 2 miles W. of ArFORDr-iVa-ton truck, 1948 engine. Rush
to The Winona Daily News cadia on Hwy. 95, then IV* miles S.W.
welder;
gas torch; %-inch, % and % drive socket sets, 1
FREE wrist welclv glvm with every
.
Tel.
864-9122.
Arbor,
Rushford,
Minn.
Rusch,
owner;
on
town
road.
Orville
4 door sedan, radio, heater, power steering, titiM
car sold this weekend.
%
to
1%;
accessories end filling station stock; box and 1
"~
Alvin Kohner, auctioneer; Northern Inv.
power brakes, AIR CONDITIONING.
TOMMV TOPPERS
Vol
Co., elerk.
open-end wrenches, sets % to 1%; hand tools of all||
ALL SUES available at Tommy's Trailer
Was $2198
PrjiT Sales, 3 miles -S. of Galesvllla en 35-S3.
Don's Auto Sales
descriptions; numerous tool chests; 1953 Ford Vi-ton 1
200 E*. 3rd.
pickup with wide box; Delco start pak; oil cabinet; eto. 1
I
PROPERTY
REAL
ESTATE
AND
PERSONAL
Used Cars
109
OFFICE EQUIPMENT: Desk; Smith - Corona cash 1
P
register; Underwood adding machine; portable electric |
Y«y CAN'T EXPECT your car to purr
1 heater; electric fans: pop cooler; fireproof safety box.
§|
like a kitten, when It's a dogI Trade
GT. 4-speed transmission, Bright Maroon in II up
TERMS OF SALE: Cash, or other arrangements I
to a new '70 model or later used
1
car with a low-cost, convenient Auto
1 made with clerk before purchase. No property to be |
Loan from MERCHANTS NATIONAL
S
SANK, "The New Car Bank". Lower
|Due to the death of our father we will sell the following I i removed until settled for. Not responsible for accidents. I
Interest rales allow you added accesI property at public auction on
|
sories and prompt repayment builds Heads will too, when they
I JOHNSON MOBIL SERVICE -C. S. JOHNSON, OWNER I
i Walter Ode, Auctioneer
Lanesboro State Bank, Clerk 1
valuable bank credit for future use. See
"Value-Rated"
see
this
Prank, Dick, Max or Dennis today.
beauty.
4 door Sedan, 6 eyBnder engine, radio, heater. IsH
^^smm ^mmsm ^m ^^mm ^^mr^m ^^m ^m ^^^.
a
I
1
Starting at 11:00 A.M. (No Delay)
1965 DODGE
Lunch On Grounds
I
from the
Monaco
». ¦ n
H I
t ttm
.iiitii mii
.< Tlllll^lllnn
Located: 5 miles southwest of Chatfield, Minn., on Fill- 1 ?4
¦ ns
w
, im
mi]
Mill iiifwr
¦
TTTJ1 ¦ l W l t l r ^^r^ mnuiiJUai
fT^f^
>*£
****» ITTT b;i
I
I
more County Road No. 5. XPollow Auction Arrows)
2 door Hardtop, dark green,
|/ |rm i NORTHERN INVESTMENT CO. J |M1
2 door Hardtop, 8 cylinder engine, Automauc r Jkl
black vinyl top, green all
I
329 ACRE FARM SELLS AT PUBLIC AUCTION.
transmission, power steering, radio, heater.
vinyl interior with bucket
liS
I
?l:30 P.M. -•?
"' l^l' 1968 Pl-YMGUTH
Was $2098
seats, Y-8 engine, automatic transmission, p o W e r I
buildings
with
This farm has an excellent set of
|
' ¦' ' ' ¦
Fury 111
steering/ power brakes, con- 1 all in good repair. Buildings include an all-modern home |
RroGEVIEW STABLES AUCTION .' : , . '|
2 door Hardtop, beautiful
sole unit, radio, heater, 1 with new aluminum siding, new combination doors and |I
R. LUXFORD, OWNER
mist green in color, V-8 en- " tinted glass, white sidewan I windows, full bath, modern kitchen with built-in cabinets, I I
|
t i r e s, EXCEPTIONALLY 1 four bedrooms "and full basement.
2 door Hardtop, 6 cylinder, 3-speed transmis- HM gihe, automatic drive, radio,
1 1 Located: 2 miles East of La Crosse on Granddad Bluff I
whitewall tires, d r i v e n
SHARP for
I Road to County Trunk "FA" and Vh miles on "T'A" to 1
sion, radio, heater.
I
Other buildings include a 32 ft. x 84 ft. good barn |
R^l ONLY 10,000 miles; full faci farm.
1
hay
mow;
20
I
with
water,
milk
room
aid
drlve-in
silo,
1
tory warranty.
$1495
I ft. x 64 ft. machine shed with 20 ft. x 40 ft basement; |
$2695
If large poultry house, granary, single garage, 2 corn |
• ¦ ¦ '¦ ¦ ' ¦§
'
i cribs and other numerous buildings.
Time: 1:00 P.M.
1
4%
I
Farm is very well located on asphalt road and has |
1966 FORD
3 TRACTORS AND EQUIPMENT; John Deere 730 §
I ether features such as three-wells, along with a creek I I
Diesel tractor; John Deere "50" tractor with Power-trol, I
i tunning the full width of farm, Approximately 100 acres I |
Custom 500
1
very clean; Ferguson 30 tractor; J.D. 2-14 inchj>low, on 1
of
tillable
land
are
being
farmed
at
present
with
another
I
Buick
Olds
GMC
i
? 4 door sedan, eggshell white,
/
«
I
65
acres
or
more
that
could
be
tillable
225
W.
3rd
.
| steel; Ferguson 2-14 inch plow, 3 point; Dearborn I
P
with power steering, power
disc; J.D. 8% ft, wheel disc; §
STATEMENT
TO
BUYERS:
I
This
without
doubt
could
1 1 cultivator ; Ferguson tandem
Open
Mon.
&
Fri.
Evenings
engine,
small
V-8
brakes*
two
mower;
3 point hookup power mow- |
I
J.D.
7
ft.
power
I
tie
a
paradise
for
a
stockman
or
dairy
farmer.
If
you
1
automatic d r i v e , radio,
Superior
front end loader, hydraulic |
one
for
repairs;
I
ers,
are
interested
in
buying
a
farm
of
this
caliber,
make 1
|
whitewall tires and? MUCH
V ~dfe NO WGHT MONEY
I bucket type, now on Ferguson 30, with material and snow |
sure
you
inspect
this
property
Mobi
la
Hemes,
Trailer*
and
bid
your
judgment
on
I
|
J
1
1
1
I
'
MORE
Fresh
1-Owner
new
.
»
¦
Bfllfi dtflV
% i bucket; Superior front end snow blade; SarVis 6 ft. ter- U
•
car trade.
'
^
0^ ¦ AT QUALITY-ASK ¦
BARGAIN MOBILE home, 2 bedrooms, I
INSPECTION
may
be
had
at any time by contacting 1 I racer blade, 3 point; J.D. side hilf hitch; chains for §
¦?iHFi. ' « ' iriti. ' ABOUT FINANCING
Valley Trailer Court. Newly
J.D. and Ferguson; saw rig for J.D.; 3 point utility rack; §
- Stockton
.f'fl
$1495
owners or auctioneers:
;
furnished. Fully ¦wlnterlted end air-con- I
|I
I deluxe tractor seat; Sun Master 3 gang reel type tractor |
ditioned. $1,250 cash. Tel. 1489-2545 |
Owners:
Phone
289-7012
Rochester,
Minn.,
or.Phone
I
v
evenings.
1
Minnnesota.,
I I pull type mowers, 5 ft. cut, used very little.
p> f*We service what tee tell." MOBILE ' HOME—*' X 24', $450.' BILL I 887-4738, Chatfield,
I
6raER
FARM
MACHINERY:
2
wood
plows;
2
1
Phone
Auctioneer:
after
6:00
p.m.
346-2504
Spring
¦
^
1
'
"¦
y. - '
CORNFORTH. Ttl. U Crescent VIS.% '> ? :¦ , ;¦;,, : . . . ? . • •?
Valley, Minn.
1 I section steel and wood drags; 2 section springtooth; 1
2105. .. . .
EASY REAL ESTATETERMS: 15 percent down day 1 I wood cuiavator; road drags; John Deere "H" PTO, p
TWO BEDR00MS"-1M8, r ' x 50V flood
of sale with 10 percent more of purchase price due on 1 1 manure spreader; Schultz No. 600 flail stalk •shredderM
489-2(45
shape. Tel.
Rollingstone
eve¦
attachment for M-F No. 10 or No, 12 hay bdsrsr&w W
possession. Balance due on contract for deed with annual I |
ttlngt. . ¦ .
in '67; Ferguson £ bar side delivery rake; ;McD. 3 bar m
principal payments to suit buyer plus 6 percent interest. |
|
Jim?Mausolf, Mgr.
SCHULfE-12'
x
54'.
2
bedrooms,
lust
UJ
y
¦ P
' ij R&y Uterski "Happy Dan" Petke 4
Possession of property may be had when papers are in i "' \ side delivery rake; N.H. 65 hay baler with Wisconsin m
like new, carpeted, full bath. One of tha
¦
n¦
¦ best. Inquire at 571 W. Mill or Tel.
^
|
motor; Fox, PTO, blower; Lundell stalk chopper; Int. |
—¦ Salesmen
order.
For more information contact auctioneer.
1
Larry Searight
7434.
KJI
I
No. 30 rubber tired wagon; homemade rubber tired i
MACHINERY AND HORSE DRAWN EQUIPMENT: 1
MOBILE HOME — 10x50', excellent for
82 ft. John Deere elevator on rubber, good; 1949 Minne- | wagon; flat rack; 1967 New HolTand No. 36 Green Chopper.||
vB
f CH ^\f noL x r ^ ^G HvnoT^^
m
hunting or fishing cottage along stream
^ff GHc aLZTJ ^_
3rd tk Waistjington Tel. 8-3649
apolis
Moline R tractor with new rubber,. bought new, I
MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT: Wards Clear All |
or lake. Priced very reasonable. Albert Tamke,
Afcodla, Wis. Tel. 323used very little; MM 2 row cultivator, used little; rubber 1
¦ ¦
Brush
Wacker, gas powered; Homko 24 riding mower; |
|
. "7340.
..
,
tired, wagon with triple box; 2-16: MM plow; sprayer I
slip scraper; grindstone; Home Comfort white enameled §-;
complete, with puinp and gauges, hew last year; two I
MARLETTE MOBILE home, 1967, 12* ?x
wood burning Kitchen range and other items.
I
60', 2 bedrooms, center kitchen, spaci- _ wheel trailer; IHC horse drawn mower; 10 ft. horse I I
MOST OF THIS GOOD LINE OF EQUIPMENT WAS §
ous storage. Home Is situated on 1 acre
ACQUIRED BY OIR. LUXFORD IN PURCHASE OF ? |
of . land near La Crescent. Ideal for I drawn single disc, A-l; IffC 2 row horse drawn corn I
young or old. Reasonably priced, Tel. I planter, A-l; IHC corn binder with bundle carrier, A-l; i
THE HENRY MILLER ESTATE FARM AND IS NOT |
895-2385.
I 10 ft . lime spreader; Clipper fanning mill, A-l; John..Jf
NEEDED IN THE OPERATION OF THE FARMS. SALE |
HILLCREST MOBILE Homes, a. quality I Deere gang plow; New Idea hammer type stalk cuttef §
WILL
BE HELD IN RIDGEVIEW STABLES ARENA. |
mobile home for a low price (because
TERMS: NORTHERN ON THE SPOT CREDIT.
of no overhead). Low, low down pay- I with PTO; steel wheel wagon; McCormick Deering horse I
|
ment to qualified buyers. Houston Modrawn 9 ft. field cultivator; 4-5 ft. section wooden drag; 1
Russell Schroeder, Auctioneer
bile Homes or Twalten Realty, Tel. 819- I
|
|
3100. Evenings: J. A. Twalten, Tei. tU- I horse drawn hay header; bobsled with wood rack; Mc- W
Marvin Miller, Repr., Northern hwestment Co.^ Clerk p
3101; H..D. Gunderson 896-2017; C. W :h Cormick Deering one row cultivator with 8 shovels; horse 1 i
Evans 895-2603.
I drawn dump rflce; 3 bar steel wheel rake ; New. Idea I mmm ^m ^^m ^^^s ^mmmmmm ^^^mssmmm ^i
AMHERST-19ri8, 12'x50' mobile homa, I manure spreader on steel wheels; 2 section flexible drag; jf
furnished. Owen- Brekke, Whitehall, I Case silage blower with 28 ft pipe
.
.
f|
Wis. Tel. 538-4475 after * p.m.
CATTLE: 8 good Hereford steers, approx. weight I
i
HOMETTE
LIBERTY
HAMPTON
I
I 750 lbs.
MARSHFIELD
SCHULT

V- ' -^2^H0UR $AU V ^ ^
:^
ON TH ESE SPECIAL H
UNITS
y]
1967 PONTIAC CATALINA
24-HOUR PRICE $1598
1967 FORD CORTINA

111
|
!
|

24-HOUR pR1CE $8t
1964 FORD CUSTOM

|
]
M

24-HbUR klCE $598
1967 P LYMOUTH VJ.P. ¦

fn
KM

24-HOUR PRICE $1 598
J 965
GORVAIR |
MONZA
|

I^^

THE LEAVES
ARE TURN ING

I ? AUCTION
4
1

GOOD DEALS

Friday, October 24

:

|

G00D GUYS

TT¥

f|l
|

24-HOUR PRICE $798

¦

M

fn
|
j
|
¦
f ft

ALL UNITS LISTED
MUST BE SOLD BY
THURSDAY AT 5 P.M.

y TMcsdsijf October 14. |
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WALLY GREDEN
SALES MGR.
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AUTOMOBILES

SOLD IN SEPT.
6-MONTH USED CAR
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PAUL HOLTZ

i

{
J^f^to,

aAWM ^MMmI
ARCHIE GILBERTSON

i

/

r

1
/j | -1 (
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"WINDY " SENN .

I

J.A.K.'S MOBILE HOMES, INC.
NELSON, WIS.

WINNEBAGO
MOTOR HOMES, travel trailers, pickup
campers. Chateau and Scotty travel
trailers. Tommy 's Trailer Sales, a
miles' S. of Ga lesvllie on 35-53.
Many homes to choose from at
COULEE MOBILE HOME SALES
Hwy. 14-61 E., Wlnone
Td. 427*

LP. Crosse Mobile Homes
New and Used

ROLLOHOME

Vh Miles S. of City Limits
on Hwy. H '
Lyle Norskog - Hollis Norskog
Tel. La Crosse 4-8554
Aucrlon Sales

AUCTION
214 miles W. of Lewislon,
Minn., on U.S . 14, then 2
miles N.

Satuirday,
October 11
1 p.m .

TO DEAL ON
SAVE»

V

^
^t ^ {
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FINANCING
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DEALING & TRADING
, Drive or tow in your trade.

V JERRY BLAISDELL

- ¦¦

.

JERRY REIDENREICH
GENERAL MGR.

¦
^
'
CLEARANCE
SALE
:
^
^
:
OUR
CAR LOT
T " ^^^
USED
!
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JOHN KOLLAS
1

23 good young ewes; 450
bales hay; 500 bales straw;
John Deere Model B tractor; M.M. 3-14 plow ; spreader on rubber; drag; spring
tooth; mower; 8 ft. John
Deere field cultivator; rond
drag and scraper; misc.
wire, panels, shop and farm
tools, etc.
TERMS: CASH .

(

)

Your "Country Stylo " Ford-Mercury-Lincoln Dealer

MIRACLE MALL -OPEN TONIGHT

I

/

ERWIN GRIEBENOW ,
OWNER
Don Tiffany, Auctioneer
B. A. Smith & Sons, Clerk

I

Billy Goat Complete with Cart and Harness

1«J -i N0RTHERN ,NVESTMENT cyBill

|

I
37 SHEEP; 17 good mouth ewes; 20 head spring if
. %
1 lambs.
MIKE THILL AUCTION
|
I
TOOLS AND MISC. : ?W gallon gas tank with hose j| I
1 and nozzle; creep feeder; 8x10 brooder house; 6x8 brooder % 1 Located B miles south of Winona up Pleasant Valley to d
Witoka, then Vh miles north,
I house; old wooden corn sheller; several 50 gallon barrels; % |
B
I Fabrbankg platform scale; bench leg vise; forger; old |
¦
m Cushman two cylinder engine, works; anvil; old harness; 1
g dual grinder with motor; mortar box; old McCormick f|
Starting at 12:30 P.M .
Lunch on grounds.
f|
|
Deering gas engine.
B H,
i
BE ON TIME - VERY FEW SMALL ITEMS.
FEED: Approx. 2S0 bushels oats; approx. 110 bates Q U
I
47 HOLSTEIN CATTLE: (35 Cows). 4 cows to freshen |f
1 straw ; approx. 600 bales 1st and 2nd crop hny; approx- fl
|
1 130 bales last year's hay ; approx. 2 tons loose new hay; k |] by sale date ; 15 cows sprihging; 3 cows fresh and rebred; |
$ m 13 cows milking good and rebred for winter freshening; ||
I 14 acres good standing field corn.
| HOUSEHOLD GOODS AND ANTIQUES: Freezeway l\ w 7 heifers bred for fall and early \vinter; 5 heifer calves. i?|
I chest type freezer (like new); twin size bed complete ' U! THIS IS A GOOD HEAVY PRODUCING HERD OF MOST- fj
i
| with frame (A-l); turquoise platform rocker; old console " - ; LY VACCINATED COWS.
DAIRY EQUIPMENT: Sunset 400 gallon bulk milk iff
II radio; RCA table radio; several old picture frames; j)¦
Hotpoint electric apartment size stove; Maytag wringer ' > A cooler; Surge SPll milker pump and motor; 3 Surge
| |
|
lb. pails; 2 compartment wash tank; barn logger; |]
I|washer (A-l); several old bells of all description; several 3
Ij
milk house heater.
crocks; several fruit jars; white steel cupboard ; 2 piece I
SILO UNLOADER: Clay slfo unloader for 14 ft. silo, |j
walnut
finish
bedroom
set
with
springs
1
5
0
and
mattress:
|
I
new in 1967.
. fi
| 2 oak dressers with mirror; 2 piece green upholstered 1
FEED: 3000 bales first and second crop hay; I
f living room set ( recently upholstered); wicker rocker; I
2000 bales 3rd crop hay; 800 bushels oats; 65 acres of |
% solid oak rock«r; oak library table; combination secretary 1
ji?
real good standing corn; 800 bales straw.
i- and china cabinet with curved glass; oak buffet;
I
MACHINERY : 1966 Allis Chalmers D17 scries 4 §
| . Round oak table with 6 matching chairs and eight |
§ tractor, wide front, run only 1450 hours; Allis Chalmers |i
I haves; old hanging light fixture with scalloped edge; |
f ; walnut phone desk ; old cane magazine rack; old china |I WD45 tractor with new tires and D17 kit put in in 1968; ?
Allis |r
|? cabinet wilh curved glass; several old pieces of fine I ||1968 Allis Chalmers No. 825 side mounted mower;
Paulson
picker;
Chalmers
model
190
2
row
mounted
corn
t?
|
j
china
glassware
in
carnival
glass,
etc
;
old
Home
Comfort
I
I
grinder,
mixer;
to
fit
WD45
with
snow
scoop;
Gehl
loader
|
|
|
cook
stove;
Philco
refrigerator; copper boiler; severaf I
||
| pots, pans, etc; old iron stove; several empty bee hives;. I f McD . model 250 corn planter with disc openers and f
1 plastic fertilizer boxes; New Idea model 20 2 row mounted j ^
I new rabbit trap; porch -glider with cushions ; several |
I hand towels; iron bed with mattress and springs; com- i I picker with WD45 brackets; Coby 8 ft. wheel disc; John M
series 70 3 |
II blnntion oak wardrobe and dresser with mirror; 30 inch |I Deero 8 ft. field cultivator ; Allis Chalmers
wheel KU inch or 16 inch): New Holland |
t rtay bed; S matching oak china with scrolling; 2 oak |I bottom with depth
i- beds with rnattress »nd springs; five drawer oak P M 68 baler with halo ?hrower; John Deere model 25 combine||
new canvases; 2 Fickley 185 hu, gravity boxes, 1 p
il chest of drawers with mirror; several old flat irons; i|| with
|| year old; Lindsay 4 section flexible drag; John .Deero p
ti oak commode with towel rack ; onk bed with high head- |
No. 1 hay conditioner; Joh n Deere No. 33 single beater $
M |
h board; old onk rocker; wash bowl and pitcher (A-l) ; |
ts manure spreader; New Holland No. 56 side rake; Allis f t
b mantel clock ; 12x15 rose pattern carpet with pad; step i
2 row cultivntor for WD45; San Hoist 47 ft. M
ll Btool : mbher tired wheelbarrow.
|| Chalmers
elevator; John Deero No. 1064 rubber tired wagon; |]
Approx . 140 white oak fence posts: several double i
ll
Minn, fi ton wagon * 16 ft. bale rack for thrower; narrow $sj
|| t rees nnd single frees: sevorsl horse collars; several old | front
D17; 2 hydraulic cylinders ; duals for WD45 M
steel
cveners;
approx,
walnut
lumber;
two
1OO0 ft. of
I?
| tractorfor
.
U
|wheel utility cart ; severaf cord? of white onk wood; 20 I
MISCELLANEOUS: 300 gallon overhead gas tank; ||
|| ft. extension ladder; Clinton 26 inch chain saw, like §
% ton fer- $
f| new. Many Other Articles Not Listed.
i I rubber tired wheelbarrow; 2 electric fencers:
riding
la*wn
mower )|
HP
tlllzer;
2
feed
bunks;
Sears
3%
|
TERMS: Cash, or ony other arrangements made with ||
|
B
other items.
p] banker prior to sale. No property to be removed until 1 1 and HOUSEHOLD
GOODS:
Maytag
automatic
washer;
|
|fully settled for.
M I
I Maytag dryer; round oak table.
MRS.
FLORENCE
BUSS.
MRS.
HELEN
|
1
TERMS: NORTHERN ON THE SPOT CREDIT.
>A
|
|
SABATKE , CO-OWNERS
|* |
«
Frickson,
Lie.
45,
Lie.
n,
Freddy
Alvin
Kohner,
and
k
)
(
h
Former Wm. Dudek Property
I
Auctioneers. Minnesota Land and Auction Service, Everett |
i| II
: Root River State Bank, Chatfield, Minn .
|J. Kohner, Clerk. Subs. Northern Investment Company, |
Ulerk
i Independence, Wisconsin .
Auctioneer: Duane Grafe, Spring Valley, Minn.
|
|
•ii^aMjrai^imifmaiKEa^s;^^
IWsiSST?.^^

|Monday/ October 13 . g
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By Roy Cran»

BUZZ SAWYER
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DICK TRACY
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By Chick Young

BLONDIE
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By Al Capp
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By Gordon Bess

REDEYE

BARNEY GOOGLE and SNUFFY SMITH
'

'

'

By Fred Laswell J

By Milton Canniff -

STEVE CANYON
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"CUSHION FL00R"-"S0FT ¦ ¦ ¦

By Alex Kotzky
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TRED"-"VINYL-EASE"

Al! Core Vinyls! So ft,
Durable, Quiet and Long
Wea ring !
.

'

By Chester Gould

BEETLE BAILEY
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REX MORGAN, M.D.
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By Dal Curtli
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NANCY

6 Foot Wide! Hi Density
Rubber Back. AIM st
Quality! Fine Acrylic
Fibres. Closeout fcfice!

By Ernie B uriimiller

I

Regular
$5.99 ..:

MARY WORTH

By Saunders and Ernst
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Excellent- Selection at a
Low Price! AIM st Quality.

A ^M

4AW

Sq,

yd.

27" VINYL
CARPET
%-fllml bl

All Heavy Wei ghts.
10 Full Rolls in Stock.
Patterns For Every Room

1
I

In the Home!
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Aeron 1h» Street From Kraiga'a
58 W. 3rd St.
Phone 8-3389

Winona |
¦t

4.
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